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This dissertation examines four contemporary Spanish women writers’ insight 

into the formation and development of male subjectivity in the context of socio-political 

and artistic status of women in democratic Spain.  In this study I analyze the following 

novels: La voz dormida (2002) by Dulce Chacón, Azul (1994) by Rosa Regás, La señora 

Berg (1999) by Soledad Puértolas, and Fiebre para siempre (1994) by Irene Gracia. 

The narrative representation of men as a central theme by women can be 

considered a revolutionary event as women foreground themselves as subjects of a 

discourse, overthrowing the traditional dichotomy woman/object.  By questioning men’s 

social and cultural positions, women writers adopt a new identity: that of the female 

observer writing male behavior. 

This younger generation of Spanish women writers questions the traditional 

definitions of gender roles and views masculinity as a set of impositions on male and 

female subjects.  Gender tensions are represented in the novels as their male and female 
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protagonists attempt to survive a world in crisis by either submitting to or resisting the 

impositions of power through external forces such as institutionalized religion, political 

mandates, and socially prescribed behavior.   

Each author focuses on different aspects of the strategic impositions of power.  In 

these novels, accounts are given of why characters react to external forces in particular 

ways, and of the consequences of their behavior.  Gender relation subtleties are defined 

as determined by cultural, social and psychological motivations. 

In order to illuminate the fictional construction of masculinity and gender 

relations in contemporary women’s narrative, I make use of the following theories:  a) 

Michel Foucault’s explanations of power, knowledge, and discourse; b) Paul Smith’s 

understanding of the subject as a place of contradiction in which cultural practices are 

made concrete; c) Julia Kristeva’s linguistic and psychological theories in relation to the 

“subject-in-process”; and d) current sociological and anthropological notions of 

masculinity and gender relations. 

Contrary to the possibility of drawing a composite male character from these 

novels, we are faced with a sincere, not stereotyped account of males as fragmented 

beings in conflict with themselves and with the forces that shape their identities.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The construction of male subjectivity by four contemporary Spanish 
women writers 

In the last few years there has been a proliferation of literary critical studies 

with a commonly defined aim: the analysis of female discourse in contemporary 

Spanish women’s narrative.  The increase of such studies is parallel to the number 

of women novelists in Spain today, and signals literary critics’ preoccupation and 

fascination with the phenomenon of women’s ability to produce literary works of 

art.  Current research examining women’s narrative in Spain extends over a 

variety of topics creating a vast interdisciplinary web: from socio-political, to 

psychological and linguistic concerns, among others, are being examined in 

relation to contemporary women’s narrative.  However, little attention has been 

given to women’s conceptions about fiction, particularly to women writers’ insight 

into the formation and development of male subjectivity.  My study contributes to 

the understanding of the representation of male subjectivities in relation to the 

socio-political and artistic status of women in democratic Spain.  Such 

examination will shed light into the mechanisms by which male subjectivities and 

gender relations are represented in four examples by contemporary women’s 

fiction. 

After the death of the dictator Francisco Franco, a new era of democracy 

began for Spanish society.  Literary critics report on the explosion of women 
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writers which coincided with the abolition of the remnants of the dictatorship in 

1978.  Already in 1988, Janet Perez in her study of contemporary Spanish women 

writers hoped that the best would be yet to come due to “women’s writers new 

numbers, new visibility, and new freedoms, their heightened level of 

consciousness, education, and self-awareness, improved channels of 

communication, and increased contacts with one another” (11).   The impact 

women’s narrative may have on the panorama of contemporary Spanish literature 

continues to be measured by literary critics.  

The landscape of contemporary Spanish literature is also enriched by the 

contributions of women novelists who write in languages other than Spanish, such 

as Catalan, Galician, and Basque, and by the variety of ideological tendencies, 

narrative styles, and themes they bring to the novel.  With thematic variations, 

novelists of the immediate post-Franco period (1975-1985) emphasize the search 

for their identity as women and as writers, as is the case with Carmen Martín 

Gaite.  Other writers, such as Esther Tusquets, investigate questions of women’s 

sexuality as conflicting with patterns of prevailing notions of femininity.  Carme 

Riera exposes the ironical relation between men and women.  Younger writers, 

such as Almudena Grandes, discover in her narrative the unrestricted sexual 

possibilities open to females at the same time that criticizes the social stereotypes 

imposed on women.  Rosa Montero denounces the continued discrimination 

against women in contemporary society.  In search of their identity, women 
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writers would reflect on their own subjectivity by digging deep into memories of 

childhood and examine issues of female sexuality.  The male characters many of 

these novelists create could be defined as tangential to the centrality of women’s 

themes but nevertheless serve an important function. The list of writers is too long 

to continue, but most critical studies by either male or female critics on 

contemporary women’s narrative reflect on how women novelists write issues of 

femininity, and have neglected to analyze a part of the narrative that underlies the 

writings of these women: the construction and practices of male subjectivities.  

Hispanist Joan Lipman Brown constitutes an exception as she analyzes the 

representation of men by Spanish contemporary women writers in her essay “Men 

by Women in the Contemporary Spanish Novel.”  However, she does not conduct 

an in-depth analysis of representations of masculinity in any particular novel. Her 

study constitutes a survey of male representations by women, and provides a good 

point of departure to the investigation of such theme.  

Naomi Schor reported in Bad Objects: Essay Popular and Unpopular on a 

1980 exhibition held at the London Institute of Contemporary Art whose theme 

was “Women’s Images of Men.” To such exhibition, Schor writes, male critics 

“responded with particular outrage.”  The scandal came from the fact that women 

dared to depict males in the nude (111).  In Spain, women’s narrative 

representation of males—metaphorically in the nude—in which men’s inner 

conflicts and struggles are represented free from the constraints of socially 
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constructed images and stereotypes is a relatively recent event which has not been 

given much critical attention. The narrative representation of men as a central 

theme by women can be considered revolutionary as women foreground 

themselves as subjects of a discourse, overthrowing the traditional dichotomy 

woman/object.  Thus, men in women’s narrative become the object of the female 

gaze.  By questioning men’s social and cultural positions, women writers adopt a 

new identity: that of the female observer writing male behavior.  

In order to elucidate the modern conceptions women hold of male 

subjectivities I examine novels by contemporary women writers rather than more 

established ones. The representation of males by critically recognized writers such 

as Carmen Martín Gaite, Carmen Laforet, and Rosa Chacel, among others, was 

constrained by a social and political environment in which men’s domination over 

women was unquestioned, and in which women were not allowed to investigate 

and expose issues of sexuality and gender conflict.  Therefore, most women 

writers focused on females’ subjectivities at the same time that they inferred 

gender disparities.  Contemporary female novelists are free from the severe social 

and political restrictions that women writers suffered in the past.  As women’s 

social and political position changed with the establishment of democracy, and 

relations between men and women offered a more equitable exchange, 

contemporary women writers are able to put forth a fresh and unrestrained account 

of female and male subjectivities and gender relations.   
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By studying the narrative of contemporary women writers, this study will 

contribute to a better understanding of the progression of women’s literature in 

Spain.  To be able to speak of “literatura femenina” in Spain as a literary field in 

its own right, a tradition must be established by which upcoming women writers 

are linked to the more critically recognized ones.  This literary chain allows critics 

to discern new trends in women’s narrative, and to establish the connections 

between contemporary writers and their predecessors.  

I have chosen to analyze four novels by contemporary women writers in 

order to elucidate the modern conceptions that women hold of male subjectivities 

and their notions of masculinity: La voz dormida (2002) by Dulce Chacón, Azul 

(1994) by Rosa Regás, La seZora Berg (1999) by Soledad Puértolas, and Fiebre 

para siempre (1994) by Irene Gracia. This younger generation of Spanish women 

writers questions the traditional definitions of gender roles that would reduce men 

to the public and women to the private spheres, as well as the traditional 

correspondence between men and masculinity.  These novelists write masculinity 

as a cultural manifestation which equally affects men and women in contemporary 

society.  They view masculinity as a set of impositions on male and female 

subjects which the institutions of power manipulate.  Gender tensions are 

represented in the novels as their male and female protagonists attempt to survive 

a world in crisis by either submitting to or resisting the impositions of power 

through external forces such as institutionalized religion, political mandates, and 
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the socially prescribed behavior for men and women.  Tensions are not resolved 

within the narratives but merely exposed.  

Each author focuses on different aspects of the strategic impositions of 

power, and on the reactions of the female and male characters to these 

impositions. In these novels, accounts are given of why characters react to external 

forces in particular ways, and of the consequences of their behavior.  Gender 

relation subtleties are defined as determined by cultural, social and psychological 

motivations. 

I will discuss in each chapter representations of the construction of male 

and female identity, and how these identities are defined by the space and the 

socio-political ideology of the time in question; I will also investigate how the 

protagonists interact with their environment and conduct relations with the other 

gender.  We see in these novels the impossibility of analyzing male and female 

discourses separately. 

Since tensions in the representation of fictional males echoes the much 

talked about “crisis” in masculinity, I will present some relevant sociological and 

anthropological theories in relation to masculinity.  An overwhelming number of 

current sociological studies espouse the concept of masculinity as socially 

constructed, encompassing practices that change with historical shifts, and that are 

currently in crisis. Men are seen by modern sociology as “the product of a 

complex system of factors and forces which combine in a variety of ways to 
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produce a whole range of different masculinities” (Edley & Wetherell 37).  R.W. 

Connell reports that “masculinity has become problematic in a way it never was 

before” (597).  Some theorists, such as Connell, attribute the conception of 

masculinity to the social environment as it creates “expectations”, “stereotypes” or 

“role models”; Connell defines masculinity as a “personal practice which cannot 

be isolated from its institutional context,” and emphasizes the importance of  three 

institutions for the organization of gender: the state, the workplace/labor market, 

and the family (599-602).   

The ramifications of studying these three institutions and the literary 

representation of masculinity are endless as they allow for diversity in the 

formation and expressions of masculinity as well as the possibility and/or 

preeminence of change in view of the crises.  Within the three institutions one can 

allow for historical, social, political, and psychological analyses of masculinity. 

For example, social theorists of masculinity emphasize the “historicity of social 

life”; therefore, masculinity from a social theory point of view is a protean concept 

that responds to particular configurations of events and is also transformative 

(Connell 602).  Psychology suggests the crucial influence of family life and 

childhood experiences in the formation of masculine subjectivity.  In comparing 

classical psychoanalytical accounts of the formation of a masculine subjectivity 

with more recent notions of psychology which include the significance of the 
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social in the formation of subjectivities it will be necessary to discern assumptions 

of discourse and power relations (Edley and Whetherell 39).   

The concepts of masculinity and femininity, as represented in these 

narratives, are affected by a universal concept defined by the term “hegemony,” a 

predominant influence which acts on the subjectification of both women and men, 

and which manipulates the relationship between the genders.  Mike Donaldson 

traces the history of the term “hegemony” in order to offer a clear understanding 

of its signification as “the winning and holding of power and the formation (and 

destruction) of social groups in the process.” From the Marxist perspective of 

Antonio Gramsci, Donaldson explains, hegemony describes domination and 

maintenance of power by the ruling classes, and how this domination is passed on 

as “natural”.  Social scientists have linked the term “hegemony” as described 

above, with Patricia Sexton’s definitions of male norms such as “courage, inner 

direction, certain forms of aggression, autonomy, mastery, technological skill, 

group solidarity, adventure and considerable amounts of toughness of mind and 

body” creating a crucial link between hegemonic power and masculinity.  Thus, 

bourgeoning literature attributes to “hegemonic masculinity” the power to 

establish strategies for the subordination of women (Donaldson 644-5).  In the 

novels I analyze, we discover a gradual questioning of the concept of masculinity 

as related solely to men’s holding of power, and for the benefit of male 

subjectivity.  Even though in a patriarchal society the term hegemony is related to 
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masculinity to “denote all the powers and privileges men enjoy as a group in 

relation to women” (Edley & Wetherell 121), in these novels the authors 

increasingly separate their narratives from a representation of men according to 

the traditional notions of hegemonic masculinity.   

In the four novels I study men are not the beneficiaries of hegemony.  In 

these novels it is revealed that the attribution of power and domination falls within 

the domain of ideology or the “conjunto de ideas, creencias, valores y 

representaciones (mitos, símbolos, imágenes, etc.) que conforma una determinada 

visión del mundo...” (Estebánez Calderón 544).  Institutions of power such as the 

Catholic Church, the government, the media, etc., determine and put into practice 

strategies for the functioning of power in order to perpetuate themselves, but not 

necessarily for the benefit of either male or female subjects.   The analysis of male 

subjectivities in these narratives reveal the mechanisms by which hegemony 

manipulates the discourse of masculinity in order to impose itself on male and 

female subjects and the strategies it utilizes for the perpetuation of its institutions 

of power.  

In order to illuminate the fictional construction of masculinity and gender 

relations in contemporary women’s narrative, I make use of the following theories: 

a) Michel Foucault’s explanations of power, knowledge, and discourse; b) Paul 

Smith’s understanding of the subject as a place of contradiction in which cultural 

practices are made concrete; c) Julia Kristeva’s linguistic theories in relation to the 
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“subject-in-process”; and d) current sociological and anthropological notions of 

masculinity and gender relations. These theories help locate and describe the 

mechanisms by which the social and political apparatus have molded the 

discursive constructions which affect male/female relationship as well as male and 

female subjectivities. 

To analyze how the novels in my study fictionalize the establishment and 

development of masculine subjectivities, I utilize Michel Foucault’s interpretation 

of the concepts of power and discourse.  In the narratives I analyze, masculine 

subjectivities are represented by particular discursive practices which affect not 

only men, but also women, and create tensions within gender relations.   Foucault 

defines discourse as the particular expressions of economic, social, political, 

historical, psychological, philosophical, and religious institutions, among others, 

which are realized into social practices, i.e. “social practices are constructed by the 

way they can be spoken or thought about –conceptualized– in language” 

(MacKinnon 46). These discourses, according to Foucault, impose themselves on 

subjects and establish themselves as natural.  Through his investigation into the 

histories of social, scientific, and religious institutions, Foucault not only uncovers 

the functioning mechanisms of the discursive impositions, but also reveals how 

discursive practices historically unfold to accommodate current epistemological 

trends.  To Michel Foucault, knowledge and power are inseparable as “knowledge 
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of all sorts is thoroughly enmeshed in the clash of petty dominations, as well as in 

the larger battles which constitute our world” (Rabinow 6). 

Miche Foucault’s stated goal was “to create a history of the different modes 

by which, in our culture, human beings are made subjects” (Rabinow 7).  There 

exists in the novels I analyze an effort to uncover the mechanisms and nuances by 

which power, through the practice of social, political and other institutions 

imposes itself on subjects.  For example, Chacón’s La voz dormida allows us to 

look into the relationships between the ecclesiastical and penal institutions during 

and immediately following the Spanish Civil War and their strategies for the 

control of women.  Regás’s Azul uncovers the influence of the world of work on 

the subjectification of individuals, particulary in males, as social objects.  

Puértolas’s La seZora Berg represents a reflection on the changing institutions of 

marriage and the family in modern Spanish society, and how new trends affect 

male subjects.  Gracia’s Fiebre para siempre represents the instability of the male 

subject due to psychological factors influenced by the institution of the family and 

conflicts with traditional notions of what male behavior ought to be. 

Paul Smith’s Discerning the Subject will be the source of further theoretical 

explanations for my analysis. I will make use of Smith’s observations regarding 

the construction of the subject as well as his theories of resistance to inform 

women writers’ fictional representation of male subjectivity and the role ideology 

plays in the construction of masculinity and gender relations in La voz dormida.  
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My use of Smith’s terminology, including “subject-position,” “individual,” 

“subject-individual,” and “agent” helps to clarify issues of identity and gender in 

the novel.  According to Smith, the term “subject” is understood as “a passivity, 

something at the behest of forces greater than it” (Smith xiii).  The subject can 

always be said to be “subject of something”; something that is “always different, 

always changing”; hence, the definition of the term “subject-position” as the 

multifarious positions individuals assume.  “Individual” is to be understood as “an 

illusion of whole and coherent personal organization, or as the misleading 

description of the imaginary ground on which different subject-positions are 

colligated” (xxxv).  The term “agent” marks “the idea of a form of subjectivity 

where, by virtue of the contradictions and disturbances in and among subject-

positions, the possibility of resistance to ideological pressure is allowed for” 

(xxxv).  In using the phrase “subject/individual” Smith emphasizes dialectical 

tensions between the illusionary, coherent whole that characterizes an “individual” 

and the forces that dominate and sub-ject the “subject.” 

Paul Smith examines and questions traditional theories of the subject held 

by what Michel Foucault calls “globalized knowledges”, such as Marxism, 

psychoanalysis, and feminism.  In his discussion, Smith finds that theories of the 

subject by scientific, globalized discourses are, “a) flawed, in so far as they treat 

the subject as a theoretical abstraction, and b) incomplete, in that they fail to meet 

the goal of a contestatory politics” (xxxii).  Contrary to the Marxist concept of 
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ideology and its unavoidable influence on the subject, Smith argues that people are 

not simply subjected to a relationship with the social formations that constitute 

their environment.  Even though the ideological call or interpellation which 

constructs subjectivities is undeniable, we must take into account more fully “the 

actual existence of human beings in their concrete existence...which can and does 

include the registration of resistance to the condition of being ideology’s 

‘subject’” (Smith 18). 

Paul Smith turns to Jacques Lacan to explain through psychoanalytical 

theory the relationship between the subject and the world around it, and how the 

unconscious mind accounts for the subject’s resistance to ideological formations.  

Smith argues that  

if the question of active resistance to dominant culture is to be cogently 

dealt with, some account must be given of the way in which ideology 

reaches into the “subject”–specifically, into the subject’s 

unconscious...since resistance involves not just conscious self-constitution 

acts, but also the agent’s individual history, conceived here as a memory 

which is not negligibly constituted in and as the unconscious (Smith 68).   

According to Lacan, the subject is a series of instances in a relation of tension 

between the symbolic and the imaginary.  The symbolic being a series of 

articulations established between the construction of subjectivity, language, and 

the social order.  The imaginary for Lacan is a “set of representations and 
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identifications which supports an illusory plenitude of the ego, or acts as the ego’s 

broker” (Smith 20).  Lacan sees the construction of subjectivity as a process which 

takes place within the symbolic and the imaginary.  Thus, subjectivity must be 

considered, not as an inflexible effect of ideology, but as a constant tension 

between the imaginary and the symbolic. 

To understand how male and female subjectivities are fictionalized and 

made concrete by literary discourse, I will turn to Julia Kristeva’s explanations 

regarding poetic language.  Kristeva’s elaboration on poetic language and the 

process of signification will be particularly useful in my analysis of Fiebre para 

siempre in which a unique type of male subjectivity, that which turns to the 

semiotic in its refusal to submit to the symbolic, is represented.  Kristeva’s 

theories of the signifying process in its relation with the speaking subject will 

clarify the male protagonist’s actions as motivated by drives and impulses 

characteristic of what Kristeva calls ‘the semiotic chora.’ 

Based on Jacques Lacan’s theories regarding the imaginary and the 

symbolic realms, Kristeva defines the existence of two inseparable domains within 

the signifying process: the ‘semiotic’ and the ‘symbolic.’  Although the two 

domains are inseparable and every ‘speaking subject’ is influenced by both, 

Kristeva affirms that “so-called ‘natural’ language allows for different modes of 

articulation of the semiotic and the symbolic” (Moi 93).  Of particular interest for 

my analysis is the semiotic chora as the necessary primary stage within the 
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signifying process characterized by drives and primal processes. It is a stage 

situated and mediated by the mother’s body reflecting a path to “destruction, 

aggressivity and death” (95).  Kristeva utilizes Freud’s definition of ‘drives’ as 

impulses and energies that affect the subject before its ascension into the symbolic 

realm.  These drives already constrained by family and social structures are the 

forces that will articulate the chora (93).   

Kristeva also defines the semiotic vis-à-vis artistic practices as “that which 

also destroys the symbolic” (103).  The semiotic in art represents a refusal to be 

destroyed by the symbolic, thus in my analysis of Fiebre para siempre, I define the 

poetic language which characterizes the narration as a disruption of the law of the 

father.  Likewise, the behavior of the male protagonist in his destructive path that 

will lead to death is represented as negativity towards the symbolic.  

The fictional periods in the novels I analyze comprise the time immediately 

following the Spanish Civil War and the period towards the end of the Franco 

dictatorship and the beginning and establishment of social democracy.  Those 

periods of time contain diverse and shifting representations of gender and 

masculinity. In the novels whose narrative time focuses on modern democratic 

Spanish society, masculinity is represented as an expression of institutional 

domination not necessarily related to male subjects, because it is viewed as an 

institutional imposition on both men and women; however, in the narrations that 

take place prior to the democratic period or within the time of the Civil War, 
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masculinity is unquestionably the dominant expression of male subjectivity as it 

imposes itself on women. 

 In my analysis of the narrative construction of male characters by women, 

I investigate whether women novelists take a position of commitment towards 

women’s vindication, and whether their narrative strategies reveal how the 

structures of power, through particular mechanisms, impose themselves on 

subject/individuals.  Traditionally, men have been classified as the producers and 

executors of power, and as the “mediating” authority figure–to use Michel 

Foucault’s terminology– which influence the formation of female subjectivity.  

Many contemporary Spanish women writers deny the existence of a feminist 

agenda within their narratives. Spanish contemporary society boasts the 

resurgence of new values by which traditional gender relations are subverted.  In 

my investigation I examine whether women writers represent masculine 

subjectivities and gender relations in accordance with the new socio-political 

values, or whether they still attribute to men the domination of the power 

apparatus.  Answers to these questions will offer deeper insights into the 

construction of women’s novelistic discourse.   

As the era of “ecriture feminine”, according to some Spanish women 

writers, has either been left behind or never took place in Spain, women novelists 

claim the existence of a neutral discourse which is neither masculine nor feminine. 

The investigation of this political attitude and its reflection in women’s narrative is 
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one of the objectives of my dissertation.  My analysis of these novels reveals ways 

in which women novelists consider gender relations and notions of masculinity as 

something fluid that changes with the passing of time because it is socially 

constructed: as fictional time advances in these novels, male characters are 

increasingly unstable in their relationship with their environment and with women. 

I have chosen four novels whose diegetic time covers the end of the 

Spanish Civil War of 1936 and extends to the establishment of democratic society 

in Spain.  The first novel I examine is La voz dormida (2002) by Dulce Chacón.  

In this novel, Chacón awakens a historical memory which had been dormant.  In 

her attempt to vindicate the silenced voice of leftist women, she uncovers the 

tensions created by patriarchal values as they insert themselves into the lives of 

ordinary men and women.   Chacón’s characters uphold traditional patriarchal 

notions of masculinity and femininity and models of masculine and feminine 

behavior prevalent during the time of Spain’s revolutionary conflict which will 

suffer transformations in the latter fictionalized accounts.  The characters of La 

voz dormida hold notions of ideological patriarchy as the norm.  But the myth of a 

fixed model of masculinity and femininity will be demolished as women authors 

create their characters within the spectrum of modern society. 

In the second chapter I analyze the novel Azul (1994) by Rosa Regás, 

which was awarded the Premio Nadal in 1994.  The narration takes place during 

the last years of the Franco dictatorship and the beginning of the democratic 
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period.  Azul signifies an exploration into the life of the young Martín Ures as he 

gradually becomes aware of the manipulations of his social and psychological 

development by different mechanisms of subjectification.  In this instance it is the 

main female character that objectifies her male counterpart in order to achieve her 

goals.  Martín seeks to find his place in the social and professional world of a 

society which has recently acquired democratic status, only to find that his values 

clash with those of the world by which he is being seduced.   He manages to 

construct an ‘alternative’ identity which is politically and socially acceptable to 

the hegemonic ideals of masculinity as understood by the female protagonist.  In a 

mythical journey by sea, with an unscheduled stop at a near-magic island, Martín 

gains consciousness of his own reality to discover that he is forever trapped in a 

world which is not his.  Ironically, Regás’s female protagonist takes advantage of 

traditional notions of masculinity to manipulate the male protagonist.  The main 

female character understands that the concept of gender roles as defined by 

hegemony is internalized by men and women.  She uses this knowledge to mold 

male identities to her own advantage. Thus, Azul presents masculinity in conflict 

with its own dictates, a conflict which will be intensified with new definitions of 

gender roles as explained in Chapter 3.  

A male’s self-reflective search for identity as he separates himself from the 

socially dictated ideals of men and women is the subject of Chapter 3.  La señora 

Berg (1999) is narrated in the first person by Mario, a young man of special 
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sensibility, in frantic search of goals for which he has no definitions.  As in 

traditional narratives in which women search for answers within their childhood, 

Mario takes sporadic looks at the time of his adolescence to find the answers he so 

desperately needs as an adult.  Puértolas narrates the inversion of traditional 

male/female roles within Spanish modern society and the conflict this subversion 

entails vis-à-vis male subjectivities, since traditional notions of masculinity are 

being erased.  The novel projects an idealized and nearly mythical image of 

“woman” (seZora Berg) against the backdrop of Mario’s life.  SeZora Berg is 

described as “musa de artistas.” a “destello de luz” which helps the protagonist 

move forward in his road of darkness.  Even though the encounters with señora 

Berg are sporadic, she is a continuous presence within Mario’s life.  Those few 

encounters mark the development of Mario’s character throughout the narrative 

from adolescence to maturity.  A bond is developed between señora Berg and 

Mario as a secret understanding rises between them in their search for stability in 

their lives. The narrative also describes how the role of the traditional ideal 

woman–mother, wife, friend, lover– contrasts with the new roles women have 

taken upon themselves in modern society and affects the adolescent and mature 

male’s self-image as well as his relationship with the opposite sex. Conflicts 

within notions of masculinity rise as the male protagonist matures in a society 

which still esteems traditional values and gender roles, but which has attempted to 

gradually erase social differences between males and females; thus, Mario finds 
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himself performing functions traditionally assigned to women, and his character is 

defined by his relationship with the women in his life: señora Berg, his mother, his 

wife, his sister, his daughters, and his lover. Tensions within the male 

protagonist’s new roles and traditional notions of masculinity are fictionalized as 

Mario’s search for something intangible which he is unable to describe.  Mario, as 

he narrates his own story admits that he feels “estragado por algo.”  At the end of 

the novel he will find answers in the realization of his own singularity. 

The instability of the masculine self becomes evident in Irene Gracia’s 

Fiebre para siempre (1994), whose violent male protagonist disintegrates into a 

primal state.  The author narrates the life of the belligerent young Mateo, revealing 

the consequences that a dysfunctional father figure has upon the formation of male 

identity.  Mateo’s life is characterized by self-destructiveness and ends with his 

own violent death as he engages in illegal boxing in his rebellion against authority.  

Parallel to Puértolas’s character Mario, Mateo searches for an intangible, 

transcendental being that will give meaning to his existence.  This ineffable, 

metaphorical monster, which presents itself in the form of surrealist images in 

dreams and hallucinations, represents Mateo’s rejection of anything that signifies 

law and civilization and/or submission to the law of the father.  Mateo searches for 

his subjectivity within his imagination as he gives in to his own forbidden 

incestuous impulses and violent drives which will result in his death.  Poetic 

language characterizes this narration as the ideal medium to express what Julia 
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Kristeva defines as the semiotic chora or “a non expressive totality formed by the 

drives and their stases in a motility that is full of movement as it is regulated” 

(Moi 93).  

My conclusion attempts to answer some questions regarding female 

fictionalization of male subjectivity and the interrelationship of male and female 

discourse.  It is clear from my analysis that women novelists do not stereotype 

male characters in their fiction.  Their interests lie in the search of the male subject 

and how unique male subjectivities are influenced by social and political powers.  

The narrations reveal the ways in which power is dislocated from the male subject, 

and then shifts between male and female subjects to be ultimately shared by them.  

Power and its discourse are ultimately mediated by the culture in which they are 

embedded.   
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CHAPTER 1 

La voz dormida: Writing gender in revolutionary times  

Let your women keep silence in the churches:  for it is not permitted unto 
them to speak; but they are commanded to be under obedience, as also 
saith the law.  And if they will learn any thing, let them ask their husbands 
at home: for it is a shame for women to speak in the church (Paul, I 
Corinthians 14.34-35). 

 
The historical content in La voz dormida allows us a unique vision of the 

formation of male and female subjectivities during the ideological and physical 

struggle that followed the establishment of Franco=s regime after the Spanish Civil 

War.  The Postwar period was characterized by an indomitable repression aimed 

towards the establishment and solidifying of an extremely conservative ideology 

in Spain. The novel=s title is significant; through it, the author characterizes her 

narration as the awakening of a dormant discourse, that of the forgotten 

Republican women who suffered in the Spanish postwar.  The novel penetrates a 

historical invisibility and uncovers a knowledge which has been buried: the 

discourse of women punished by the Franco regime for their involvement in the 

rebel=s cause.  The author defines female discourse as silence.   

Instead of female voices, it is the voices of males that are heard.  It is men=s 

voices that fill women=s silences.  Through the silence of women—literally not 

telling the authorities about their husbands—many men are saved. At the same 

time, women=s silences symbolically represent the voices of men, since every 
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silence protects the story of a man. Thus an inquiry into either women=s or men=s 

discourse must be a joint study of both. 

The novel tells the stories of women, young and old, who had been 

imprisoned by the Franco regime in Las Ventas, a penal institution near Madrid, 

immediately following the Spanish Civil War.  The women’s collective crime was 

their sympathy towards the Republican cause. But under the shell of the women’s 

ideological rebellion lies their individual struggle for survival, their unique 

motivations for their devoted attachment to the rebel’s ideals, their fears, and their 

silences. The narration combines fiction with historical recollections, or as the 

author best qualifies it in an interview by Luis Garcia, Auna verdad pasada por el 

tamiz de la ficción@.
1
  The last part of the novel consists of an offering of gratitude 

by the author to the actual men and women Aque me han regalado su historia,@ 

followed by a long list of names of witnesses and places.  The author=s 

commitment to awaken silenced voices is thus realized.  

Primarily, this is a novel about women.  The specific aim stated by the  

author is to awaken the voices of those who suffered during the Spanish Postwar, 

especially women.  But at the heart of the fiction is a historical insight into the 

formation of women and male subjectivities, and a revelation of the hierarchical 

mechanisms which shaped these subjectivities during the periods immediately 

                                                 
1
 Luis García, interview  with Dulce Chacón, “Guerra Civil española – Dulce Chacón,” Literaturas.com, 
April 2003 <www.literaturas.com/05EspecialMaxAubDulceChaconAbril2003.htm> 
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preceding and following the Spanish Civil War of 1936. The narration reveals the 

tensions of power which regulate male/female relations, and how women=s 

identities are mediated by men=s motivations, at the same time that masculine 

identities are shaped by psychological phenomena, socio-historical events, and the 

established political powers.  

The events of the story unfold into specific spaces, which also function as 

characterization devices.  These spaces are the women=s prison (Las Ventas), the 

woodlands (el monte), and the city (Madrid).  The characters belong to one of the 

three spaces and are defined by the role they play within their own space.  

The Republican women whose voices must be awakened are confined to 

the prison.  The main spaces for the men (maquis) who continue the leftist 

clandestine struggle for power are the woodlands.  Two opposite spaces, a closed 

one (the prison) and an open one (the woodlands), become thus gendered spaces 

which become subverted in the absurd situation of the Spanish Postwar.  The 

prison, traditionally the place to punish masculine criminality, becomes the place 

where women unite in solidarity against Franquista law: it is a place of physical 

rather than psychological submission, and the space where women nurture each 

other and struggle to keep their dignity.  The woodlands, a place of freedom, 

nature, and creativity traditionally associated with women, becomes a place of 

discipline and rules from which the men conduct their rebellion against the law. 

The city, the link between the prison and the woodlands, is presented as an 
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ambiguous place where men and women supposedly move about freely under 

police surveillance.  The city is the space of fear, an intersection between the 

men=s active fight for freedom, and the harshness of the repressive Franco regime. 

MALE IDENTITY IN LA VOZ DORMIDA 

In La voz dormida women=s activities are controlled by men during the time 

of the Spanish Postwar, but men are also subject to ideological interpellations at 

the same time that they act as agents for a revolutionary, leftist ideology.  

Moreover, guerrilla fighters in La voz dormida are characterized as living by the 

precepts of Ahegemonic masculinity.@   In an attempt to relate the concepts of 

Amasculinity@ and Ahegemony,@ Mike Donaldson quotes Patricia Sexton: Amale 

norms stress values such as courage, inner direction, certain forms of aggression, 

autonomy, mastery, technological skill, group solidarity, adventure and 

considerable amounts of toughness in mind and body@ (644).2  In order to define 

the concept of Ahegemony,@ Donaldson refers to Antonio Gramsci=s Prison 

Notebooks, resulting in a definition that involves notions of Awinning and holding  

of power and the formation (and destruction) of social groups in that process@ 

(645).  In combining both concepts, the result is that male norms or standards are  

                                                 
2 In T. Carrigan, B. Connell, and J. Lee, “Toward a New Sociology of Masculinity,” in H. Brod, ed., The 
Making of Masculinities: The New Men’s Studies (Boston: Allen and Unwin), 75. 
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utilized for securing power.  In La voz dormida men are defined not only as 

mediators of women=s positions, but also as agents who fight for the social and 

political power they have lost within a greater scheme. 

An analysis of the male protagonists of La voz dormida helps to understand 

the mechanisms of power and rebellion within the context of the Spanish Postwar: 

the forces that shape their psychology, the motivations behind their struggle for 

power, the mechanisms that guide their efforts towards resistance, their response 

to repression, and their attitudes towards women and other men. The male 

characters of La voz dormida are fictional personae characterized by their 

subjection to a globalized ideology—that of Marxism.  They act as agents of that 

ideology, and as such, offer resistance to the established powers of Fascism.  But 

these characters are also carriers of a unique set of histories and contradictions that 

mark their motivations and guide their behavior.   

Class struggle is Marxism=s predominant medium of operation.  Followers 

of Marxism, like the male communists of the novel, offer resistance to the 

conservative, class-elitist ideology of the Franco regime.  Orthodox Marxist theory 

affirms that Athe individual is a resting place for properties which are abstract, and 

they attain the status of the concrete only at the point where they belong to a class 

or where >the people= can be discovered or invented@ (Smith 4).  Likewise, in the 

construction of her male characters, Chacón utilizes the image of the guerrilla 

fighter—the Amaquis”—and incorporates within him the abstract qualities of his 
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class—determination, valor, patriotism.  He is a subject who answers the Marxist 

ideological interpellation.  But the author also offers a portrait of a subjugated man 

in conflict with the world around him, who has to fulfill the different roles 

demanded of him by a higher power or powers, roles that will create conflict 

within him. 

In applying Paul Smith=s explanation of the effects of ideology on the 

subject/individual to our analysis of Chacón=s novel, we find that in La voz 

dormida and through a synecdochical relation, the author reconciles the existence 

of the idea of man as Acollective subject,@ bearer of a certain ideology—the 

Communist guerrilla leader—with the Asubject/individual@ or the fragmentation of 

the ideal, coherent self.  She accomplishes a deconstruction of the subject=s 

imaginary unity and coherence in the representation of fragmented subjectivities. 

According to David Morgan, Aof all the sites where masculinities are 

constructed, reproduced, and deployed, those associated with war and the military 

are some of the most direct...the warrior still seems to be a key symbol of 

masculinity" (165).
3
  Dulce Chacón utilizes the historical figure of Ael maquis@ to 

construct the main male characters of her novel.  AMaquis@ were the men for  

whom the Spanish Civil War did not end in 1939. Valentina Fernández Vargas 

tells us that Spanish guerrillas were formed from the beginning of the Republican 

                                                 
3
  “Theater of War: Combat, the Military, and Masculinities,” in Harry Brod and Michael Kaufman, eds. 
Theorizing Masculinities, (1994): 165-182. 
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defeat.  Their objective was not only to continue active armed resistance to the 

new regime, but also one of survival (91).  In 1939 everyone acknowledged that 

the war was all but lost; however, among leaders of the Communist Party, 

instructions of Aresistir a toda costa@ were issued, and the slogan Aresistir es 

vencer@ was declared.  Communist leaders were convinced that a European 

conflict was imminent, and Spanish Republicans would receive support from the 

European democracies (Arasa 18).  But Spanish guerrillas had been abandoned by 

their international supporters as early as 1939, when France and Great Britain 

acknowledged the Franco regime as legitimate, and the European democracies 

sought to delay a confrontation with Hitler (Fernández Vargas 92-3).  Spanish 

maquis were forced to survive on their own, forsaken by their own Communist 

Party leaders, and branded as Abandoleros@ by the Franco regime. 

Paulino, a guerrilla fighter in La voz dormida, embodies all the abstract 

qualities of the Communist rebel waging the struggle for socio-economic justice 

and freedom against the Franco regime.  He is able to make disruptive 

interventions into social formations, even if it is only because he is convinced that 

the ideology to which he subscribes, Marxism, must be established. But he is also 

a subject/individual of the Spanish Postwar who carries within him a unique 

history and set of struggles. 

It is not difficult to discern in Paulino the attributes of the subject/individual 

as outlined by Paul Smith. In his study, Smith investigates the concept of the 
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subject as it has been defined by different human sciences’ discourses.  In some 

instances the subject is taken to be synonymous with the “individual”; in others, 

the subject is defined as the “object” of social and historical forces (xxvii).  In my 

analysis, the subject is to be understood according to Smith’s explanation as “the 

bearer of a consciousness that interacts with the world,” and which is capable of 

counteractive agency against such a world.  Smith argues against Marxist 

theorists’ insistence on the importance of class experience as pivotal for the 

subject/individual=s practical ability for interventions.  Smith affirms that the 

subject/individual=s interventions in the form of disruptions to or in the service of 

conservativism calls more generally upon one=s own individual history which may 

not be exclusively determined by membership into a specific class, real, borrowed, 

or imagined (Smith 5).  These interventions are represented in the novel as 

Paulino=s disruptions of the Franco regime, the antagonistic power to his own.  

Paulino=s rebellious actions are motivated not only by class experience, as 

determined by his Communist ideology, but also by his own personal history. 

Paul Smith states that Aoppositional or conservative activity on the part of 

any person is primarily a mark of a certain engagement with meanings as they 

exist, circulate, and become fixed within the practices of any given social 

formation.  Those meanings have a history which is, in every case, constitutive of 

the histories of subject/individuals@ (Smith 5).  In the case of Paulino, class 

struggle, the desire for equality and freedom are some of the meanings that 
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motivate his disruptive interventions into an antagonistic ideology.  But prior to 

this relationship with his specific social formation, as psychoanalysis affirms 

family life and the boy=s early relationships with the mother, father, and the 

environment will mark his distinctive kind of masculine subjectivity.  Nigel Edley 

and Margaret Wetherell argue in their analysis of the psychoanalytical tradition of 

masculine subjectivities that Athe gender identity of each and every male is 

assumed to be determined, primarily at least, by the pattern of relationships that he 

experiences early in his life@ (70).  Edley and Wetherell’s statement regarding the 

formation of gender identity certainly applies to both male and female;  however, 

it is evident in La voz dormida that it is not only gender identity that is influenced 

by a pattern of relationships early in life, but also the attributes of such identity.  

The main male character=s brand of masculine identity is determined in part by the 

early relationship with his father. 

Extensive research has been conducted in regards to father/son 

relationships, and the role of the father in the shaping of the son=s subjectivity as 

male.  According to Bob Pease, much of this research reveals that Afathers are 

disturbed by any of their son=s behaviour that is not typically masculine@ since 

fathers are Aexpected to be the main transmitters of culturally approved forms of 

masculinity to their sons@ (Pease 57).  Therefore, sons’ identifications with their 

fathers are and were the predominant social practice.   Although in the narration 

we are not offered extensive insight into Paulino=s childhood=s relationship with 
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his father, we come to know Paulino=s father as a stern military man who had lived 

in many places, and who kept remembrances from all the cities in which he had 

lived.  He was a lieutenant in the Republican Army who contributed to the effort 

of putting down the military insurrection of 1936.  He was killed in combat in 

1937.  The only remembrance his family received was a piece of luggage 

containing two military uniforms.   Following his father’s lead, and shortly after 

his father re-enlisted, Paulino, at the age of 19, came home with a smile on his 

face and gave his mother the news: “Me he alistado como voluntario, mamá” 

(36).4 This episode marks Paulino=s transition from adolescent to maturity and has 

been determined by paternal teachings.  His mother=s sole response was: “Eres 

demasiado joven, Paulino”, she did not add anything else, because she knew, as 

the narrator informs, that men=s decisions must not be argued with, “acostumbrada 

a que las decisiones de los hombres no se discuten” (36).  Perhaps she did not 

intervene the times when Paulino was a small child and his father taught him to 

march as a soldier, “soldadito de plomo con espada de madera” (327). 

When Paulino returns home to warn his family of imminent danger, he does 

not call his mother Amamá@ but Amadre.@  ANunca más la llamará mamá@ (44).  The 

transition has been completed.  Paulino is a man.  He has separated from his 

mother as the source of sustenance and nurturing.  He has adopted a new subject 

position within patriarchy as he replaced and becomes a copy of his own 

                                                 
4 All textual quotations in this study are from Dulce Chacón’s La voz dormida. Madrid: Alfaguara, 2002. 
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biological father.  This new subject-position demands Paulino=s entering into the 

realm of patriarchal law, the cultural space where the power of men is to be 

protected (Kuypers 13), a concept which is shared collectively by his culture.  The 

competition for power carried out in the Spanish Civil War continues, but is only 

beginning for Paulino.   Power in the context of the Spanish Civil War and 

Postwar means Athe enhancements of the rights and freedoms of one person over 

another@ (Kuypers 13).  The attainment of power is the force behind the actions of 

the men in La voz dormida.  Competition to attain power is what will create action 

and resistance from those that have been subjugated.  And subscribing to 

hegemonic masculinity ideals will determine men=s degree of self-discipline in 

order to obtain power, as well as their attitudes towards women and other men. 

Even though the call of ideology projects itself in different ways on females 

and males, part of hegemonic masculinity=s agenda is to persuade the majority of 

the population that its way is the natural way.  As explained by Sexton, the result 

of the consolidation of the terms Amasculinity@ and Ahegemony@ results in a project 

by which social and political norms are defined through masculine ideals.5  Male 

characters in La voz dormida conform to the model of hegemonic masculinity 

described earlier and are convinced that the masculine way is the natural one.  

Masculinity comes defined in the novel as a culturally idealized form.  Individual 

men as well as those who are part of a group (such as guerrilla fighters) subscribe 

                                                 
5 Quoted by Donaldson in “What is Hegemonic Masculinity?” 
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to the designs of hegemonic masculinity and are actively involved in the project of 

manhood as supporters of dependants and protectors of women.  Masculinity is 

defined by qualities such as aggression, competition, intellectual abilities, 

activities in the public sphere, the search for adventure.  The project of hegemonic 

masculinity is sponsored and safeguarded equally by both the polarized ideologies 

of the Spanish Communist Party and by the ultra-conservative Franco regime. 

The process of subscribing to a global ideology such as Marxism—to use 

Michel Foucault=s terminology, which is associated with the acquisition of power, 

is parallel to the subscription to hegemonic masculinity.  As a price to pay for 

entering such realm, men must make sacrifices and suppress, as Michael Kaufman 

explains, Aa range of emotions, needs, and possibilities, such as nurturing, 

receptivity, empathy and compassion, which are experienced as inconsistent with 

the power of manhood@ (Kuypers 65).  Thus Paulino is portrayed as the self-

sacrificing man who relentlessly pursues his ideals by setting aside obstacles 

which may include women, and who is constantly and unconsciously plagued by 

the conflict between fitting the culturally established role of a man and his own 

subjectivity. 

AEl Peque,@ Paulino guerrilla’s comrade, exhibits the most extreme severity 

in his character as a guerrilla fighter.  El Peque is another Communist leader who 

is feared and admired by his subordinates in the context of the woodlands:  
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Era el Peque, un jefe de Agrupación que había llegado de Toledo para 

coordinar la sublevación de los pueblos del interior.  Tenía los ojos negros, 

la sonrisa generosa fácil y llevaba sombrero.  Los hombres de su unidad le 

admiraban por su arrojo, pero también le temían.  Aplicaba las leyes del 

monte con el máximo rigor.  Y de él decían que no le temblaba el pulso al 

disparar cuerpo a cuerpo contra el enemigo, y aseguraban que no le 

temblaría tampoco al ajusticiar él mismo a los traidores...Eso decían...Y 

Celia pudo comprobarlo durante la ocupación del pueblo... (296).  

Like Paulino, El Peque=s warrior masculinity is characterized by his valor in 

combat, his stern discipline, and his rigor in applying the law of military 

discipline. 

Being a guerrilla fighter or a Amaquis@ in the woodlands is but one of the 

disguises Paulino will wear throughout his life.  Paulino will answer ideological 

interpellations to fulfill roles in different subject-positions. His identity is 

manifested through the different disguises he wears.  As a child, his father dressed 

him as el Asoldadito de plomo@; during the war, the Republican government 

summons him to wear the army uniform; and later, during the Postwar, he is 

compelled to wear the disguise of the maquis Apantalón y chaqueta de pana, una 

boina con viscera y un fusil ametrallador al hombro@ (44); he then decides to adopt 

a new name AEl Chaqueta Negra@ by which he will become the legendary guerrilla 
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leader. He is even forced to wear a Afalangista@ uniform in order to penetrate the 

women’s prison and rescue a female Communist officer.   

There exists a parallel progression between Paulino=s disguises and the 

defeat of the leftist fighters: when their cause is all but lost, Paulino puts on a 

bourgeois disguise as Jaime Alcántara, the mask that will facilitate his escape into 

exile. Later, when he is captured by the Franco police, he will wear a prison 

uniform to fulfill his role as the castigated revolutionary.  At the end, he will be 

forced to wear the disguise of the restored-into-society criminal-now-citizen under 

the Franco regime.  Thus Paulino=s culturally constructed identity, which is 

symbolized by the attires he wears throughout the narration, is determined by the 

interpellations from the Marxist cause against the dominant regime, the 

impositions from the dominant Franco regime, as well as his familial and social 

environment. 

MALE BONDING 

An important attribute of male subjectivity is the concept of Amale 

bonding.@  In La voz dormida there is a unique opportunity to examine this notion 

as the central male characters, the guerrilla men, are forced into a situation where 

women are almost totally excluded. 

Anthropologist Lionel Tiger, in his attempt to relate internal innate drives 

to the concept of male solidarity, explains the concept of male bonding as needed 
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occasions in which women are excluded; Matthew Gutmann quotes Tiger=s 

explanation of the concept: AMale bonding...is a trait developed over millennia, a 

process with biological roots connected...to the establishment of alliances 

necessary for group defence and hunting.@  Gutmann also explains the concept of 

male bonding as a form of male camaraderie (393).  In La voz dormida men are 

not voluntarily seeking male companionship and camaraderie to the exclusion of 

women.  Men are compelled to bond in their need to survive.  Group defense, in 

this case, is the main motivation.  Women are excluded from the bond as guerrilla 

fighters have internalized the ideological restrictions of gender roles. Therefore, in 

the novel there exist tensions between the bonding of men, ideology, and female 

intervention. 

By living in the margins, and uniting against one common enemy, men 

form a bond that will only be broken by death.  Living by a very strict set of rules 

known as Alas leyes del monte,@ breaking the law established by the dominant 

Franquista regime becomes their duty, and being willing to sacrifice one=s self to 

save a comrade=s life is of the utmost importance.  The narrator explains the bond 

between Paulino and Felipe: A...se incorporaron los dos al XIV Cuerpo del Ejército 

Guerrillero y les asignaron la zona de Extremadura.  Juntos atentaron contra el 

ferrocarril Mérida-Cáceres.  Y al día siguiente, Felipe le salvó la vida en un 

enfrentamiento con tropas regulares.  Desde entonces no se han separado@ (45).  

And later Paulino returns the favor as he saves Felipe=s life by putting himself at 
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risk: A...Paulino decidió que recurriría a don Fernando...No dejaría morir a su 

compañero.  No lo permitiría@ (77).     

Male bonding is represented in this novel as a feature of the patriarchal 

structures of class and gender. Guerrilla fighters are linked by their ideological 

bond of belonging to the same class as they struggle for class predominance.  At 

the same time this ideology is what causes them to reject women as they 

unanimously accept the precepts of hegemonic masculinity.  The bond between 

Paulino and Felipe began as they joined ranks to complete training on guerrilla 

instructions, Ael miliciano ha sido su sombra (Felipe=s) desde el día que ambos 

llegaron a Benimaret@ (45).  United by the common objective of overthrowing the 

Franco regime, they install themselves in the margins, first the woodlands and 

later exile, marginal spaces from where men conduct their revolutionary 

operations.  In this context, ties between men are crucial to their survival as well 

as to the success of the cause, and their relationship with women becomes an 

obstacle to accomplishing their objectives.  Thus in the context of guerrilla 

warfare during the Spanish Postwar, gender and class articulate the power 

relations between men and women as well as between men. 

In order to demonstrate their ideological commitment, guerrilla soldiers, as 

a bonded group, employ a set of specific procedures directed by the rules of the 

guerrilla.  First, they affirm their ideological position and their loyalty to Marxism.  

Paulino declares: Asoy comunista@ (154), Asoy un hombre político y...nadie podrá 
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cambiar mis ideas@ (155).  Ideology is the common bond that unites the men.  

Later, they reluctantly drop out from the scene dominated by the oppression of the 

Franco regime, ATengo que irme, pero quiero que sepas que, aunque mi gusto sería 

quedarme contigo, mi deber está por encima de mi gusto, y siempre lo estará@ 

(153).  They also reaffirm women=s exclusion as required by the bond=s ideological 

requirements.  Male recognition of female negative interference comes from 

patriarchal ideological notions of female inferiority within the military realm.  

Guerrilleros commit themselves to living by a strict set of laws that include giving 

up one=s life for the benefit of the male group or another male comrade, females 

are forbidden from such demanding circumstances.  

Distancing from women=s bodies in the context of the Spanish guerrilla is 

part of the ideological process of male bonding, and becomes a gesture of 

masculinity that strengthens the self as well as the attachment between the men.  

Thus Paulino judges as an irreparable offense the fact that some guerrilleros seek 

the company of women at a brothel risking the safety of the camp: AEscúchame 

bien, Tordo, porque no lo quiero repetir, faltas como ésta se castigan con la 

muerte@ (272).  In La voz dormida, sexual abstinence is thus a necessary element 

of the disciplinary guerrilla code.  The narration defines the war environment as 

one that establishes a barrier between men and women while it binds men to men. 

A pseudo-military structure is unavoidable within the guerrillas, and within 

the context of the fraternity formed in the woodlands.  The obligation to enforce 
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Alas leyes del monte@, or the strict disciplinary formations, belongs to leaders of 

the militia hierarchy.  This obligation is conferred to the men by the PCE (Partido 

Comunista Español) itself, the organizer of armed activities against the Franco 

regime in the context of the Spanish Postwar.  Daniel Arasa explains that Ael 

nombramiento de los jefes guerrilleros fue muy improvisado, y con frecuencia se 

otorgó el mando a personas valerosas, pero de escasa preparación@ (36).  Taking 

into account the fact that military strategists were scarce, the hierarchical criteria 

for choosing guerrilla leaders was right in line with patriarchal ideals of 

aggressiveness, competition, violence, and physical strength.  In the novel, 

Paulino, a.k.a. AEl Chaqueta Negra,@ presents all the characteristics of the above 

hegemonic masculinity standards; therefore he is primed as a leader.  In the 

narration, the positions of military power that are created within the guerrilla unit 

reproduce the dominant scheme which generated that power for the control of men 

in the first place.  This ironic twist equates relations of power defined within 

guerrilla fighters with dominant relations of power against which guerrilleros were 

fighting.  

Paulino and Felipe share the experience of exile and failure.  They fail in 

their fight against the Franco regime.  Ineptitude of the Spanish Communist Party 

(PCE) becomes the men=s own downfall.  Many historians see the withdrawal of 

the Party=s support of the guerrillas as an act of treason; others judge it as the 

culmination of a series of tactical errors (Vergara 257-61).  In the novel, failure of 
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the Communist Party is transferred to subject/individuals and is materialized 

within men=s and women=s bodies. As Michel Foucault states, what is important is 

not to ask ourselves who has the power, but to Agrasp the subjection in its material 

instance as a constitution of subjects@ (Gordon 97).  It is men=s and women=s 

bodies that comply to and assimilate the power, as well as question and challenge 

it. We see how women suffer the horrors of torture while in prison.  Women 

absorb pain silently until death, as is the case with Hortensia.  

Men, on the contrary, react against power.  Both men, Paulino and Felipe, 

are physically removed from their medium of operation (Spain), and symbolically 

express their moral and political outrage by urinating against a wall.  Paulino and 

Felipe reflect on their gesture as they enter French waters: A—Ya estamos en aguas 

francesas.  –Chiquillo, lo último que hemos hecho en España es mear.  –Contra 

una tapia@ (166).   They will ultimately return to the active fight, but it is a lost 

cause.  Felipe will die a hero shortly after their return, giving his life to save his 

comrades.  Paulino will be captured and imprisoned in Burgos.  Pepita, the woman 

Paulino will marry, will lament the disastrous outcome as follows: AY pensó en el 

dichoso Partido, que había mantenido la guerrilla inútilmente, durante años, para 

demostrar su fuerza, para hacerse notar, para que muchos de ellos murieran más 

valientes que nunca, sin sentido@ (340).   
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IDEOLOGICAL IMPOSITIONS 

The events of the narrative, the representation of loss of life and 

imprisonment, confirm the futility of the effort of a conscientious adhesion to a 

determined ideology, and at the same time signal the impossibility of escaping 

ideology.  Paul Smith explains the pessimism about the subject=s revolutionary 

potential that members of the Frankfurt School expressed after World War II.  

Their concern was the continued submission of the subject to the Capitalist system 

(59).  In La voz dormida, the subject=s submission is not to Capitalism but to 

another ideology—Marxism, which also demands the continued identification of 

the subject with the power that subjugates him. 

Disappointed and abandoned by the Communist Party, Paulino is captured 

and condemned by the Franco regime to thirty years in jail.   To save his life, 

Paulino maintains his bourgeois disguise as Jaime Alcántara.  Within the prison 

walls he will continue to work for the Party:  

Y en Burgos no perderá su pasión.  No la perderá, aunque a veces siente 

que la está perdiendo.  Aunque a veces siente que Burgos está muy lejos.  

Con pasión continuará en la lucha, desde Burgos, desde lejos, recordando a 

su padre, apasionado en el ejercicio de la disciplina militar, recordando a su 

madre, apasionada contadora de cuentos infantiles. (325)  
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Paulino will remain in jail for nineteen years; the remaining years have 

been pardoned as a conceded grace by the Catholic Church due to the death of 

Pope John XXIII. 

Paulino keeps on submitting to the Party=s ideology with the intention to 

offer resistance to the Franco regime.  His return to society is allowed by the 

Franquista regime, and is implemented through a series of instructions that limit 

his physical freedom.  The novel ends with an official document issued by the 

government outlining the restrictions to Paulino=s conditional freedom. As Paulino 

and Pepita, once married, leave Madrid to begin their new life, AÉl guarda en el 

bolsillo la dirección del Comité provincial del Partido Comunista en Córdoba y las 

instrucciones de su libertad condicional@ (374). Paulino finds himself in a 

dialectical situation as both subjecting and resisting to the same conservative 

ideology. This situation is explained by H. Giroux: Adomination dialectically calls 

for resistance,@ (Smith 64) and recognizes that, Aideology functions not only to 

limit human action but also to enable it@ (66). Thus, the narrative=s end reflects the 

double nature of the subject/individual as the agent of resistance and the subject of 

ideology.  Paulino will continue to offer resistance to the Franco regime within a 

censored environment and will answer heterogeneous and even polarized 

ideological interpellations in the form of subject-positions: he will continue his 

work for the Communist Party, and will be a productive member of society within 

the Franco regime as he is forced to work and contribute to that society. 
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Paulino=s course of action can also be explained from the theoretical view 

point of the unconscious.  Paul Smith=s analysis of Jacques Lacan=s 

psychoanalytical theories of the unconscious allows us to explain the paradoxical 

nature of the subject/indivicual=s situation, or Paulino’s situation in this case.  

Lacan places the unconscious between the subject and the symbolic, and it might 

Abe seen as a kind of resting place for language on its way to the >subject=...The 

unconscious as the discourse of the Other—which produces the >subject=@ (73). 

Lacan deals with the way heterogeneous subject-positions are bound together in 

their Adissymmetry and heterogeneity@ by describing what he calls the process of 

Asuture,@ or the Aclosing” of the unconscious from the two domains of Asubject@ 

and Other.  It is the attempt to bring together the imaginary and the symbolic in 

order to establish a coherent AI@ in discourse.  Lacan sees it as a moment in which 

the subject at the same time Aseparates itself from, or disavows, its construction in 

the field of the Other, and simultaneously erects itself in the garb of coherent 

>subject=@ (75). The Asubject@ responds to the signifier that dominates it when he 

sees himself in the field of the Other.  Thus, the production of meaning takes 

place.  The problem is that the call to action is also instigated by the symbolic, or 

the other.  Therefore, the subject does not choose.  As Paul Smith states the >I= that 

chooses is Athe product of a certain interpellation in the symbolic.  In the act of 

enunciation, >I= is both the mark of an alienation, and also the garb or the disguise 

that disavows that alienation@ (76).  Thus, Paulino posits himself as the subject of 
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Marxism, the Aalienated@ ideology.  From the Marxist platform he will engage his 

resistance to the Franco regime, and towards that end he will submit to the laws of 

Francoist society and Catholic religion as signaled by his Catholic marriage to 

Pepita.  Paulino=s subjective contradictions and his unconscious aim to be a 

coherent individual is symbolically expressed in the narrative by the papers he 

carries in his pocket after his release from prison: the address for the Communist 

Party Committee in Córdoba, and the Franco regime’s instructions for his parole.   

The directives given Paulino by the Franco regime are aimed at Paulino=s 

physical restriction in order to control his body as well as his mind: AIrá 

directamente al lugar que se le haya designado...No podrá salir del lugar que se la 

haya asignado...Se presentará en las Juntas Locales de Libertad Vigilada.  Queda 

obligado a dirigir por correo, el primer día de cada mes, un conciso informe 

referente a su propia persona escrito por sí mismo...@ (376).   

Power is exercised so as to not leave any recourse for a free space.  Mark 

Maslan in his article AFoucault and Pragmatism@ interprets Frank Lentricchia=s 

reading of  Antonio Gramsci in his insistence  upon the Ainverse relation between 

the two (control of the body and control of the mind) such that the mechanization 

of the body results in complete freedom for the mind@ (Maslan 98-100).  The 

exercise of extreme power will have as a result the automation of the subject=s 

actions.  These actions will be the effect of a Amechanized@ response determined 

by the power it appears to resist.   Freedom to think is a direct effect of the 
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inability to act, and, according to Gramsci, this is a freedom from power that Acan 

lead...into a train of thought that is far from conformist@.  Frank Lentricchia calls 

this freedom Acritical consciousness@ (Maslan 101).6   

The conflict within the subject of Marxism in Postwar Spain, following 

Maslan=s logic, is that the complete freedom of the mind that Gramsci advocates 

results in Anot a freedom of action@ but Aa freedom from action@ (101).  Paulino=s 

limitations to oppositional action to the dominant regime meant the elimination of 

his active resistance.  As Lentricchia indicates Athe oppositional aim...will not 

succeed in its visionary goal...not because there is no escape from history, but 

because the freedom from power which defines opposition...actually renders it 

incapable of opposing anything from the start@ (101).  As Paulino is stripped of all 

physical freedom, his critical consciousness is intensified by his complete inability 

to act; thus, there is a sense of doom that permeates the end of the novel as the 

words AY era miércoles@ (377) occupy one page.  Chacón symbolizes thus the 

future of the country under the dictatorship.   The last page features only the words  

of the poet Luis Alvarez Piñer in the form of an epigram AY a lo lejos la 

empalizada temporal improvisaba el horizonte imprescindible@ (377-8), words 

which foreshadow the long period of repression in Spain.   

Michel Foucault explains power as something that is exercised, a relation of 

force that should be analyzed in terms of Astruggle, conflict and war@ (Gordon 90).   

                                                 
6 Frank Lentricchia, “Reading Foucault: Punishment, Labor, Resistance,” Raritan: A Quarterly Review, 
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In Postwar Spain the relations of power that will delineate the long period of the 

dictatorship were established at the time of the Civil War of 1936, in war and by 

war.  The political power of the Franco regime put an end to the war, and the 

disarray that marked the final stages of the Civil War was counterbalanced by 

apparent peace.  However, to use Foucault=s words Athe role of political power...is 

perpetually to re-inscribe this relation through a form of unspoken warfare; to re-

inscribe it in social institutions, in economic inequalities, in language in the bodies 

themselves...@ (90).  Subject/Individuals, and agents of resistance, also continued 

their warfare against power. The Franco regime not only intensified the imbalance 

of power, it erased the existence of the oppositional other as it never recognized 

the political guerrilla resistance.  The guerrilla maquis became thus invisible to 

official history.  

FEMALE IDENTITY IN LA VOZ DORMIDA 

The novel=s female characters belong to one of two well defined groups: 

those who support the dominant regime, and those who are being punished by it.  

Most of the women occupy the same space: the enclosure of the prison of Las 

Ventas.   

All the women in this novel are protagonists.  Hortensia is the pregnant 

militia woman married to an active communist militiaman, Felipe. Hortensia will 

                                                                                                                                                 
(Summer, 1982) 4.1: 41-70. 
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be executed after the birth of her daughter.  She carries the symbolism of the 

awakening of the Asleeping voice@ as she writes her experiences and thoughts 

while in jail in a blue book, a gift from her husband, smuggled into the prison by 

her sister.  Elvira is the youngest of the imprisoned women; she is the daughter of 

an officer of the Republican Army who was killed during the war, and sister of the 

active and legendary guerrilla leader, Paulino, a.k.a. AEl chaqueta negra.@  Reme is 

imprisoned for having embroidered a Republican flag; her husband and children 

had been publicly humiliated for her Acrime.@  Tomasa witnessed the massacre of 

her family and was allowed to live so that she could tell others of her punishment. 

Tomasa will finally speak of her tragedy.  Her story will be materialized in a 

scream; she does it in order to survive.  Other women who died for the leftist 

cause are mentioned, such as Julia Conesa, Virtudes Gonzalez, and the thirteen 

young girls, the Atrece rosas.@  

Other females in the story represent the dominant regime.  Also framed 

within the prison walls, they are the prison guards, the torturers who boast about 

their victory. Amongst them is ALa Zapatones,@ a woman of extreme cruelty who 

displays the Nationalist flag by exposing a portion of a yellow lemon candy 

through her painted red lips.  ALa Zapatones@ is right hand to the prison=s director, 

Sister Maria de los Serafines, alias ALa Veneno.@  Mercedes is another prison 

guard; she is portrayed as a woman torn between her duty within the prison and 

the pity she feels towards the inmates.  
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Remarkably, the voice of the female character which figures most 

prominently is that of Pepita, Hortensia=s sister.  She lives outside the prison=s 

walls, and becomes involuntarily involved within the leftist struggle for political 

power.  Pepita is the unintentional liaison between the two separate spaces of the 

diegesis: the prison and the woodlands or Ael monte.@  Pepita, a resident of Madrid, 

represents the social milieu of urban Spain of the postwar period. 

La voz dormida represents an attempt to recuperate the collective memory 

of women through the historical recollection of their punishment, as well as the 

memory of a women=s call for change in their political and social situation.  The 

prominent image of the Amiliciana@ is represented in La voz dormida. An image 

which was made visible historically was that of a confident, active woman 

dedicated to the war effort and ready to Aorganize the homefront and foster male 

involvement in the military resistance@ (Nash 50).  But the armed Aguerrillera@ 

portrayed in war posters represented a very small portion of women. As Mary 

Nash asserts, even though  

the innovative imagery of the miliciana appeared to be a break with former 

models of norms and social roles for women...a further analysis, taking into 

account both imagery and social reality, indicates that the militia woman 

was not a genuine new female prototype but simply a symbol of war and 

revolution (53).   
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Chacón=s image of the miliciana is represented by Hortensia, a young 

woman married to an active rebel, Felipe.  Contrary to Hortensia=s strength of 

character (AHortensia era valiente@ [27]), her war mission in the woodlands is to 

seek food for militiamen.  Her husband and her unborn child are the reasons why 

she became a miliciana: AY se fue detrás de su hombre porque un somatén que 

había venido de Barcelona le dio una patada en el vientre. Sólo temió perder al 

hijo que esperaba@ (27).  Symbolic of the short-lived image of the Spanish militia 

woman, Hortensia is epithetically described as Ala mujer que iba a morir.@  

Through the representation of Hortensia as a woman about to give birth in prison, 

the author insists on the historical notions of the traditional separation of gender 

roles:  the role of mother is not compatible with that of a guerrillera.  Moreover, 

Hortensia has learned the expectations of her performance as a woman: to resign 

herself to her fate quietly.  The narrator explains that Hortensia AYa se había 

acostumbrado a hablar en voz baja, con esfuerzo, pero se había acostumbrado.  Y 

había aprendido a no hacerse preguntas, a aceptar que la derrota se cuela en lo 

hondo, en lo más hondo, sin pedir permiso y sin dar explicaciones@ (1).  By having 

Hortensia write the events of her story in the blue book, Chacón entrusts women 

with the task of sharing the historical voice; however, we must not forget 

Hortensia writes her book for her husband Felipe and by his command.   

Along the same lines, most of the Republican women in prison have strong 

ties to men who are or have been actively engaged in the fight against the 
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dominant regime.  All the women have in common a profound suffering not for 

themselves, but for their families on the outside.  They have a strong maternal 

instinct towards their men, as is the case with Reme who was incarcerated for 

embroidering a Republican flag.  Reme refers to her husband, Bejamin, as Apobre 

Benjamin@ who was punished to sweeping the streets Apor haberle permitido 

semejante oprobio a su mujer@ (56), and was made to suffer public humiliation. 

The avoidance of public humiliation is what defines a different type of 

female subjectivity in La voz dormida, that of doña Amparo, who sympathizes 

with the Franco regime.  In this case, because of her friendly attachments with the 

dominant regime, doña Amparo is able to exert power over her husband, don 

Fernando, an ex-medical doctor for the Republican Army.  She exercises her 

power over her husband at the same time that her actions are manipulated by 

public opinion.  Doña Amparo and don Fernando’s situation will be discussed 

later.  

In La voz dormida a detailed account is given of the functioning of the 

mechanisms of repression.  As a great part of the novel=s diegetic space consists of 

the women=s prison of Las Ventas, the narration examines the penal modes of 

instilling fear and the repression of women. The novel describes how the 

overarching conservative power in Postwar Spain executes its control over the 

captive women by manipulation of the political and religious discourses.  

Mechanisms of repression are specific: instigation of fear through imprisonment 
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and torture, through threats to family on the outside, and by emphasizing the 

punishing aspects of religion as represented by the Catholic Church.  These 

mechanisms are established in order to manipulate women=s behavior.  The prison 

in La voz dormida is operated by women who have learned to manipulate a 

discourse which is foreign to their own in order to exercise control over the 

women prisoners.  The authorities understand that traditional gender relations are 

based on polarizations consisting of power (men) and subordination (women), and 

that women have internalized such a relationship; therefore, they implement the 

most effective system of women=s control.  The prison guards of Las Ventas have 

suffered a process of masculinization. ALa Zapatones@ (big shoes) represents the 

transformation of these women guards who walk the prison halls with Apaso firme 

y las manos enlazadas en la espalda@ (16).  They relentlessly and unmercifully 

exercise their power over the prisoners without hesitation by exerting pain and 

torture.  Their only communication with the women prisoners comes in the form 

of commands.  

The prisoners understand the guards= crossing to a militarized male 

discourse, and the power they hold as mediators between themselves and the 

outside world (the guards control visitations from the prisoner=s relatives on the 

outside); the female guards are masters of the prisoner=s minds and bodies (they 

inflict physical torture).  The prisoners of Las Ventas do not respect the women 

guards, but rather fear them.   
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Contrary to what is normal in ALas Ventas,@ Mercedes, the new prison 

guard who Aconsiguió su primer trabajo, como funcionaria de prisiones@ (33) is the 

only woman guard portrayed as exhibiting traditional feminine qualities: ALleva el 

pelo cardado, recogido en un moño...Siente que le favorece ese peinado, y también 

le favorece el uniforme.  Se ciñe el cinturón apretándolo al máximo para marcar su 

cintura, y siempre, al acabar de ponerse su capa azul, se da una vuelta frente al 

espejo@ (33).  Unlike the other guards, Mercedes shows compassion towards the 

inmates, but her humane behavior only brings out suspicion on the part of the 

women prisoners.  Thus, Tomasa Ano se ablanda@ when Mercedes shows 

compassion towards an ill inmate by giving her medicine while putting herself at 

risk: ANo se ablanda, porque a ella no se la dan, nadie se la da, y la nueva sólo 

pretende hacerse la buena@ (34).  Besides lack of trust, the prisoners show lack of 

respect towards Mercedes, or better, lack of fear. Women inmates have 

internalized gender roles, and Mercedes’ feminized qualities, as judged by the 

prisoners, is contrary to her position as prison guard.  Acting against her own 

nature, Mercedes opts for aggressive behavior and resorts to violence, as she slaps 

Tomasa in the face and orders her into isolation in order to inspire respect and fear 

among the prisoners. 

 Besides the secular female guards, there are religious women represented 

by Ahermana María de los Serafines@, or ALa Veneno@ as she is known amongst the 

prisoners. ALa Veneno” is the prison=s director.  The nun=s main mission is to care 
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for the soul of the inmates and mold their behavior in accordance with Catholic 

mandates. These religious women have also learned to manipulate Catholic 

discourse in order to exert control over the women prisoners.  The prison nuns as 

representatives of the Church collaborate with the dominant regime to secure 

power and thus exhibit aggressiveness and lack of compassion towards the 

inmates.  Just as with the secular guards, the prisoners’ distrust of the nuns is 

conveyed by their internalization of traditional gender roles and the traditional role 

of the Catholic Church:  ATampoco las monjas son buenas, y eso que tienen la 

obligación de ser buenas.  Pero no lo son, más parecen guardias civiles rancios@ 

(50). 

Nuns and secular guards alike engage in the prisoner=s physical torture as 

the main mechanism for the control of the women inmates.  In La voz dormida, 

torture in the form of physical punishment is intended to break the spirit of the 

inmate and bring her into submission.  Michel Foucault points to the failure of the 

prison project: A...it was understood that the prisons far from transforming 

criminals into honest citizens, serve only to manufacture new criminals and to 

drive existing criminals even deeper into criminality@ (Gordon 40).  In a similar 

way, physical torture in Las Ventas only serves to strengthen the spirit of the 

prisoners as well as their belief in the leftist cause.  The women inmates 

understand that the prison is merely a mode of political management which is 

contrary to their own beliefs.  Thus, not only do they suffer with dignity the 
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deplorable conditions of Las Ventas, but also they heroically withstand the pain of 

kneeling on chickpeas for hours, until they bleed, and the pain of being put in 

isolation for months at a time.  Chacón defines the Republican women prisoners as 

strong subjects able to stoically withstand mental and physical torture as they 

suffer in silence in their persistence to protect their loved ones on the outside.  

Their only recourse towards resistance is to keep their voices alive even, as in the 

case of Hortensia, when they are put to death.  

The construction of female identity of leftist women outside the prison is 

contrasted with that of the women prisoners. The main representation of women 

outside the prison is the character of Pepita, a woman who sympathizes with the 

Republican cause not because of personal conviction, but because of her life 

circumstances.  Pepita is described as AMenuda, indefensa, débil y rubia, como sin 

hacer, como su madre@ (27).  Her father Aera valiente@, as her sister Hortensia, but 

Pepita knows she could not resist torture and fear; therefore, she is reluctant to get 

involved in the fight against Fascism. But she is drawn into the struggle by the two 

men in her life: Felipe, her brother in law, and Paulino, Felipe’s comrade.  Pepita’s 

inner conflict is narrated in the form of stream of consciousness as the omniscient 

narrator enters her inner thoughts when she receives the call to help from Felipe: 

ALe dirá a Felipe que no la llame más, que ella se muere de miedo cada vez que ve 

el calcetín en lo alto de la servilleta a cuadros...La política es una araña peluda 

muy negra muy negra...Ella sabe que está atrapada en la tela pegajosa de la araña, 
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y que no se puede despegar@ (67).  In spite of her fear and reluctance, Pepita will 

answer the call for help from the guerrilla fighters time after time.  

Pepita is a religious woman, she deeply believes in the teachings of the 

Catholic Church; and it is ironically in the space of a church, where Paulino, the 

guerrilla leader, declares his love to her.  As Paulino enters the world of Pepita, 

her fears are intensified because she is drawn into a more active opposition to the 

Franco regime.  Resulting from her attachment to Paulino, her resolve to separate 

herself from the rebel cause is annulled.  Once more in this novel, a woman will 

follow her man.  She is ready to share Paulino=s luck as she conforms to his 

philosophy and political beliefs. Pepita is not physically constrained by a closed 

environment as are the women in Las Ventas, but by an ideological patriarchal 

construction that subjugates women to men. 

GENDER CONFLICT 

La voz dormida allows us to examine the nature of relations between men 

and women during the time of the Spanish Civil War. Chacón=s novel confirms 

that nothing much changed for the female subject in her relationship with the male 

subject and with society in general during the time of the early struggle against 

Fascism.  Mary Nash affirms that the expressions of women=s historical 

manifestations and gender interactions cannot be separated from the Ahistorical 

mechanisms of social control and pressures of conventional gender roles and 
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values@ (4).  Thus, in La voz dormida, female and male characters show evidence 

of having internalized traditional gender roles which will define gender relations.  

As the narration infiltrates the connections between men and women, we discover 

in parallel with historical accounts, that even though it was the intention of the 

Second Republic to allow women more freedoms and responsibilities in matters of 

state and government, the law of the father continues to limit these freedoms and 

responsibilities at all levels of society.  According to Mary Nash, the reform 

policies undertaken by the Second Republic favored women in regards to politics, 

labor, and the family arenas.  Nash argues that due to cultural gender norms, only 

a few women took advantage of the new political rights: AIn fact, despite ongoing 

reforms and the modernization of the country, attitudes regarding women were 

slow to change,@ and she continues,  

The cult of motherhood and domesticity and the survival of an ideology 

that saw women primarily as mothers and >angels of the hearth= hindered 

the effectiveness of the republican reforms and made it enormously difficult 

for women to penetrate the public sphere and consolidate a visible place in 

the domain of politics, culture and work (48).   

A principal cause for the stagnated beliefs on the part of men and women vis-à-vis 

women=s roles is explained by Mary Nash as a predominance of tradition of 

domesticity amongst men and women in Spain.  She traces the causes of this to the 
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learned attitudes from the Catholic Church and to a historically strong 

conservative ideology.  Even during the nineteenth century, a more progressive 

political era, Athe intensity of the power struggle between conservatives and 

progressive liberals...left no room to consider redressing the political inequality of 

women@ (8).  

There exist conflictive historical accounts of the limitations of women in 

Spain during the time of the Second Republic.  For example, Nancy Vosburg 

describes María Teresa León=s experience in the Second Republic as Aan exciting, 

exhilarating time that enabled her to develop her potential and defy traditional 

gender restrictions in ways never before permitted by Spanish society (Vollendorf 

261).7  And she continues: AAs the Second Republic ushered in new civil  

legislation that was in harmony with the liberal feminist current, women=s 

presence in both social and political activity increased@ (262).  But we must take 

into account the influence of the social class axis as a catalyst of feminist causes.  

The women characters of Chacon=s novel belong to the working class and are 

barely literate.  These women did not have educational opportunities as did their 

counterparts in higher social classes.  More than in pursuing a feminist agenda 

they were interested in their survival and that of their families.  A socialist or 

communist program offered the most protection and social advantages to working 

                                                 
7 Nancy Vosburg, “The Tapestry of Feminist Life: María Teresa León (1903-88)” in Lisa Vollendorf, ed. 
Recovering Spain’s Feminist Tradition, New York: MLA, 2001, 260-77.  
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class families.   Josebe Martínez-Gutiérrez in his reflection on the Second 

Republic emphasizes the lack of a feminist agenda on the part of women:   

By contrast, in the Spanish Civil War women adopted their position on the 

conflict in accordance with the ideology of their party; they went to war in 

support of their political organizations, not as member of a feminist 

movement.  For many, this was a war against a fascist insurgency on their 

own soil, a war in defense of the civil and constitutional rights—including 

women=s rights—that were being implemented at the time of the 

insurrection (Vollendorf 279). 

Martínez-Gutiérrez continues to explain that even though during the reign 

of Alfonso XIII there was a certain liberalism, ASpanish women remained unaware 

of their rights and were silent, submissive, and essentially antifeminist@ (270).  

Along the same lines, Mary Nash wonders whether the optimistic claims made by 

some women during the 1930s regarding their own status in society was just a 

Ablurring of gender-specific goals during the generalized struggle against fascism@ 

when women=s issues were subordinated to the Aoverall revolutionary cause,@ and 

when women Awhere channeled into supportive roles that did not challenge 

prevailing forms of gender subordination @ (1).  Faithful to historical recollections, 

the fictionalization of women=s involvement in the leftist cause in La voz dormida 

is defined as ideologically passive.  In this novel, women went to war in support of 
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their men=s ideals.  Most women did not understand about politics or the fight for a 

certain ideology; therefore, the adhesion of women to a certain political ideology 

is determined by the men in their lives. This general attitude of political passivity 

defines women=s roles in the novel as well as men=s attitudes towards women=s 

political activism. The male characters of Chacón=s novel exhibit disdain towards 

more progressive women=s roles within the war effort.   

The characters of La voz dormida, behave in accordance with traditional 

definitions of men and women=s roles.  For example, immediately before his death 

during the war, Elvira=s father prohibited her from singing and listening to the 

radio (customs considered improper for women); Hortensia is in jail Apor ir detrás 

de su hombre.@  Pepita is utilized by Paulino to distribute the Communist Party ´s 

propaganda. In the novel, male directives to women are made constantly, and the 

influence of masculine presence is fundamental even when men are physically 

absent.  It is men who direct and organize the struggle against Fascist forces from 

the margins.  The presence of women in jail is largely determined by leftist men as 

they allowed women to participate in men=s affairs.  

Most of the female characters of La voz dormida are being punished by the 

Franco regime for their support of the guerrillas.  While guerrilla leaders were 

men, after the brief period of time when women were allowed to join the men in 

the woodlands to fight, female guerrillas were only allowed to act as food 

suppliers, and nurses.  Male guerrilla leaders did not think women were fit to 
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support active warfare and they were often barred from war activities. Such 

prohibitions, David Morgan affirms, as in other aspects of gender division of labor 

“define not only who does what but who is what@ (166); women were relegated to 

other more traditional feminine roles.  Thus, it is the male protagonists of the 

novel who hold power over their women, imprisoned or not, and manipulate their 

identities. Dulce Chacón stated in a virtual chat:  

el machismo español se vio también en el frente.  La mujer fue apartada de 

la primera linea de fuego con la excusa de que el sexo estaba demasiado 

presente.  De la misma forma, en la guerrilla está poco estudiado el papel 

de la mujer, y la mayoría de los guerrilleros niegan las acusaciones que se 

vierten sobre ellas, las que les adjudican un papel de meretrices en el 

monte.8   

So it is no surprise that the men in Chacon=s novel make it clear: AA Mateo no le 

gustaba que las mujeres estuvieran en el monte.@ (261). In La voz dormida the 

traditional gender dichotomies of the protector/protected, the public/the private, 

the masculine/the feminine, are represented.  

Regardless of their motivation, women of La voz dormida have 

transgressed the patriarchal law in entering the military realm; a male space  

                                                 
8. “La mujer, las nuevas  tecnologías y el nuevo siglo: la mujer durante la Guerra Civil española,” Tertulia 
Virtual,  November 5, 2002, Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes, January 3, 2005 
<http://www.cervantesvirtual.com/historia/tertulias/tert_mujer_guerra_civil.shtml >.  
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defined by the struggle for power and dominated by a masculine discourse 

characterized by ambition, valor, fear, as well as cowardice.  The narrative space 

of La voz dormida is defined by the tenets of hegemonic masculinity, and even  

though ideological interpellations project equally among female and males, it is 

hegemonic masculinity that the majority of the population believes to be the 

natural way. As explained earlier, the result of the consolidation of the terms 

Amasculinity@ and Ahegemony@ results in a project by which social and political 

norms are defined through the masculine ideals.  This type of hegemonic 

masculinity requires strategies for the subordination of women (Donaldson 645). 

Women are thus indirectly affected by ideology.  Men are the mediators between 

women and ideology. 

Male protagonists in Chacon=s novel subscribe to Marxism, a global 

knowledge, to use Michel Foucault=s terminology, associated with the acquisition 

of power.  Such global knowledge is thus parallel to the subscription to hegemonic 

masculinity.  As a price to pay for entering both realms, men must make sacrifices 

and suppress, as Michael Kaufman explains, Aa range of emotions, needs, and 

possibilities, such as nurturing, receptivity, empathy and compassion, which are 

experienced as inconsistent with the power of manhood@ (Kuypers 65).  Paulino=s 

struggle to reconcile his existence as a Acollective subject”—the subject of 

Marxism and hegemonic masculinity—with his existence as an individual/subject 

is marked by sacrifice and inflexibility.  His conflict surfaces in his encounter with 
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Pepita, the young woman who lives outside the prison walls.  Paulino tells Pepita 

the truth, or rather his own truth: ATengo que irme, pero quiero que sepas que, 

aunque mi gusto sería quedarme contigo, mi deber está por encima de mi gusto, y 

siempre lo estará@ (153).  Paulino enters Pepita=s world and is able to manipulate 

her discourse of conformity with the Franco regime, and draw her towards his own 

cause. Even though Communist subjects do not believe in any type of organized 

religion, in order to convince Pepita, Paulino utilizes a Catholic church as the 

space in which to declare his love towards her.   Paulino tolerates Pepita=s 

Catholicism to his advantage as he understands the importance of religious 

discourse within a woman=s life.  Paulino=s action is dictated by his brand of 

masculinity by which women must be controled by men, as well as by his loyalty 

to the Communist cause.  He tells Pepita in a meeting outside the prison:  Asoy 

comunista,@ Atienes que saber que soy un hombre político y que nadie podrá 

cambiar mis ideas. Nadie. Esto es una cosa más seria que si hubiera tenido un hijo@ 

(154).   To Paulino being Aun hombre político@ means to pursue his ideal above 

everything else, to fight for the consolidation of his beliefs into a social order.  In 

Postwar Spain this meant to risk his life and that of those he loves; to face torture; 

or to live in exile with the resulting abandonment of the loved ones.   To Pepita it 

means to stay in the margins waiting for men=s next moves and directives. 

In the representation of the guerrilla soldier=s relationships with women, the 

narration allows us to see behind the masks that they are compelled to wear. 
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Underlying all disguises there is a facet of Paulino that only surfaces in his 

relationship with women: his mother, his sister, and Pepita, the woman he hopes to 

marry. There are brief moments of tenderness, when Paulino is able to separate his 

persona from his Marxist objectives, as in a dialogue with Felipe, his comrade:  

BLlevamos casi dos años en el monte, Cordobés. La respuesta de Paulino 

sorprendió a Felipe. 

BY eso que tiene que ver.  Llevaban casi dos años en Cerro Umbría, sí.  

Llevaban demasiado tiempo huidos.  Pero El Chaqueta Negra nunca se 

había lamentado por ello.  El tono de su voz le delató.  Paulino no pensaba 

en las armas al contestar a Felipe: 

BVoy a escribir una carta (161-2). 

And Paulino writes in his letter to Pepita:  AEl tiempo que llevo escondido 

en el cerro no me duele.  Me duele el tiempo que podría ser nuestro.  Me duele 

esta noche.  Y me dolerá mañana.  Me dolerá cada minuto hasta que vuelva a 

verte, chiqueta@ (161).  As Pepita reads the letter, the narrator informs that AElla no 

sabe que Paulino controló las lágrimas al meterla en el sobre.  No sabe que 

después sacó un pañuelo doblado del bolsillo y doblado se lo pasó por la nariz a 

espaldas de Felipe...@ (163). 

Just as Paulino had to separate from his mother to enter the realm of the law 

of the father and thus respond to his ideological interpellation, now he has to 
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separate from Pepita.  A separation which is motivated by the patriarchal mandate 

that women have no place in the woodlands or in political struggle: A...las mujeres 

no deben vivir como alimañas en el monte@ (262);A...las mujeres no sabéis discutir, 

os escapáis por las ramas aunque no haya ningún árbol cerca@ (263).  Women must 

be judged by Ala energía con la que restregaba un pantalón@ (263).  The 

representation of masculinity as hegemonic in La voz dormida has direct 

repercussion in the perception of women on the part of men.  Women are located 

by men in a marginal space. The prisoners of Las Ventas are placed in a pseudo-

masculine marginal location, and the other leftist women who are not in prison are 

pushed to the sides.  Perhaps, it is the women who were pushed aside the ones 

whose voices will never be awakened as they do not entail the heroism and 

courage of the women who lived and died in prison.  But these leftist marginal 

women, who were only conforming to their social womanly role, kept alive 

through their muffled protest, not only the flame of social justice but also the 

physical well-being of the men in the struggle.   

 Mary Nash asks, during the war, Awere they [women] politicized but 

channelled into supportive roles that did not challenge prevailing forms of gender 

subordination?@ (1)  As mentioned earlier, there was certain euphoria during the 

time of pre-war that things were beginning to change for women.  Mary Nash 

quotes an article written in 1937 by Suceso Portales, a member of the women=s 

anarchist organization Mujeres Libres:  “Two things have began to collapse 
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because they are unjust, class privilege based on the parasitical civilization which 

gave birth to the monster of war; and male privilege, which turned half of mankind 

into autonomous beings and the other half into slaves; a male civilization based on 

power which has produced moral chaos throughout the centuries” (1). 

As Portales suggests, there was a perception that the status quo of gender 

relations was beginning to crumble, but was it?   In La voz dormida we see 

Hortensia, the Amiliciana@ caught by the AGuardia Civil@ while trying to buy food 

for the guerrilla fighters.  She is only serving the Party Apor ir detrás de su 

hombre.@  Pepita, because of fear, refuses to help the cause of the Communist 

agenda, but in spite of Paulino=s attitude towards the role of women, and Pepita=s 

refusal to become a political subject, Paulino involuntarily involves her in his 

fight.  Pepita was one of those women mobilized, as Mary Nash suggests, Afar 

beyond the usual bounds of indifference regarding everyday political life,@ as were 

many of the women who found themselves burdened by a new subject position: 

that of political and social subject within the public realm (47).  Paulino is aware 

of Pepita=s new situation by the fact that Ala tela de araña la había enredado por 

completo.  Ella estaba metida y bien metida, en este ajo@ (102).  First, Pepita acts 

as liaison between the women in prison and the men in the woodlands.  Later, she 

will distribute the communist party=s propaganda which originates from the place 

of Paulino=s imprisonment in Ala cárcel de Burgos.@   
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Along the same lines, Paulino=s guerrilla comrade Felipe does not allow 

himself to be overtaken by his feelings towards his wife, Hortensia, in the 

woodlands: AEl monte no es sitio para besos,@ but at the same time, he sends her to 

seek food supplies for the guerrilla fighters.  Hortensia will later be apprehended 

by Ala Benemérita@ and will be executed in prison. Men=s fear of being overtaken 

by the desire and comfort of returning to the place of the mother will result in their 

rejection of women.   But not all the men in the novel behave with the same self-

sacrificing conduct.  In contrast to the determination in the fulfillment of their 

duties exhibited by Paulino and Felipe, there are other men in the guerrilla unit 

who allow themselves to be overtaken by their sexual/biological instincts, even 

when this means risking the lives of their comrades.  This is the case of El Tordo, 

a leader from another guerrilla group, who abandons the camp accompanied by his 

men to spend the night at a brothel.  In this case women=s bodies are utilized as 

objects for sexual pleasure. 

Guerrilla fighters do not allow women to penetrate their discourse.  Elvira, 

Paulino=s sister, who is accidentally rescued from the prison, is granted permission 

to accompany the men in the woodlands, simply because she has no other place.  

Even though Elvira proves herself to be politically competent, she is treated by her 

brother in a condescending way, or as a burden that must be protected from the 

sexual gaze of other men. She fights for a recognition that is not given as the 

narrator states: ASe llamaba Celia [her guerrilla name], y no estaba dispuesta a que 
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nadie la llamara >ésta=, ni a que los hombres la dejaran fuera de la conversación@ 

(292). 

The narrator expresses Felipe’s thoughts with regards to Elvira’s position 

with the men in the woodlands after she is rescued from prison: APero era mujer, y 

las mujeres no deben vivir como alimañas en el monte.  El Chaqueta Negra no 

debió traerla, y lo sabe@ (262).  It seems then, that women tied to guerrilla fighters 

by family bonds are reluctantly allowed into men=s world of the guerrilla, as is 

Elvira and the two adolescent daughters of El Tordo.  These women have been 

permitted to enter the masculine realm on men=s own terms, and as a concession 

for not disturbing the male bond.  Felipe only tolerates Elvira because of her 

family ties with Paulino.  And these women must be protected from the male=s 

sexual gaze, as Felipe protects Elvira, ASi te veo otra vez mirar a Celia con ojos de 

putero, te mato@ (293).  

Representing faithfully the historical accounts of women=s short-lived 

experiences as guerrilla soldiers, Hortensia, Felipe=s wife, is active in the guerrilla 

during a short time.  The initial enthusiasm of the incorporation of women into the 

anti-fascist struggle, and the exuberant media representations of women clad in the 

attire of miliciana, exhorting the population to join the fight against fascism, did 

not last long:  by December of 1936 Amilitia women were no longer evoked as 

heroines but as disreputable figures who impeded the correct development of the 

war effort@ (Nash 53).  Hortensia fits the image of women as they initially 
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participated in the war effort, as a symbol of the new era about to begin.  But as 

Mary Nash asserts, the model was only created to fill the needs of the war, and it 

was an image directed toward a male rather than a female audience.  It was an 

image that provoked males into adhering to their virile role of soldiers, and made 

them identify with the antifascist cause (53).   

The novel reflects the true historical sense of women’s participation in the 

fight.  Felipe rejects his wife while in the woodlands, and any sexual contact with 

her is strictly forbidden.  Symbolically, Hortensia will be seized by La Benemérita 

and later put to death; just as women=s active roles in warfare were eliminated. In a 

moment of reflection, Felipe laments his rejection of Hortensia: A...y recuerda el 

último beso que le dio, cuando ella se despidió de él antes de bajar a El Llano para 

comprar una gallina.  El retiró la boca, y le dijo que el monte no es lugar para 

besos.  Y ahora lo lamenta.  Y lamenta no haberse abandonado en ella ni una sola 

vez desde que llegó al cerro, ni una sola vez@ (74).   

Felipe censures Paulino=s Aweakness@ as he allows his feelings towards 

Pepita to get in the way of his duties, ANo me digas camarada, cabrón, mientras te 

vas a rondar a una muchacha que sabes que no tiene madre, que no tiene padre, 

que está sola, y tú la pones en peligro.  A ella, a ti, y a mí, a todos nos pones en 

peligro si sales a la calle@ (113).  Paradoxically, Felipe will ask Paulino to help 

him break into the prison to see Hortensia one last time, even though the action 

means a great risk for the guerrilla fighters. 
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A different type of gender relationship is represented between don 

Fernando and his wife, doña Amparo. This relationship represents those living 

within the legality of the Franco regime and is thus determined by the dominant 

conservative ideology.  Don Fernando and doña Amparo live comfortably in 

Madrid, and they both obey the laws of the regime.  But fear and guilt are the 

factors which negotiate don Fernando=s relationships with women, including his 

wife.  The tragic events that lead to don Fernando=s guilt and his acting in 

cowardice are revealed throughout the narration.  As a doctor in the Republican 

Army, he witnessed the army=s massacre of the prisoners of ALa Modelo@ and did 

not report it, he simply observed.  Later, overtaken by guilt, he was unable to 

continue his duties as a surgeon, and became an accountant. Doña Amparo 

reproaches him for abandoning his profession and establishes with him a 

relationship of silence and sexual control; they have not spoken or had any sexual 

contact in two years.  Doña Amparo has internalized society=s rule which identifies 

a man=s level of masculinity with his profession: a man is what he does to 

contribute to society.  Therefore, for her, don Fernando=s identity and his worth 

comes from being a physician, not merely a man, and she censures him for giving 

up the practice of medicine. 

Doña Amparo understands the concept of men and women=s identities as 

reflected by public opinion.  Within the patriarchal legality, a woman=s identity is 

determined by that of her husband in the public sphere.  In this conservative 
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society of the Spanish Postwar, a man=s merit is largely determined by his 

profession: the more prestigious the profession, the higher the value of a man=s 

masculinity.  Therefore, the prestige of women in society is mediated by that of 

the men with whom they associate.  In La voz dormida, masculine subjectivity and 

men=s intimate relationships with women are represented as manipulated by public 

opinion:  

Yo me casé con un cirujano, eso es lo que entiendo yo, con un cirujano, y si 

dejas de ser cirujano, ya te puedes ir a Rusia con tus amigos los comunistas, 

porque te vas a arrepentir.  A mí no me haces pasar por la vergüenza de 

explicarle a nadie que has dejado de ser médico porque te da asco la 

sangre...yo no pienso hacer el ridículo de esa forma, )te enteras? y no voy a 

consentir que lo hagas tú (89). 

Amparo=s ability to exert pressure on her husband to restore his and her 

social status is legitimized by her attachments to the dominant regime, as well as 

from her intimate knowledge regarding her husband=s sexual and emotional life.  

Don Fernando lives the conflict that comes with this contradictory experience 

between a social definition of manhood, which is largely determined by his own 

profession, and the definition given by hegemonic patriarchy of men being able to 

exert power over women: ALa amaba, pero sentía que la entrega de su esposa 

exigía de su parte una sumisión total que le rendía, una entrega más íntima, una 
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claudicación que lo postró en un estado de melancolía del que era incapaz de 

reponerse@ (90).  Don Fernando is willing to suppress his physical and emotional 

needs in relation to his wife, to protect his own psyche from his overwhelming 

sense of guilt.  He compromises and submits to the terms of her contract:  he will 

not ever talk to his wife and will accompany her to church every Sunday held by 

the arm.  Don Fernando=s fear comes from his earlier adhesion to the Republican 

government, and his wife reminds him of her role in saving his life: A[Doña 

Amparo] Le recordó que conservaba la vida gracias a ella, que fue ella la que 

persuadió a su padre para que no lo mencionara en la Causa General@ (88).  It is 

the fear of torture and of losing his life that will lead him to accept the contract of 

silence and the negation of sexuality proposed by his wife.  Ultimately, the 

relationship with his wife, which must be sanctioned by public opinion, is 

arbitrated by guilt, and a realization of his counter-masculine passivity in a 

national tragedy.   In this case, man=s repressed emotional and sexual feelings is a 

product of the effects of the mechanisms of the power put into place by the 

dominant regime to paralyze the subject/individual through guilt, fear, and shame.  

In her novel, Dulce Chacón constructs a genealogy; a term utilized by 

Michel Foucault in his explanation of  Asubjugated knowledges@, or  Athe union of 

erudite knowledge and local memories which allows us to establish a historical 

knowledge of struggles.@  Subjugated knowledges are the sets of hidden historical, 

local/popular knowledges that were present and have been uncovered by 
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scholarship; they are different from Aglobal knowledges,@  or discourses of power 

that are considered to be scientific (as is Marxism) (Gordon 84).  With the 

narration=s insertion into the experiences of ordinary men and women and the 

epistemological explorations into the everyday life of the Spanish Postwar, the 

author attempts to eliminate what Foucault calls Athe tyranny of globalising 

discourses@ (Gordon 83).    

Chacón also establishes a description of what Miguel de Unamuno called in  

Del sentimiento trágico de la vida “la doctrina del hombre de carne y hueso, el que 

nace, sufre y muere” (17).  Similarly to Michel Foucault, Unamuno repudiates 

those scientific discourses which treat the subject of Man as an abstraction: “Un 

hombre que no es de aquí o de allí, ni de esta época o de la otra, que no tiene sexo 

ni patria, una idea, en fin.  Es decir, un no hombre” (18).   

 On the one hand, while uncovering the brutality and the reign of terror that 

defined the Franco regime, Chacón does not admire the glories of Marxism.  On 

the contrary, the Spanish Communist Party is characterized as another ideology 

that forgets about his subjects while seeking the ultimate goal to obtain power for 

power=s sake, an ideology that contributes to the construction of particular 

subjectivities, and manipulates them to achieve its goals.  Chacon=s narrative 

criticizes the PCE=s determination to create collectives of individuals to add to its 

own power. Men and women as subject/individuals are ignored by Communism.  

Women and men, as collective subjects, are subjugated by Marxism, even though 
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the narration uncovers a subjugation which is of a different nature for men than for 

women.  In the narration, the unique and individual nature of men and women is 

revealed under such subjugation.   The men and women of La voz dormida are 

engaged in a tragic battle for their salvation, and are guided by what Unamuno 

calls a principle of unity and a principle of continuity (25).  These principles are 

the men’s and women’s life purpose towards which all their energies are directed.  

In the narration’s background, omnipresent but veiled, the mighty powers move 

the strings that lead men and women to conflict.  These powers, in the form of 

social, political, and religious institutions offer men and women their particular 

ideological desire for material and spiritual happiness.  Unamuno’s mistrust of 

these ideological tenets is made clear: 

Por lo que a mí hace, jamás me entregaré de buen grado, y otorgándole mi 

confianza, a conductor alguno de pueblos que no esté penetrado de que, al 

conducir un pueblo,  conduce hombres, hombres de carne y hueso, hombres 

que nacen, sufren, y aunque no quieran morir, mueren; hombres que son 

fines en sí mismos, no sólo medios; hombres que han de ser lo que son y no 

otros; hombres, en fin, que buscan eso que llamamos la felicidad.  Es 

inhumano, por ejemplo, sacrificar una generación de hombres a la 

generación que le sigue, cuando no se tiene sentido del destino de los 

sacrificados. No de su memoria, no de sus hombres, sino de ellos mismos 

(28). 
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On the other hand, the narration helps to demystify the historical account of 

a favoring of the feminist agenda in Spain during the time of the Second Republic 

and the ensuing Civil War: the image of women warriors carrying the banner of 

freedom did not serve a feminist program but a political one.  In La voz dormida 

women unquestionably fulfill the traditional roles offered to them by society.  

Women in Ael monte@ act as nurses and cooks; women in prison nurture each other 

and secretly sew blankets for the men in combat; women in the city follow the 

orders of men; upper class women continue to identify their self-worth with that of 

their husband=s profession. 

   The men and women in La voz dormida live with reference to their own 

imagined singularity, and the estimation of their own identity is the result of an 

ideological construction identified as hegemonic masculinity.  The narration 

discovers a set of images and identifications which contribute to the false 

perception of coherence and unity of the characters.  In the case of men, the 

traditional attributes of hegemonic masculinity are factors that weigh heavily in 

their self-perception, and which regulate men=s dialogue with the world around 

them and particularly with women.   

Male guerrillas see themselves as the bearers of an ideology for which they 

are prepared to give their lives. The well-being of their class rests on their 

shoulders.  Whether men=s field of action is within the dominant Franco regime or 

from the margins as opponents, their public image heavily determines their brand 
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of masculinity.  Those who oppose the Franco regime see themselves as protectors 

of women; they look upon women in a condescending way; and they quickly keep 

themselves in check when they suspect a disruption to their constructed, 

illusionary image.  In the chaotic situation of the Spanish Postwar as reflected in 

the novel, disruptions to the patterns of hegemonic masculinity come in the form 

of involuntary female interventions defined simply as accidental happenings 

within a time of revolution. 

Male characters in Chacon=s novel undergo inner conflicts determined by 

the clash between the cultural tenets of hegemonic masculinity and their own 

subjectivity, but their experience of power in relation to women is not conflictive.  

Internalization of gender roles allow men to define themselves in the novel as the 

possessors of authority in regards to women.  Guerrilla fighters feel powerful; only 

external physical forces have stripped them of a power that they still possess but 

cannot operate vis-à-vis the socio-political situation.   

Thus, the narrative reflects women=s actions as determined by the power of 

men. Women do not question their submission to male counterparts.  Therefore, 

Dulce Chacón attempts to reconstruct the continuation of women=s discourse as an 

unintentional political subject, not as a subject of feminism.  Chacon=s task is thus 

consistent with that of the historian as she makes visible in her writing the 

discourse of repression towards women generated by traditional notions of gender 

roles, and in particular a recently acknowledged violent discourse generated by the 
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prison.  She uncovers the manipulation by the dominant regime of traditional 

men/women roles in order to create a discourse of repression geared towards the 

control of leftist women.  Several factors help with the manipulation, amongst 

them, the masculinization of women guards and nuns alike which contributes to 

the exercise of power over the women prisoners; and the pressure that the Catholic 

Church continues to exert over women=s subjectivities. Mary Nash states that 

traditionally in Spain, the Catholic Church has always Aplay[ed] a decisive role in 

maintaining the status quo and a conservative stance with regards to women@ (8); 

and influenced by the Catholic Church, even women who worked towards the 

improvement of women=s social situation took a conservative stance with respect 

to the Anecessary submission of women for the correct running of family and 

society@ (Nash 12).  

Chacon=s faithful representation of male and female subjectivities and 

gender relations during the revolutionary conflict in Spain parallels recent 

historical revelations regarding the role of leftist women; such historical events 

were hidden during the time of Franco’s dictatorship.  The result is a disruption of 

the official historical text, as the female voice is finally Aawakened.@  Many 

women who suffered during the period came forward and told their stories as a 

form of vindication.  But it is the men within the story who move the strings, even 

when they have a lack of political and social freedom; they are the mediators 

between women and their world.  
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Chacón brings to the foreground Unamuno’s concept of “intrahistoria” as a 

way of deep knowledge into individual lives and collective traditions.  Unamuno 

writes  

la memoria es la base de la personalidad individual, así como la tradición lo 

es de la personalidad colectiva de un pueblo.  Se vive en el recuerdo y por 

el recuerdo, y nuestra vida espiritual no es, en el fondo, sino el esfuerzo de 

nuestro recuerdo por perseverar, por hacerse esperanza, el esfuerzo de 

nuestro pasado por hacerse porvenir” (23-24).   

Taking as a base the account of past struggles into the formation of identities may 

be a way of explaining why in modern Spanish society struggles within the 

formation of individual identities and conflictive gender relations continue to be 

problematic.    

In the long years of the Franco regime, the government, with the aid of 

powerful institutions such as the Catholic Church, continued to distribute the 

discourse of the traditionally sacred family unit.  The traditional family, headed by 

the father, formed the base of society and became an important factor for the 

nation’s economic well being.  This notion contributed to the continued relegation 

of women to the private sphere, and defined men’s space as the public sphere.   

Patriarchal society continued to give men a position of authority within the family.  

In the chapter that follows I analyze the representation of masculinity in 

Azul by Rosa Regás.  The sharp differences in gender roles represented in La voz 
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dormida become cloudy in Azul as women begin to take a more active role in the 

social and public realm.  Even though traditional gender scripts for men and 

women still exist during the last years of the dictatorship, women have gained 

insight into the manipulation of the patriarchal system.  
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CHAPTER 2 

The Mythical Representation of Masculinity and Gender Relations in Azul 

Azul is Rosa Regás’s second novel, the one for which the Catalan writer 

received the Nadal Literary Prize in 1994.  Regás is a true veteran within the 

literary world.  She was born in the city of Barcelona in 1933, and today she is one 

of the most prestigious writers in Spain. 

A socially engaged author in many of her novels such as Luna lunera 

(1999) and Azul (1994), Rosa Regás reveals the effects that a collective social 

consciousness has on the lives of individuals.  A collective social consciousness 

could be identified as ideology, which in Rosa Regás=s Azul is not defined only as 

a unilateral influence of political, social, moral, and religious values, but also as a 

series of discrete interpersonal dominations by which subjectivities are shaped. 

 The temporal axis of Azul comprises the last years of Franco=s 

dictatorship, the time of political transition, and the first years of Spanish 

democracy.  In my analysis I shall focus on the particular distinct dominations that 

affect individuals and their relationships and their narrative representation in Azul.  

Regás’s description of male subjectivity during the time of political transition in  

Spain as a turbulent phenomenon parallels the social and political confusion which 

occurred after the death of the dictator. 

Through the use of symbolic language and the alternation of facts and 

myths, the narration describes the turmoil which accompanies a moment of crisis 
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in the formation of masculinity.  Male subjectivity in Azul is defined as the result 

of different modes of domination in an era of social and political change, as well 

as the result of transformations in the evolving concept of women=s roles and of 

gender relations. Jana Sandarg indicates that in this novel the characters are 

neither heroes nor antiheroes but simply people who try to understand each other 

and control their own lives (92). 9  Even though this is true, the main character in 

Azul, Martín Ures, possesses a tragic inability to fulfill his human potential, to 

achieve his own individuality, and to control his own destiny. 

In this study I will examine the narrative mechanisms by which a female 

author is able to penetrate the physical and psychological world of a male and 

describe it without prejudice.  Constance A. Sullivan in her article, AOn Spanish 

Literary History and the Politics of Gender,@ comments on the failure of criticism 

to recognize the effects that the gender and identity of the writer of literary history 

has in the narrative.  She states that, Abecause most story tellers have been men, 

defined in their identities by their cultural moment=s particular construction of 

masculinity, their stories, their >histories,’ of whatever Spanish literature is, are 

expressions of a masculine gendered desire; they are male readings” (181).10 In 

Azul we discover a “female” reading of a male text; however, by creating 

                                                 
9 Review of Azul in Hispania 80.1 (March 1997): 92-93. 
10 In Spanish Literature: Current Debates on Hispanism (2001).  David W. Foster, Daniel Altamiranda, and 
Carmen de Urioste, eds.  
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psychologically-complex, multi-dimensional characters, Regás’s novel exposes 

male descriptions with sincerity and without stereotyping.  

The ability to describe human emotions is precisely what literary critics 

highlight in regards to Regás=s prose (Sandarg 92).  The language in Azul, through 

the use of symbolism, holds the power to evoke sensations such as smell, color, 

and touch.  Through these sensations, readers grasp the range of human emotions 

that affect the characters, and their depth of feelings such as love, passion, 

confusion, rage, desperation, apathy, and defeat.  

Critics of Azul have characterized it as a mystery novel, a story of love and 

deception (Sandarg 92). But many have failed to recognize the importance of the 

representation of masculinity in Azul as a reflection of polarized energies: residues 

of the old dictatorial regime of Francisco Franco, and germs of the new political 

era that begins after Franco=s death.   

The narrative of Azul is centered on the life of Martín Ures, a young man 

fascinated by the attractive corporate world of television and cinema. The novel 

begins with a description of an existing Greek island, Kastellorizo, located in the 

Dodecanese, just off the Turkish coast, which was semi-destroyed by bombings 

during both World Wars. Approximately 200 inhabitants live today in this small 9 

square mile island.11 

                                                 
11 “About Kastellorizo,”  (January 3, 2006) <www.Kastellorizo.de/about.htm> 
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The main characters, Martín, his wife Andrea, accompanied by a powerful 

television magnate, Leonardus, his girlfriend Chiqui, and Tom, the hired ship 

pilot, embark on a leisure trip by sea through the Mediterranean.  They arrive at 

the mysterious island as their ship AAlbatros@ breaks down unexpectedly. The 

island is described as a barren, labyrinthine terrain overwhelmed by the intense 

heat of the summer and whose few inhabitants, Aenvejecidos y anquilosados @(14) 

prefer to remain in the shadows.12  Strange events occur to Martín, the main 

protagonist, during his stay in the semi-fantastic space. These events will lead him 

to a constant movement of ascension and descent through the sterile landscape. By 

way of a series of narrative retrospections in the life of Martín, we learn about his 

submission to Andrea, his female partner, from the time of his coming-of-age.  

Martín=s aimless wandering in the island parallels the course of his life in search of 

his own realization. The novel ends as the characters leave the island with a new 

perspective into their own vital situations, which ironically reinforces their prior 

status of tediousness and desperation. 

The novel is told by an omniscient narrator. The narration is divided into 

eight chapters and it evolves in two levels within a circular structure which begins  

and ends on the island.  The action of the first level extends the two days the 

characters spend on the island while their ship is being repaired.  The second level 

unfolds as a series of narrative retrospections that allows us to observe Martín’s 

                                                 
12  All textual quotations are from Rosa Regás’s Azul, Barcelona: Destino, 1994. 
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previous life experiences. These retrospective scrutinies occupy several key 

moments in the life of Martín: his childhood in a provincial Spanish town; the time 

when he met Andrea and had a secret love affair; his experiences while living in 

New York; and his return from New York and the beginning of married life with 

Andrea. Thus, we come to know about Martín=s origins, his family, his plans for 

the future, and his crisis.  As a matter of fact, the entire novel represents a memory 

as it glimpses at past recollections which include Martín=s experience on the 

island. The novel represents a memory that must be forgotten if the present is to 

continue in its normality, as the narrator informs at the end: 

...Quizás Andrea y él mismo quisieron convencerse de que aquellos dos 

días no habían sido más que un descalabro, una distorsión, el crecimiento 

incontrolado de unas células que habían enloquecido sin motivo ni fin 

aparente cuya memoria se había desvanecido ya como se escurren los ecos 

entre los montes para deshacerse en la nada, porque sólo así les sería dado 

seguir unidos hasta el fin, perdidas sus voces en el marasmo de dolor del 

mundo@ (260).   

The novel=s central theme can be defined as the crisis in the life of Martín 

as he begins to realize that what he perceives to be his own identity conflicts with 

the forces that shape his subjective world. 
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INTERTEXTUALITY 

Julia Kristeva argues that every text represents a mosaic of other texts.  In 

the same manner, the narrative construction of male subjectivity in Azul is a 

conflictive fusion of the history in which the male protagonist is rooted and the 

new socio-political trends; of traditional and subversive narrative models.  Textual 

plurality comes in the form of adoption—or the borrowing of traditional textual 

configurations—, and subversion—or the questioning of such configurations.  

As Regás=s male protagonist undergoes a psychological development which 

is determined by his time, society and gender relations, in order to understand the 

textual dynamics that contribute to the narrative representation of masculinity in 

Azul we must inscribe within it a series of intertextual influences.  In Azul we can 

easily discern what Julia Kristeva defines as Athe intersection of a number of 

voices, of a number of textual interventions@ (Guberman 189).  The narrative 

structure of this novel is contained within the familiar structure of the novel of 

development, or the Bildungsroman.  Chronotopically, the Bildungsroman has 

taken different structural shapes throughout its history.  Likewise, the narrative of 

Azul combines a plurality of voices offered by the traditional structures of the 

Bildungsroman and shapes them into a unique and original text.  As Kristeva 

affirms in her discussion of intertextuality Athe participation of different texts at 

different levels reveals a particular mental activity@ (190).  The investigation into 

intertextuality leads Kristeva to a psychoanalytic definition of the Acreator@ as the 
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Aone who produces a text by placing himself or herself at the intersection of this 

plurality of texts on their very different levels.@ Thus, Regás situates Martín Ures 

at the intersection of key points in his life and is able to produce, through memory, 

the texts which introduced him to the formation of his newly regained 

consciousness.  In relation to intertextuality, Kristeva speaks of the Asubject-in-

process@ and questions its psychic identity.  According to Kristeva, identity is at 

the same time formed from a plurality (190).  To Kristeva, textual analysis should 

not be limited to identifying the texts that form the final text, but to the 

investigation of the Aspecific dynamics of the subject of the utterance@ (190).  In 

my analysis of Azul, I shall explore the forces that contribute to the formation of 

what Kristeva calls Athe subject of the utterance.@   

The story of Martín Ures is narrated from his own perspective in the form 

of a memory.  Martín is at the same time the Acreator@ and the Acreated,@ thus the 

narration allows us to observe (to use Kristeva=s terminology) specific dynamics of 

the subject of the utterance: a male subject in the process of formation, and a male 

subject in a moment of introspection and of Areconstitution of a new plurality@ 

(190).  The result of the reconstitution is the narrative text.  We must keep in mind 

Kristeva=s concept of intertextuality as a phenomenon capable of subjectivity 

formation at the time of analyzing the formation and representation of masculinity 

in Azul.  In regards to the Acreator@ Kristeva argues that the new identity Amay be 

the plurality capable of manifesting itself as the plurality of characters the author 
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uses; but in more recent writing, in the twentieth-century novel, it may appear as 

fragments of character, or fragments of ideology, or fragments of representation@ 

(190).  In the case of Regás= Azul, the new identity manifests itself as a plurality 

which contributes to the construction of the male character.  As the critical stage 

of the subject=s formation in Azul is represented by a moment of crisis, the 

narrative construction of the novel can be explained in terms of Kristeva=s 

definition as the result of Aa working-out@ of the self and a Adefense and 

consolidation of the self in relation to its experience of crisis@ (194).  By 

combining Bakhtin=s concept of the chronotope as the relation of people and 

events to time and space (Morson & Emerson 89), with Kristeva=s concept of 

intertextuality, the result is the formation of a new identity out of a plurality of 

voices which reflects the conflicts and contradictions of a certain juncture of time 

and space. Plurality, as defined by Kristeva, does not convey uniformity but 

fragmentation; therefore, the formation of subjectivity, consistent with Paul 

Smith=s theories of the subject, is regularly accompanied by contradiction and 

conflict.  In Azul, this contradiction and fragmentation is achieved by the blend of 

several traditional and new textual influences: the narrative structure of the 

Bildungsroman and its subversion.   

Azul defines a period in which Martín attempts to construct an identity in 

harmony with the social and cultural forces of his time; however, his vision of the 

world has been molded by his female partner=s aspirations.  At a climactic point in 
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the narrative he acquires a unique perception of himself. The unprecedented 

moment of self-perception is described as an epiphany; a sudden moment of self-

discovery which takes place during his stay on the mysterious island. The 

narrative concept of character development throughout one=s critical life stages 

brings us close to the genre of the ABildungsroman@ broadly defined as the history 

of a subject=s formation into the modern world; the sort of novel in which the main 

protagonist develops his personality throughout the narrative in the key life stages 

from adolescence to maturity (Estébanez Calderón 99).  Nadal M. Al-Mousa 

defines the Bildungsroman as a type of novel in which Aaction hinges on the 

fortunes of an ambitious young hero as he struggles to live up to his poetic goals 

against the negative forces of prosaic reality.  Typically, he grows up in a humble 

family in the provinces, but, endowed with an adventurous spirit, leaves home to 

seek his fortune and realize his ambitions@ (223).   

The male protagonist in Azul satisfies the traditional patterns of the 

Bildungsroman.  Martín Ures is a man of humble origins who grows up in 

Sigüenza, a provincial town.  During Martín=s youth he leaves his home and 

family and sets out on what he believes to be a period of learning.  He has a 

clearly defined goal in the form of a dream: he wants to become a film-script 

writer. As in the traditional Bildungsroman, by way of traveling and facing new 

risks, Martín Ures has developed a unique subjectivity, has molded his conception 

of the world and has discovered his destiny.  Martín embarks on a journey of self-
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knowledge: APero él seguía día y noche descubriendo los recovecos de su historia 

en unos parámetros que nadie sino él habría reconocido.  Y en su entusiasmo le 

pareció que estaba aprendiendo a conocerse@ (59).  But in Azul, narrative events 

contribute to the subversion of the typical definition of the Bildungsroman in 

which the protagonist finds harmony between himself and the world.  First, 

Martín=s actions are involuntary.  In the traditional Bildungsroman, male 

protagonists willingly embark on an adventure in search of the meaning of life.  

However, Martín is separated from his familiar surroundings by the government, 

and not because of his Aadventurous spirit.@  As we know, the Franco regime 

established a compulsory military draft by which every twenty-one-year-old male 

was required to serve in the Spanish military forces.  Martín is thus forced to leave 

his childhood home to fulfill his duty to the state.  Later, against his will, he will 

be pushed into leaving his country, Spain, and experience life in foreign 

surroundings.  Finally, he will unwillingly take a trip by sea which will mean the 

definite moment of introspection and self-discovery.   

The critical life stage where learning should supposedly occur, from 

adolescence to maturity, is for Martín Ures a period of Aunlearning.@  During this 

stage, Martín has to separate himself from the familiar values in which he once 

believed and embrace a new set of social and moral rules.  Complications arise in 

Azul as the narration becomes implicated within the coordinates of time and 

space.  As the novel expands over a period of time which encompasses the end of 
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the Franco dictatorial regime and the beginning of the democratic era in Spain, the 

narration reflects the dissolution of traditional values that the new political age 

brings about as well as the new concept of gender relations.  Conflict within the 

male individual is consequently created as the opposition between the drive 

towards individuality defined by Franco Moretti as Athe necessary fruit of a culture 

of self-determination,@ advocated by young democratic values, and Anormality@ or 

the Aoffspring, equally inevitable, of the mechanism of socialization@ (115).  Thus 

the period of transition between dictatorship and democracy when in Spain there 

were no definitions of Anormality@ directs and shapes the novel=s plot.  

Consequently, Martín is astounded and confused by the new values represented by 

his young female partner when he contrasts them with those of his elderly mother. 

Franco Moretti affirms that Athe Bildungsroman...has succeeded in 

representing this fusion (between individuality and socialization) with a force of 

conviction and optimistic clarity that will never be equaled again@ (116).  In Azul 

the fusion is certainly realized but not as an optimistic or even harmonious event 

since resolution brings with it the negativity of entrapment. The Aharmony@ which 

characterizes Athe continuity between external and internal, between the >best and 

most intimate= part of the soul and the >public= aspect of existence@ (117) comes in 

Azul at the cost of repression and submission to the old order of things.  At the end 

of the narration, the characters arrive at their destination as scheduled, life 

continues as it always has: ANo perdieron la conexión de Barcelona ni la de 
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Londres.  Y cuando hacia las cinco de la tarde llegaron cada cual a su destino se 

dieron cuenta de que sólo llevaban cuarenta y ocho horas de retraso sobre el 

programa previsto@ (260).  As the resolution offers no positive gains, we come to 

interpret Martín=s vision as a newly regained consciousness of his entrapment.  His 

anguish has turned into a passive but painful acceptance of his prostration. 

Two main texts influence the configuration of Azul in its narrative 

representation of masculinity: Joseph Conrad=s sea travel narrative especially in 

his novel The Heart of Darkness (1900), and Nada (1944) by Carmen Laforet.  

Conrad=s influence on modern writers throughout the world has been well 

documented.13 Conrad’s influence on Regás is not surprising given the fact that 

they both share a common passion towards everything related to the ocean.  Regás 

borrows Conrad=s words to head the first chapter of Azul in the form of an 

epigraph: 

Can the transports of first love be calmed, checked, turned to a cold 

suspicion of the future by grave quotation from a work on Political 

Economy?  I ask—Is it conceivable?  Is it possible?  Would it be right?  

With my feet on the very shores of the sea and about to embrace my blue-

                                                 
13 Jeffrey Myers in his article “Conrad’s Influence on Modern Writers” describe Conrad’s legacy to the 
modern novel from T.S. Elliott to Thomas Mann.  However, no Spanish writers are mentioned in the 
article. 
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eyed dream, what could a good-natured warning as to spoiling one’s life 

mean to my youthful passion? (11).14 

Conveyed in this short fragment is the idea of erosion that will be 

developed in Azul and which repeats itself as a leit-motif in Regás=s novel: AComo 

se transforma en dos la cuerda tensada un instante más o a partir de una repetición 

la caricia se muda en tormento, o se transforma en odio, resentimiento y dolor el 

amor que va más allá de su propio límite@ (15).  Erosion is defined as a gradual 

and devastating depletion which characterizes all human emotions, from love and 

passion to hate.  The outcome of erosion is always a break up and ultimately 

death.  Consequently, after reading the epigraph, the reader is warned of the 

experience about to follow: the death of youthful illusion that follows the demise 

of a dream.  As in many of Conrad=s novels, Regás takes the reader throughout the 

protagonist=s journey which is defined by a questioning of prevailing and eroding  

moral values.15 

As in many of Joseph Conrad’s novels, the symbolic use of the sea is 

crucial in Regás=s narrative. Not only the exuberant use of marine lexicon conveys  

a distinctive narrative style to both writers, but the in-depth knowledge of the  

marine world is utilized by these authors to represent a turbulent world where  

                                                 
14 From Joseph Conrad’s A personal Record (1912). 
15 J. M. Kertzer highlights Conrad=s cynicism in an epigraph from Conrad=s A personal Record: AI think that the proper 
wisdom is to will what the gods will without, perhaps, being certain that they willBor even if they have a will of their 
own (121). 
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notions of masculinities are constructed and destroyed.  The young protagonist of 

Conrad=s Heart of Darkness, Charles Marlow, chooses travel by sea and through a 

river to achieve his childhood dream: to go into the heart of Africa, the blank spot 

in the African map which represented the unknown, or the Congo.  Regás=s 

protagonist, Martín, chooses to join his life to that of Andrea=s, the woman with 

the intense blue eyes whose world is the ocean, a foreign and unknown world to 

his own, in order to fulfill his dream of becoming a script writer.  Both 

protagonists, Marlow and Ures enter darkness: the African Congo and a 

mysterious Mediterranean island respectively.  In Azul as in Heart of Darkness, as 

Frederick R. Karl argues, adventure represents a journey into the dark of the 

unconscious16.  In both novels, masculinity must be proven by a test of survival in 

the course of a journey to the unknown, and in the midst of an antagonistic 

atmosphere.  Similarly, in Regás=s Azul, gender relations are defined in the middle 

of the sea and against the backdrop of a corrupted and grotesque social world. 

Elsa Nettels has analyzed the use of the grotesque in Joseph Conrad’s 

narrative as determined by Athe distortion of persons and objects, the yoking of 

incompatibilities, the fusion of the fearsome and the ludicrous, inducing the reader 

to a sense of dislocation and insecurity@ (144). As we will see later, the grotesque 

                                                 
16 In Heart of Darkness: A Case Study in Contemporary Criticism. Ross C. Murfin, ed. New York: St. Martín=s Press, 
1989. 
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in Azul is an important narrative feature and is portrayed, as it is in Conrad’s 

work, in the form of physical distortions.  In Azul not only the landscape is  

distorted but the character who contributes to ending the protagonist=s illusions 

(Andrea) has a distorted sense of perspective as symbolized by her myopic visual 

defect.  The environment in this novel will assume a near-fantastic quality full of 

grotesque figures, once the protagonist=s familiar world has been shattered. 

The cynicism of Joseph Conrad=s social vision and the gothic features of 

Carmen Laforet=s Nada, come together in Regas=s Azul. Vicente Alberto Serrano 

characterizes the protagonists of Regás=s novel as a couple that may be considered 

Aatípica, aunque refleja en muchos sentidos la evolución de la sociedad desde los 

años de la publicación de Nada@.17  It is chance that Carmen Laforet and Rosa 

Regás were both awarded the Nadal Literary Prize in 1944 and 1994 respectively.  

But chance ends when we note the affinities between the two novels.  The 

protagonists of both novels, Martín Ures and Andrea, are separated from their 

childhood environment and arrive at a new place with a feeling of euphoria, ready 

to learn through new experiences.   

An affinity can be noted between Nada=s house in Barcelona=s Aribau Street 

and the Greek island where Regás=s characters land unexpectedly.  Both spaces are 

portrayed as sinister and diabolical, inhabited by grotesque characters.  The 

                                                 
17 Vicente Alberto Serrano, “El premio Nadal, de Carmen Laforet a Rosa Regás,” Diario de Alcalá 2003. 
January 3, 2006 <www.rosaregas.net/libros/articulo1.php?id_critica=5>.   
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occupants of these bizarre spaces fill the protagonists with a sense of estrangement 

which will force them to an introspective look. 

The theme of illusion is present in both novels as it is in the traditional 

genre of the Bildungsroman.  Martín Ures and Laforet=s Andrea arrive in 

Barcelona with an optimistic sense of beginning and change.  However, in both 

novels, the theme of youth=s illusion soon turns into disappointment as the 

characters come into contact with the real but changing world.  In the case of 

Laforet=s Andrea, it is the deteriorating society of the Spanish Postwar; in the case 

of Ures it is the evolving society of Post-dictatorship Spain.  Within the particular 

patterns of these changing societies, and the influence of individual histories, the 

protagonists are not allowed any progress. 

Several critics have agreed to classify Nada as a female Bildungsroman;18 

however, Mark Del Mastro quotes Barry Jordan in his article ALaforet=s Nada as 

Female Bildung?@ who judges Andrea=s growth as a Avisual illusion@ (55).19  Del 

Mastro agrees with Jordan in that Athe novel=s >circularity= controls the 

protagonist=s quest for identity, thereby thwarting progress@ (55).  Such a Avisual 

illusion@ can also be said to represent the life of Martín Ures, as the novel=s 

narrative structure is also circular and progress does not exist. 

                                                 
18 Mark P. Del Mastro refers to Marsha Collins, Carlos Feal Deibe, and Michael Thomas as critics who view Nada as a 
female Bildungsroman. 
19 in Symposium: A Quarterly Journal in Modern Foreign Literatures, 46.2 (Summer 1992) 105-18. 
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But even when classifying Carmen Laforet=s Nada as a Bildungsroman, it 

must be noted that the novel breaks the rules of the genre by presenting a female 

rather than a male protagonist who accomplishes maturity—without the aid of a 

male figure—resulting in a new outlook on life.  The portrayal of female 

development was very distinct from the traditional female protagonist of the 

Anovela rosa,@ a prevalent genre in Spain at the time Nada was being written.  

Likewise, Rosa Regás= Azul continues the pioneering tradition of Nada as it 

subverts the genre by defining a period of Aunlearning@ in the life of a male 

subject.  In addition, it is a female figure that is in charge of guiding the process of 

Martín’s Aunlearning.@ The outcome of Azul is an inversion of the traditional 

ending of the novel of development as it ends with the protagonist=s entrapment: 

we sense that he has no other choice but to unwillingly conform.  Franco Moretti 

argues that the genre of the Bildungsroman Ahas succeeded in representing this 

fusion [between social=s norms and one=s own] with a force of conviction and 

optimistic clarity...@ (116). In Azul, the conflict is never resolved between the 

individual and his society, a society which is assigning new meanings to political, 

social, religious, and moral definitions, including gender relations, at the speed of 

light. 

Pablo Veiga Córdoba concludes his analysis of Nada in “Aprendizaje, mito 

y modelos de  mujer en Nada, de Carmen Laforet” by highlighting the fact that 

AAndrea huye de Barcelona sin llevarse nada. Apenas ha logrado dejar de soñar, 
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pero también ha aprendido valiosas lecciones sobre el tipo de mujer que no quiere 

ser, sobre el tipo de relación personal y sexual que rechaza con todas sus fuerzas@ 

(146). 20  Martín Ures leaves the island with nothing but a new perspective of his 

future, or rather Ano future@ as he returns to his previous situation. 

THE MYTHICAL REPRESENTATION OF MASCULINITY 

The representation of masculinity in Azul is described by the author as 

determined by a double-edged conflict.  On the one hand, there is a conflict 

between the genders; on the other, a conflict between the newly acquired right of 

the subject=s self-determination as granted by the new democracy, and the 

demands of socialization.  This novel represents a struggle within the subject 

between Athe external and internal, between the >best and most intimate= part of the 

soul and the >public= aspect of existence@ (Moretti 117).  As the diegesis represents 

the critical period of the Spanish political transition from a dictatorial regime to a 

democracy, the novel allows for an analysis of the writing of the cultural changes 

that took place during this decisive period.  In this writing it is revealed how 

political changes influence the formation of subjectivities and the mechanisms by 

which gender relations function.  As a representation of a psychological conflict 

within the subject, the narration, through the use of myth, allows us to analyze the 

processes by which subjectivities are shaped and transformed.  Mythical overtones 

                                                 
20 In Mujeres novelistas en el panorama literario del siglo XX: I Congreso de narrativa española (en lengua 
castellana) Cuenca: Ediciones de la Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, 2000. Marina Villalba Alvarez, Coord. 
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and a profusion of symbolic elements construct a polarization of spaces in the 

novel, such as river/ocean, urban/rural, and land/sea. 

Elements of mystery, love, deception and crisis form part of the factual 

narration, but the use of myth in the narrative representation of the social 

construction of masculinity and its crisis predominates. We thus bring to light the 

semiotic attribute of poetic language which, according to Kristeva, must be 

analyzed in the description of a critical moment in the life of the subject.  The 

events of this story unfold in several specific spaces which have special 

significance to the male protagonist=s physical and psychological development.  

The place of Martín=s childhood is the village of Ures; the space for his coming of 

age is the beach in Cadaqués; his stay in the city of New York represents a place 

of transition where he begins to discern his subjective state; finally, the place of 

crisis and reaching maturity is the Greek island, Kastellorizo.  Each one of these 

spaces carries a special significance in the formation of Martín=s identity and is 

associated with elements which bear mythical connotations.  The significance of 

Ures is conveyed by the river as a comfortable space of drifting and passivity; the 

beach in Cadaqués is associated with the ocean, symbolizing the strange and 

dangerous world to which Martín is about to enter; the city of New York 

represents the necessary space away from familiarity which will allow the 

protagonist a moment of pause and self reflection; the Greek island, where the 
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climatic moment occurs, symbolizes the moment of crisis in the midst of the 

ocean. 

In the novel, readers are given clues of the diegetic temporal axis.  For 

example, the narrator informs us that Andrea and Martín=s secret love affair when 

they first met, Ahabía tomado forma y consistencia al tiempo que se desvanecían 

los años de la posguerra@ (23); and later, during Andrea=s visit to Martín in New 

York, she alludes to the fact that Aestán cambiando las cosas en España...con la 

llegada de la democracia@ (62).  It is thus implied that Martín=s childhood in rural 

Ures and Sigüenza took place during the final years of Franco=s dictatorship.  His 

coming of age in Cadaqués and New York happened during the period of 

transition between dictatorship and democracy. Democracy was already 

established during Martín=s period of crisis in reaching maturity. 

The narrative of Azul is structured as a journey.  Male maturity in this 

novel is defined as the final stage of self-discovery within the subject=s 

consciousness, and it is marked by the end of the journey.   According to Juan 

Villegas, the classic myth of the journey involves the dissatisfaction of the 

subject/hero as he discovers that Ael significado de su existencia no se satisface en 

su lugar de origen@; therefore, he must abandon his place of origin.  His leaving 

signifies the embarkment on a real or symbolic quest.  After a series of sequential 

events he either comes to accept a different way of life, or returns to his place of 

origin with a new vision of the world.   In Azul, the Ahero=s@ journey (Martín=s) is 
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both real and symbolic.  Through his physical journey we can trace the various 

temporal and spatial axes that mark his development.  By the use of myth, the 

protagonist’s=s quest is represented as a ritual process which the hero is compelled 

to experience if he is to learn the meaning of his own life. I must clarify that as the 

narration is defined by analepsis, the critical events in the life of Martín Ures, are 

not narrated in the novel in the order in which they will be presented in this study. 

In Azul, the first stage in the narrative begins with the description of 

Martín=s place of birth.  Martín tells Andrea when they first meet that the place of 

his ancestry is a small town near Sigüenza called Ures, located within the province 

of Guadalajara in the heart of the Spanish plain.  Martín’s surname is derived from 

the original place of his ancestry.  The narrator describes the origins of Ures as the 

location of a 15th or 16th century monastery now in ruins, which was inhabited by a 

congregation of Basque nuns. The importance of the name of the town AUres@ 

resides in its etymology.  The narrator informs us that Alo habían llamado Ures por 

ser el único lugar de los contornos que tenía ur, agua en vasco@ (36).  

Traditionally, water is associated with mystery and with the feminine creative 

principle.  In this first stage of Martín=s life water is associated with the place of 

the mother, or the chora, to use Kristeva=s terminology: a pre-symbolic space 

characterized by drives and desires from which the subject must separate in order 

to enter the symbolic realm. 
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A river ran under Martín=s bedroom in the basement of a mill where he 

lived his childhood.  At night, before going to sleep shivering with cold Aporque 

las paredes rezumaban humedad se dejaba mecer por el rumor del agua, y que 

durante el día se asomaba a ver pasar la corriente absorto en las variaciones e 

imágenes que se sucedían@ (36).  The river as both an unsettling and calming force 

reflects a conflicting position within the subjective mind of the child. The 

responsibility for the formation of a singular identity in the symbolic space is 

contradictory to the desire for comfort and soothing within the dependence which 

defines the mother’s realm.  Later in life, Martín will seek the same comfort the 

river afforded him through a process of substitution: Aviendo la televisión, o más 

tarde aún, una y otra vez la misma secuencia de una película@ (36).   Traditionally, 

as in Coplas a la muerte de su padre by Jorge Manrique, the river also represents 

the driving force which symbolizes a journey into death as it will end in its 

encounter with the ocean.  Similarly, Martín=s dreams will end in the ocean.   

Jerome Thale has also analyzed river imagery in literature vis-à-vis the 

metaphor Alife as a river.@ Thale finds that the image of the river suggests different 

states of life.  He also emphasizes the moralistic dimension of the Adrifting@ of the 

river: ADrifting becomes a symbol of a perilous spiritual state of reprehensible 

passivity, a succumbing to the currents of the world.   For the moral man cannot 

spend his life lazily cruising down the river, he must manfully take up his moral 

oars and row toward his port against the tide of selfish worldly cares and trials@ 
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(300). As we will see, this moral attitude symbolically rendered by Adrifting@ is 

represented in Azul by the male=s passivity as he becomes dominated by new 

cultural trends and the recent arrival of female dominance in the concept of gender 

relations.  Martín=s life up to the moment of crisis on the island is determined by 

its drifting.  He has allowed external forces to drive his existence up to the time of 

self-discovery in the middle of the ocean. 

The turning point which signals a coming-of-age in the life of Martín is his 

departure from the familiar surroundings of his childhood, when he leaves to 

fulfill his military duty to the state.  As it was the case with all young men during 

the Franco regime, for Martín Ures, coming of age signified completing 

compulsory military service.  For many adolescents, military service represented a 

rite of passage that transformed boys into men, and was described as an assertion 

of masculinity.  Military duty in the context of the Spanish dictatorial regime can 

be defined as patriarchy=s test of masculinity. 

Immediately after completing his military service (at the onset of the 

transitional period between dictatorship and democracy), the young Martín Ures 

consciously seeks his self-realization, and wants to achieve his full potential in the 

professional world and become independent. Juan Villegas argues that many times 

adolescents feel the need to separate from the familiar parental world to discover 

their vocation in life.  What is abandoned is a world of dependence (90).  Martín 

wants to pursue his dream: Ajuró que él, Martín Ures, también haría películas un 
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día@ (37).  As the period of political transition in Spain was a time of economic 

decline for Spanish small towns, many young men were forced to migrate to 

different urban centers: Alos muchachos que iban al servicio militar no volvían y el 

pueblo se fue vaciando@ (37).  Martín arrives in the city of Barcelona when the 

Spanish political transition from dictatorship to democracy was being engineered.  

He quickly becomes aware of his marginal status as a Aprovincial subject.@  But his 

drive towards independence influences his decision to not return to his place of 

origin.   

Away from his familiar surroundings, Martín becomes physically and 

emotionally vulnerable.  Geoff Dench defines as Amale vulnerability@ such 

marginal status in the community (26).  Dench also utilizes the term Aanomalous@ 

to describe Aa young man who is no longer himself a dependant, but who has not 

yet acquired dependants of his own...He is neither child nor adult, and fits with 

difficulty into the life of the community@ (30).  In addition, Geoff utilizes the 

metaphor of the Frog Prince to illustrate the male—not anymore a child, not yet a 

man—alternatives: AThe enchanted frog knows that to return to his previous state 

he must win the friendship of a princess...That will turn on his ability to find an 

individual woman and make her want him@ (30).  In order to be accepted by the 

community as a man, the male subject must follow the patriarchal mandate of 

forming a family.  In this context, female cooperation is of the utmost importance. 
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Martín=s journey into adulthood and self-realization is consequently 

conditioned by a female character.  One year after completing his military service, 

Martín meets Andrea, a married woman, ten years older than himself.  From the 

beginning of the narration, Azul=s main protagonists, Martín and Andrea, are 

identified with two distinct worlds as symbolized by the river and the ocean. In the 

narration this difference is translated by the divergent feelings both characters feel 

towards the world of the other.  Andrea is portrayed as a creature of the sea, her 

intense blue eyes mark this association:  Ahabía nacido junto al mar y desde 

pequeña su padre le había enseñado a moverse en la cubierta de las barcas con 

buen tiempo o temporal@ (29).  By contrast, Martín comes from the interior plains, 

AMartín no conoció el mar hasta mucho más allá de la adolescencia y nunca dejó 

de considerarlo un elemento extraño, misterioso y amenazador@ (28).  Both worlds 

are mysterious to the other.  Andrea tells Martín Atú vienes de las tinieblas@ (23), 

and Martín wonders about the others= idolatry of the sea: A¿A qué venía esa 

mitificación del mar, de la vida del mar, de la navegación? (27). 

Martín=s journey into adulthood, now guided by a woman, implies his 

discovery of the meaning of masculinity as prescribed by a particular social 

context and by his relationship with his female partner. In his contact with 

Andréa’s social world, Martín sees himself as a child: A—Yo no soy más que un 

niño—pensó Martín.  Y no era en verdad más que un niño, un adolescente con un 

cuerpo todavía sin acabar que había crecido demasiado deprisa y que seguía 
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arrastrando la misma pereza de cortarse el pelo que cuando vivía en Ures@ (85).   

As a result of his desire for learning and socialization, Martín dives into what is to 

him an unknown and even hostile atmosphere. In order to achieve his dream of 

becoming a script writer, Martín chooses to associate himself with the trendy 

world of the jet-set that characterizes the world of film and television and happens 

to be the world to which Andrea belongs. 

In his examination of masculinity, March Schoenberg quotes G.P. 

Fullerton: Athe quest for identity is often self-defeating, because what more people 

search for is a label, rather than a living developing person@ (90).21  In modern 

Spanish society, cultural definitions of manhood are determined in part by a man=s 

role in the public sphere and are referenced by men’s associations with women. 

The hesitation to enter into a new social order is described in the narration with 

metaphorical analogy as an attempt to dive into the ocean, or the world associated  

with Andrea: APorque por mucho que le atrajera esa mujer se sentía incapaz de 

echarse al agua sin apenas saber nadar@ (45).  In this new context Martín learns 

Athe normative standards of society@ (Edley and Wetherell 70).  In judging himself 

against the new world, Martín realizes that these standards come in the form of 

norms that prescribe how Aa man should dress, how he should behave in public, 

the things he should and should not think@ (70), that is to say, he has to learn the  

                                                 
21 G. P. Fullerton, Survival in Marriage: Introduction to Family Interaction, Conflicts, and Alternative, 
Hinsdale: Dryden Press, 1977. 
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social role of being a man.  As a result, the function of the woman is crucial in the 

process of the male=s identity formation.  Andrea begins to teach Martín the 

summer they met:  Atantas veces que [Martín] acabó adquiriendo conciencia de su 

propia singularidad y se agarró a ella para prevalecer sin desazón frente a todos los 

privilegiados que le rodeaban, mayores que él, con andares más seguros o torsos 

más robustos...@ (86); but due to Andrea’s teachings, Martin will ultimately submit 

to imitating those that form part of his new world.  

Rosa Regás, in a Anota biobliográfica@ made public through her personal 

web site, self-reflected as follows: A)Quién soy yo? )Cómo soy? )Acaso no somos 

lo que los demás ven en nosotros, esa amalgama que arrastramos todos sin saber 

en qué consiste?  Son los demás los que nos forman y conforman, los que 

sostienen nuestra imagen...@22  Likewise, her main character=s learning implies his 

assuming an impersonal role related to the position he wants to occupy in the 

public sphere.  His identity is thus determined by his social role, and it is 

materialized in his social performance.   

Edley and Whetherell in their explanation of Amasculinity as performance@ 

indicate how most people=s behavior can be explained as socially prescribed.  

Moreover, they explain the correlation between social position@ and Asocial 

expectations.@ Each social position carries with it a particular set of expectations” 

                                                 
22 “Nota biobliográfica,” Rosas Regás,  January 4, 2006 <www.rosaregas.net/nota/index/php>. 
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(70); which, within Martin’s new world implies accepting moral values which 

contrast with those of his childhood. 

In the life of Martín, his childhood dream of becoming a script writer partly 

determined his future behavior within the social world.  The real mediator between 

Martín=s childhood dream and his coming of age in private and public circles is 

Andrea, who will invite Martín into her social and private life. But Andrea=s 

teachings and expectations conflict with Martín=s internalized values and will 

provoke his moment of crisis.  Martín compares the old and new values: Ase 

maravillaba de la poca importancia que Andrea concedía a lo que su madre, en 

Sigüenza, habría llamado los respetos humanos@ (117).  This quotation also 

reflects the double-edged conflict in the life of Martín: the struggle between his 

learned values as represented by the river and the actual fruition of his life as 

represented by the ocean.   

The process of maturation and Martín’s crisis is narrated in Azul as the 

interruption of a journey; a temporary discontinuation of the symbolic which 

allows for a moment of self-analysis and which will lead to self-discovery.  The 

narration describes the subject=s self-realization or what Kristeva terms Asujet-en-

process@: Athe subject as it were on trial, put to the test as to its ability to negotiate 

this contradictory tension [between the symbolic and semiotic realms]@ (Smith 

121).   
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Because of the mythical nature of the narrative and the abundance of myths 

and archetypical elements, it is also helpful to reference Joseph Campbell’s The 

Hero with a Thousand Faces (1968), and Juan Villegas’s theories regarding the 

mythical method in La estructura mítica del héroe en la novela del siglo XX 

(1978).  Martín=s experience on the island could be described as a rite of passage.  

Joseph Campbell describes such rites of passage so prominent in primitive 

societies as an event Adistinguished by formal and usually very severe exercises of 

severance, whereby the mind is radically cut away from the attitudes, attachments, 

and life patterns of the stage being left behind@ (10).  In this instance, the fact that 

Martín undergoes this ritual implies his rejection of the system of values he 

accepted as he entered the world of adulthood, and his desire for change. In his 

dissatisfaction, he suffers a spiritual crisis accompanied by a feeling of loneliness.  

Villegas quotes Mircea Eliade in his explanations of Aritos de iniciación@: Apuede 

decirse que la existencia humana llega a la plenitud por una serie de ritos de 

tránsito, de iniciaciones sucesivas@ (77).23  According to Campbell, after 

undergoing the process, the initiate Awill be as good as reborn@ (10).  But in the 

case of Azul, the rite of initiation will lead the male character to further 

degradation as represented by his absolute inability to escape his present situation. 

The traditional moment of rebirth is transformed in Azul into the moment of death 

conveyed by a return to the stagnant order of things in the symbolic realm. 

                                                 
23 Mircea Eliade, Lo sagrado y lo profano, 2nd ed., Madrid:Guadarrama, 1973. 
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What drives Martín to a willingness and desire for change is what Joseph 

Campbell identifies as Athe call to adventure,@ by which destiny lures the hero and 

transfers his center of spiritual gravity from his own world to an unknown one, Aa 

blunder—apparently the merest chance—reveals an unsuspected world, and the 

individual is drawn into a relationship with forces that are not rightly understood@ 

(51).  Martín=s call came unexpectedly from Andrea, when they first met, in the 

form of a tempting siren:  

Andrea se había zambullido con ellos y no la vio salir hasta que apareció 

por la otra amura, a su espalda.  Ven al agua, gritó dirigiéndose a él por 

primera vez desde entonces.  Y volvió a zambullirse, nadó unos metros y le 

volvió a llamar, pero él no se movió.  Aunque no tenía más deseo que 

responder a esa nueva llamada y echarse al mar, permanecía inmobilizado 

por la ansiedad...Ella se alejó hacia las rocas y la perdió de vista (45). 

The Siren=s song that lured sailors to leap overboard to their death (Evans 228-29) 

comes in Azul in the form of assurance towards the fulfillment of dreams.  

Martín=s attachments with Andrea and her social world, warrants his entering a 

society where he can accomplish his dream of becoming a script writer.   At the 

same time, as in the mythological tale, Martín is not able to resist the call of the 

siren and will eventually meet his psychological death. 
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The space where the ritual takes place is the island of Kastellorizo. The 

island represents a redoubt which offers protection from the immensity of the 

ocean, at the same time that it is enveloped within it; a space separate from the 

symbolic realm but in constant tension with it; to use Kristeva=s terminology, a 

strange space where Adrives hold sway@ (Powers of Horror 14).  The island is also 

the space of mother-earth, in opposition to the symbolic meaning of the ocean.  

Because the ocean is always associated with Andrea, the island represents the only 

space where Martín is able to conduct an introspective analysis away from social 

influences and the dominance of his female partner.  

As the vacationers arrive at the island, they are greeted by some ominous 

characters: ALo primero que vieron al doblar el cabo fueron los cormoranes quietos 

y silenciosos sobre el acantilado rocoso, opaco el plumaje negro y verde por la 

calina, con el pico mirando al cielo como esculturas solitarias que flanquearan la 

entrada a la isla@ (51).  This unsettling portrayal foreshadows the disturbing events 

to follow and establishes the mythical atmosphere which will prevail during 

Martín’s stay on the island.  Campbell indicates that the function of mythology is 

to reveal Adangers and techniques of the dark interior way from tragedy to 

comedy@ (29).  Thus in Azul the incidents that occur on the island can be seen as 

Afantastic,@  Aunreal,@ and dream-like so as to reveal psychological disturbances in 

the representation of subjectivity. 
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Campbell identifies the next stage in the hero’s quest as crossing the 

threshold where he will meet the Athreshold guardian at the entrance to the zone of 

magnified power@ (77).  In this novel, after being greeted by the cormorants, or the 

guardians of the threshold, the characters discover a landscape which is 

overwhelmed by ALa asfixia desorbitada del ambiente y el paisaje refractado por la 

canícula yacía anonadado y distorsionado como un borroso telón de fondo@ (51).  

This landscape which is sated with the smell of myrtle is reminiscent of the 

infernal regions where Aeneas, in search of his father, was guided by the Sybil.  

Immediately, Pepone the ferryman appears and takes charge, AEra tan convincente 

que Tom amarró el cabo sin mirar a Leonardus, como si a partir de aquel momento 

la autoridad se hubiera desplazado@ (66).  Just as Charon helped the spirits of the 

dead cross the river Styx into the underworld, Pepone Acomo el cadáver de un 

escarabajo@ (67), aids the newly arrived to cross to the other side of the bay, where 

Ael alboroto les trajo en oleadas el hedor de las pestilencias de un albañal, un 

montón apelmazado de detritus donde zumbaban nubes de insectos@ (67). 

Surrounded by a grotesque atmosphere, Martín will begin a series of 

ascents and descents throughout the labyrinthine, dry landscape.  His quest 

throughout the island is motivated by his vision of a woman as they first 

approached, ALa mujer bajo el alero, alta como una sombra lejana como una 

quimera, desaparecía tras un saliente del muelle@ (67).  The pursuit of this 

woman/shadow marks his entrance into a different dimension: APero ahora, 
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saltando el tiempo de silencio, de olvido, un tiempo intermitente que sólo existe 

con la reminiscencia, se levantaba precisa y cierta como entonces dejando el otro 

tiempo, el real, el que le había acompañado hasta ahora, desteñido y lejano...@ 

(101-2).  

From this moment Martín is physically and psychologically separated from 

the other characters, as a profusion of strange personages will appear within sight. 

First AEl Pope@ makes his appearance, Auna figura alta y sombría atravesaba la 

plaza franqueada por dos perros alanos,@ (72).  El Pope is in charge of sounding 

the bells, and behaves as Aun rey destronado que se erige a sí mismo reyezuelo@ 

(72).  El Pope=s dogs are evocative of Cerberus, the three-headed dog that guarded 

the entrance to the underworld.  Arcadia Ala visonaria@ will make her appearance 

next, Auna vieja alta, delgada, de huesos estrechos y alargados como las sombras, 

envuelto el cuerpo y la cabeza en un harapo continuo...@ (73).  A woman who does 

not Acome ni duerme jamás, se limita a canturrear y caminar desde el alba hasta la 

noche cerrada y buscar [her dead sons] sin descanso desde hace más de cuarenta 

años (73).  Old Arcadia becomes Martín=s guide through the labyrinth.  Martín 

silently chases Arcadia through the island as she aimlessly makes her way while 

chanting incomprehensible murmurs. 

Obstacles will impede his pursuit of the mysterious woman he first 

envisioned.  Each obstacle will instill in Martín a new perspective of himself.  In a 

dream-like ambience of terror and violence, Martín is attacked by a dog.  After a 
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violent struggle, Martín kills the dog Aarrastrado por una violencia que por 

desconocida ni atinó a controlar@ (106).  The overwhelming guilt he feels over 

slaying the dog makes him question himself: ASólo he matado a un perro! (No he 

hecho más que matar a un perro! )Qué me ocurre?@ (109).  As Martín goes deeper 

into the island, the sights and sounds become more prominent: ATras la loma 

apareció una tajada de luna sin fulgor ni expansión.  En algún lugar volvieron a 

sonar las campanas oxidadas y en el aire saltaban atisbos de voces que se perdían 

en la lejanía...el tiempo adquirió un ritmo distinto del que marcan los relojes,@ 

(144). He realizes then that his life story had been interrupted and he feels Ael 

inaplazable deseo de reanudar la historia a partir del momento en que la había 

perdido, como si el tiempo transcurrido desde entonces hubiera sido un paréntesis 

demasiado largo...Era su historia la que había quedado inconclusa@ (144).  

Martín’s stay on the island or the interruption of his journey by sea is parallel to 

the interruption of the natural course of his life which occurred when he met 

Andrea. 

Actions are represented in the form of a ritual in which the person initiated 

experiences isolation within a solitary and dark space where he will suffer horrific 

events.  Juan Villegas defines this experience as Ala experiencia de la noche@ 

(113).  Overcoming such events will signify the initiated=s ability to defeat his 

internal demons (114).  According to Villegas, nocturnal immersion is equivalent 

to immersion in the subconscious and the fact that the hero is able to escape the 
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nightmarish landscape implies his death and rebirth (117).  Thus, as Martín finally 

finds the mysterious woman whose body Aparecía ensamblar las mitades de dos 

personas distintas@ (175), he encounters the center of the labyrinth.  In a moment 

of recognition he is able to assume full consciousness of his own situation.  For the 

first time he resists the temptation to run to Andrea.  Martín becomes aware of the 

transformation AHabría querido llorar por sí mismo y por ella, por su 

transformación, por su complicidad convertida en encadenamiento, por el infierno 

de añoranza de lo que había dejado de ser, o por la felicidad pretérita que de un 

modo u otro se las arregla siempre por esfumarse y desaparecer@ (176). 

In a sort of epiphany, Martín comes to the realization that his life has not 

belonged to him.  He has allowed himself to be carried along by the current of the 

river.  AY aunque al principio le torturaba no estar haciendo lo que habría querido 

hacer, muy poco tiempo después ya no fue capaz de recordar, o no quiso, qué era 

exactamente lo que habrá querido hacer...lo que él quería se había perdido en los 

recovecos y las brumas de la impotencia@ (163).  The doom that is to follow is 

represented by a biblical crowing of the rooster.  The rooster crows for the first 

time as he returns to the ship AEl Albatros@ after his experience on the island; the 

second time as Martín encounters Andrea and is questioned by her; the third time 

as they make love and both feel Ahumillados por haber dejado patente ante el otro 

la futilidad de su inútil pantomima@ (191). 
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The key to interpret the representation of male subjectivity in Azul lies 

within the final stage of the ritual as it contains the male protagonist’s new outlook 

on life.  With the recognition of his total domination by his female partner, he 

becomes desperate and tries to free himself from the woman’s powerful grip in 

order to regain his lost individuality. The woman must be sacrificed; however, 

characterized by his passivity—Martín=s tragic flaw—, he does not actively 

contribute to the sacrifice. He allows fate to continue its course, and simply 

observes as Andrea drifts to her death in the middle of the ocean after she 

accidentally falls overboard. As a way of deliverance from Andrea, Martín makes 

the decision not to rescue her.  In Martín=s view, deliverance from Andrea signifies 

closing the parentheses on the interruption to his life, and regaining his singularity.  

But Andrea does not disappear in the middle of the sea.  She will be rescued two 

hours later by the other characters on the boat, and  Martín knows that Ael mágico 

influjo que le unía a esa mujer vencida ahora por el tormento de la muerte volvía a 

manifestarse con la inexorable reiteración de las mareas...@ (239).  Ironically, 

Andrea, the only person who has the ability to condemn Martín for allowing her to 

drift to her death in the ocean, absolves him in the eyes of the law, confirming thus 

her power over Martín. 
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POWER AND GENDER RELATIONS 

The promise of power that lured Martín into his life with Andrea turned 

only into desperation, tediousness, and disillusionment. Martín recognizes that he 

has been representing a social role prescribed to him by his female partner, who 

has diverted him from pursuing his dream and from discovering his true identity.  

Such recognition drives him into a crisis as represented by the incidents on the 

island.  Joseph A. Kuypers argues that Athe power imperative has a particular 

strong grip on the male psyche@ (19).  Patriarchal tenets in Spanish society have 

historically assured men their position of power.  Men=s power is achieved through 

public life and family relations.  But as it is the case with many men, as Kuypers 

argues, Martín feels Alike powerless cog[s] in a larger system that denies them any 

real influence and control@ (21).  Michel Kimmel and Michael Kaufman highlight 

the psychological impact that economic, political and social changes have on 

different groups of men.  This impact is especially strong in middle-class men 

from their late 20s through their 40s.  Many men of this age group have 

internalized prescriptions of patriarchy such as economic autonomy, and they also 

Abelieved themselves entitled to the power attended on the successful 

demonstration of masculinity@ (262).
24
 Changes in the notions of gender relations 

also contribute to the unsettling of masculine subjectivities as patriarchal 

                                                 
24
 AWeekend Warriors: The New Men=s Movement@ in Harry Brod and Michaul Kaufman’s Theorizing 

Masculinities. 
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privileges awarded traditionally to men begin to be distributed among the two 

genders. 

In his article in Diario de Alcalá, Vicente Serrano points out the fact that 

Adesde la Andrea de Laforet a la Andrea de la Regás han transcurrido cincuenta 

años de transformación del mundo de la mujer, medio siglo tratando de convencer 

de la realidad de la condición femenina a través del esfuerzo de muchas páginas de 

novela....@  Regás’s Andrea is described as a woman who  holds conflictive values 

consistent with traditional tenets of women=s roles and with the new values 

advanced by democratic Spanish society.   

Anny Brooksbank Jones in her article AWork, Women, and the Family: A 

Critical Perspective@ emphasizes the rapid process of modernization that took 

place in Spain after the death of the dictator in 1975. The changes that took place 

during the period of transition dramatically influenced the roles of Spanish women 

at work and at home.25 Jones demonstrates statistically that since the introduction 

of the ALey de derechos políticos, profesionales y de trabajo de la mujer@ 

[Women=s Political, Professional, and Employment Rights Law] in 1961, Athe 

dynamic of the development process had begun to overturn the restrictions that 

had circumscribed women=s work since 1939."  During the period between 1972 

and 1983 women made up 50 percent of education and health care employment  

                                                 
25 In Spanish Cultural Studies: The Struggle for Modernity (1995), 386-393. 
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(386). As Jones argues, Athe shifts in women=s socio-economic roles [were 

associated] with significant changes of consciousness, particularly among women 

most exposed to the competing demands of public and private spheres@ (387).  

Since the 1970's, due in part to social, legal, and political changes, women=s focus 

(especially that of younger women) began to shift from the private sphere of the 

family to the public one of the work place.   

Rosa Montero explains some of the legislative changes that that took place 

in Spain at the onset of the democratic period:   

With the advent of democracy, legal guarantees against sexual 

discrimination came into operation, as stipulated by Article 14 of the 1978 

Constitution plus the articles on marriage and divorce.  Also in 1978 

adultery and concubinage were decriminalized, as was the sale of 

contraceptives.  The legalization of divorce met with greater opposition 

from the Church and the Right, but was finally approved in 1981 (382).26 

Some effects of changes in legislation are represented in Azul and allow us 

to analyze the character of the female protagonist as well as the actions that make 

her manipulation of the male protagonist successful.  After Andrea decides to 

leave her husband and live with Martín, she leaves with nothing, not even her 

children. In an attempt to explain the situation, she reminds Martín Aque venía de 

                                                 
26 AThe Silent Revolution: The Social and Cultural Advances of Women in Democratic Spain@ in Spanish 
Cultural Studies: An Introduction: The Struggle for Modernity (1995). 
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un país donde todavía el adulterio de una mujer se castigaba con tres años de 

cárcel y el del hombre con tres meses@ (155).  After the death of Franco, the laws 

of the old regime were still in effect.  However, there were rumors of change, as 

Andrea explains: A...aunque se dice que todo esto va a cambiar con la ley del 

divorcio, a mí ya no me alcanzará.  A fin de cuentas no soy yo la que tiene los 

hijos@ (155). 

But by the early 1980's, according to Anny B. Jones, many women—over 

one-quarter—still held the notion that caring for their families was a woman=s 

priority (390), especially, older and rural women who had strongly internalized 

ideas that the roles of women were limited to the family and private spheres. In 

Azul, this is the notion held by Martín=s mother, an older, rural woman, whose 

values are passed on to her son.  But Andrea, a young woman, infused at the same 

time with traditional notions of patriarchy and expressions of gender equality, will 

hypocritically utilize the traditional expressions of women=s disadvantage in order 

to achieve her goals which include social recognition and economic power; 

however, her actions contradict her words.  She will make Martín believe that the 

sanctity of marriage must be preserved, as when she firmly expressed to him the 

impossibility of her divorce from her husband: ABNo puedo.  Eso no puedo 

hacerlo.  No le amo más que a ti pero esto no puedo hacerlo@ (121).  Nevertheless, 

Andrea has no qualms about continuing her extramarital affair.  These actions, 

which are embedded within a hypocritical discourse, make of Andrea a 
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manipulative character capable of mediating the identity of her young lover and 

later husband (Martín) to her own social and political advantage.  

The conflict between the prevalent patriarchal tenets regarding women=s 

roles and the rising modern values is played out in the public as well as the private 

sphere.  Even though the female protagonist is represented by a modern, 

progressive woman who occupies a space in the professional world of journalism, 

she holds on to traditional patriarchal notions of women=s roles to claim 

victimization.  Andrea will express her sense of guilt and at the same time she 

seeks the protection of males.  Through her first husband’s mediation, she 

becomes a journalist involved in the corporate world of film and television and is 

thus justified to spend time away from her family; but she will also introduce 

young Martín to the world of illicit love.  After a summer of secret love-making 

with Martín in Andrea=s husband=s boat La Manuela, the period that followed in 

the city is characterized by a series of Ameublés de la ciudad, hoteles de día y de 

noche, sin luces, carteles, ni leyendas...@ (115-16). 

Andrea’s social sense of identity is determined by the men in her life.  For 

Andrea to be successful in society, the men with whom she associates must be 

successful in the public sphere.  Her first husband Carlos is a powerful and 

successful entrepreneur; thus, she will mold Martín’s identity to fit her own 

parameter of masculinity as modeled by her husband.  When Martín voices his 
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desire for a more intimate relationship she answers: ACuando hayas aprendido a 

conducir, cuando tengas un coche, cuando seas rico y famoso@ (122). 

Through Andrea=s actions we discern her philosophy regarding masculine 

and feminine behavior in accordance with new urban upper-class social 

prescriptions which are distinct from Martín=s rural moral values.  Andrea is a 

young married mother.  Even though Martín feels the weight of Andrea=s familial 

responsibilities, she does not: Aella no parecía relacionar la deslealtad con las 

noches secretas y prolongadas que habían pasado en la Manuela...@ (117).  Martín 

misinterprets Andrea’s behavior as a natural display by a risk-loving personality. 

According to Andrea, men must show tolerance towards women=s newly acquired 

sexual freedom, accept women’s new roles in public circles, and consent to 

women=s capacity for making decisions.   These are values that contrast with 

Martín=s own internalized values of traditional division of labor between the 

genders, as he feels that, 

Esos eran otros usos y costumbres, distintos de los que él conocía, donde no 

quedaban en absoluto delimitados la juerga, el placer, el trabajo, la 

fidelidad y la vida social.  Había caído en un lugar donde no parecía haber 

diferencias entre una cosa y otra y donde no forzosamente el amor ilegítimo 

era vergonzante ni tenía por qué ser infidelidad (98). 
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Even though this behavior is worlds away from his own values, and Martín 

questions it, his attitude of consent is partly shaped by his stepping into a different 

world and by a change of moral values in Spanish society.  As Bob Pease asserts: 

AThere are a range of masculinities in society reflecting the differences amongst 

men fluctuating over time and space and expressing men=s ways of living and 

acting differently@ (8). Also, Martín’s inexperience, his eagerness to succeed, and 

his sexual enchantment with Andrea are contributing factors: APero durante las 

primeras semanas de aquel largo verano no hubo lugar para la duda porque no 

había más evidencia ni más verdad que la exaltación, la turbación y la ternura de 

las horas robadas, el divertimiento y la risa...@ (98). 

Mark Schoenberg argues that Aan increase in the amount of mobility has 

brought about an almost revolutionary change in people=s attitudes@ (86).  In 

Martín=s place of origin, rural inland, it was the male who was expected to be 

dominant in a male-female relationship.  Martín=s change of scene from the rural 

to the urban as well as a change in the social and political environment brings 

about changes in his own notions of gender relations.  Martín quietly accepts the 

role Andrea has chosen for him: Aesperar a que [Andrea] decidiera qué iba a ser de 

sus vidas@ (125).   

Thus far this novel reassures readers of women=s dominant position within 

gender relations in the context of the new Spanish society deconstructing the role 

of traditional patriarchal structures. But we recognize that the notion of women=s 
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dominance is not new.  Geoff Dench, following his analogy with the tale of the 

Frog Prince, explains women=s capability in shaping men: AAn important part of a 

girl=s destiny is to make men fit to play a constructive part in society@ (34).  

Likewise, Andrea takes an active role in manipulating Martín=s actions in the 

public and private spheres.  However, the narration takes us a step further as we 

discover at the end of the novel, in a climactic moment, that it is a powerful man, 

Leonardus, Martín=s superior in the professional world, who holds the power over 

Martín=s and Andrea=s actions.  Even though Leonardus forms part of the narrative 

as a secondary character, at the moment of climax, the reader realizes the 

overarching power he exerts, and his invisible presence throughout the entire 

novel.  We come to understand that it is Andrea=s love for Leonardus that compels 

her to act in a particular way.  The power Andrea exercises on Martín is realized 

through her association with Leonardus and is represented by her objectification of 

Martín, as she utilizes him to reach her goals. 

Andrea=s situation, determined by a socially powerful male character and at 

the same time able to influence the life of another male illustrates in this narrative 

what Elaine Hoffman Baruch describes as Athe paradox of women=s psychological 

power, often exerted through love, paired with political and economic impotence@ 

(11).  That is, due to women=s needs for economic solvency and political praxis in 

modern society, they utilize their psychological strength for the manipulation of 

power; the objective, as in the case of Andrea is to absorb some of the power that 
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the males with whom they associate possess.  In the case of Azul, a male’s youth 

and his inexperience make him the perfect target for manipulative women.  

This narrative considers issues of cultural, social, and gender determination, 

and questions the extent to which men and women are free to intervene in the 

construction of their own identity. Pessimism is defined by the ironic outcome of 

Martín=s quest.  From his return to Andrea in quiet desperation and the acceptance 

of his future with her, we may extrapolate the paradox of male subjectivity.  In his 

intention to acquire identity, power, and to integrate himself in society, Martín 

pursues his association with a female partner. Seemingly, the traditional 

patriarchal pattern of gender relations in which female realization was determined 

by a superior male has been overturned.  Kathryn Pauly Morgan, in her article 

ARomantic Love, Altruism, and Self-Respect,@
27
 comments on the first paradox of 

romantic love: Athe woman abandons herself, in a blaze of altruistic splendour, in 

order to save herself from a lifetime of contingency and irrelevance@ (273).  In her 

criticism of women=s attitudes, Morgan simply reveals the state of gender relations 

in regards to romantic love.  By contrast, in Azul, it is the male who seeks 

association with the female in order to avoid Aa life time of contingency and 

irrelevance.@  However, what he achieves through this association is a relationship 

of dependence.  The male protagonist travels from dependence on his mother to 

                                                 
27
  In Greta Hofmann Nemirnoff=s Women and Men: Interdisciplinary Readings on Gender (1987), 264-

89. 
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dependence on his lover.  Morgan continues, Aas the woman in love identifies 

more and more with her lover...she loses and destroys the very possibility of her 

ever having her own identity@ (274).  Again, by contrast, it is the male character in 

Azul who suffers a pessimistic outcome due to his inability to become independent 

from a stronger female intent on maintaining power in their relationship. 

Within the love triangle between Andrea, Martín and Leonardus, the last 

one dominates. Leonardus exhibits characteristics Aassociated with aggressiveness, 

independence, self-reliance...@ (Edley and Whetherell 77), and hyper sexuality.   

The narration thus reveals the submission of men and women to a higher power 

modeled by the traditional tenets of patriarchy, even in the context of a changing 

society whose political horizon advocates individual self-determination.  By 

writing the everyday reality of men and women, Regás exposes the invisible tenets 

of patriarchy at the same time that she defamiliarizes Anormal@ relations. 

Martín reveals a variation within masculine subjectivity that conveys a 

paradox. Although men are perceived as the powerful ones in regards to gender 

relations, Martín is defined by a feeling of powerlessness which will cause his 

moment of crisis.  In Regás=s novel women have already gained a new insight into 

the manipulation of power.  Azul=s female protagonist is able to psychologically 

manipulate the male character to fit her own parameters of masculinity.  The 

paradox comes from the fact that those parameters parallel traditional patriarchal 

dictates by which being a man means being powerful in the corporate world, 
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socially successful, and sexually aggressive.  Thus, Andrea sets out to find the 

Apassive@ male: AHabía acudido a él y no a otro porque tenía la mitad del camino 

recorrido, a él cuya juventud y talante le iban a permitir mangonearlo a su antojo@ 

(228).  In the end, we discover that the patriarchal tenets are still dominant. What 

has changed is the fact that women possess now a deeper knowledge and are able 

to manipulate the patriarchal system to their advantage.  

The male and female protagonists of Azul are not stereotypical, one-

dimensional characters.  Both submit to higher social and political powers in line 

with the patriarchal powers that manipulate and shape their subjectivities.  Men 

feel their masculinity is not realized unless they exhibit characteristics of 

aggressiveness and are successful in the social sphere.  Male conflict in Azul is 

realized when men live by the principles prescribed by patriarchy, and 

nevertheless don’t feel powerful, as such principles collide with the realization of 

their own individuality  Martín realizes that as a man he should be powerful, and 

even though he is described as a successful business man, he does not feel he 

possesses such power.  Moreover, as Martín recognizes Andrea’s manipulation, he 

becomes desperate.  

Women experience an inner conflict between the desire of an identity in the 

public realm, which during the time of early democracy in Spain was permissible 

and even favored by political legislation, and the sense of obligation to their 

family in the private sphere, which was still women’s realm, advocated by the 
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political conservatives and the Catholic Church, an institution that still carried an 

enormous influence on women’s lives.  Andrea’s unforgivable defects are her lack 

of interest towards her own family (children and husband), as well as her ability to 

manipulate the male protagonist in her quest towards her own empowerment.  

While on the surface she seems to be a female character that serves a traditional 

role of the male character’s support, Andrea is a woman who understands the 

situation of women in modern society, and attempts to actively intervene to 

achieve her own goals.  But she fails to recognize the fact that she is also trapped 

by a higher power.   In the novel, the higher power is defined by Leonardus, a 

male character who exhibits the traits of hyper-masculinity: success, 

aggressiveness, and hyper-sexuality.    

In the midst of these conflicts, Rosa Regas’s pessimism regarding gender 

relations in modern Spanish society comes to light.  The narration defines male 

and female relations as an oppressive association manipulated by the power 

system, and by which men and women’s options for individualization are reduced 

or eliminated. The first bond of love between men and women becomes a tie of 

obligation, frustration, and resentment that will become eroded. The attempt to 

escape such a negative relationship is futile, as one of the partners seizes the 

other’s strength rendering him or her incapable of action. Men and women alike 

are caught in a network of traps.    
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As mentioned earlier, fifty years have passed from Carmen Laforet’s 

Andrea to Rosas Regas’s Andrea.   During this time, concepts of masculinity, 

womanhood, and gender relations have experienced profound transformations.  

The optimistic findings regarding women’s ability to observe, learn, and for self-

determination underlined in Nada have been transformed in Azul in women’s 

ability to adapt and manipulate the social and political systems to their own 

empowerment. Within gender relations, self-determination and achieving a sense 

of true identity are rendered impossible for men and women. More than a century 

has passed since the serialized publication of Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness.  

From a similar narrative platform of a hero’s quest into the unknown, both 

characters Charles Marlow and Martín Ures, experience a shocking encounter with 

Truth.  However, Marlow’s determination to actively participate in his journey is 

in contrast with Ures’s passive drifting into adulthood.  Throughout the narrative, 

both men pursue an ideal.  In Marlow’s journey there is the invisible presence of 

Mr. Kurtz, the man he deeply admires.  Ures pursues throughout his life his dream 

of being a successful script writer. Ultimately, after both men learn the “dark” 

truth about their goals and in the process, about themselves too, they choose to 

turn their back to their newly acquired self-knowledge and continue to represent 

the role assigned to them by the ideology of their social milieu. 

As compared with Chacón’s La voz dormida, the narration of Azul begins 

to blur the prevalent definitions of gender roles.  Male and female characters in 
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Chacón’s novel live without conflict in relation to sharply defined gender roles. 

The representation of gender relations becomes conflictive as political legislation 

in Spain concedes more equality between the sexes, even though traditional  

patterns of male and female behavior are still expected. We see that although the 

modern democratic system in Spain is in place, patriarchal notions of gender roles 

remain a conflictive and problematic issue.   

Diegetic time in Azul and in the next novel I analyze, Soledad Puértolas’s 

La señora Berg, is very similar: the last few years of the Franco dictatorship, and 

the beginning years of democratic Spain. Characters in these two novels bring 

back to their memories their country’s political past under Franco.  In Azul, the 

male protagonist completes compulsory military service during the last years of 

the regime; in La señora Berg the main male character, Mario, rebells and protests 

the social and political repression from a university student platform. These 

authors portray distinct types of masculinity which evolve during the same time of 

political repression and upheaval. Both men respond differently to external 

pressures, and their lives’ outcome will also be different.  However, women’s 

thematic roles in these novels are very similar.  As we will see in La señora Berg 

expectations for women’s behavior are still in harmony with patriarchal mandates.  

Gender conflict is intensified with the representation of the inversion of traditional 

men and women’s roles.   
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CHAPTER 3 

Masculinity at a crossroads in La señora Berg (1999) by Soledad 
Puértolas 

Soledad Puértolas has been classified by some critics as a novelist 

belonging to the so-called “Generación del 68,” a common denominator that 

describes a series of Spanish writers who grew up during the Spanish postwar 

period (Basanta 63-7).28 These novelists constitute the first generation of writers 

born and educated within the repressive regime of Francisco Franco.  Searching 

for commonalities among these writers, José Carlos Mainer makes reference to the 

troublesome Parisian political situation of 1968, and how it left an imprint not only 

in the writers from that generation, but also in later novelists.  According to 

Mainer, the writers of ’68 transform their narration into a search for a lost identity, 

or a search for the narration itself.  He continues to affirm that novels “han ganado 

sensibilidad para el paisaje, amor a ciertos objetos, atención a ciertos estados 

psicológicos de transición” (171). Such is the temper that characterizes Soledad 

Puertolas’s narrative in La señora Berg. Mar Langa Pizarro, in her dictionary of 

authors, agrees with Francisca González that Soledad Puértolas’s novels are “una 

glosa de los temas elaborados por Montaigne en sus ensayos: la naturaleza y la 

función de la soledad, de la amistad y de la condición humana” (236).  Moreover, 

                                                 
28 Other writers included by Angel Basanta in the Generation of 68 are Alvaro Pombo, Lourdes Ortiz, 
Eduardo Mendoza, Cristina Fernández Cubas, Ana María Moix, and Juan José Millás. 
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Soledad Puértolas’s background as a trained journalist contributes to her ability to 

observe and describe human experiences in an objective manner.  

In La señora Berg, Soledad Puértolas constructs the narration based on an 

accurate description of a social and cultural platform on which traditional and new 

concepts of manhood, womanhood, and gender relations are played, and where 

notions of masculinity and femininity are being redefined.  As Joan Lipman 

Brown asserts regarding women writers, Puértolas’s narration attests to the fact 

that “gender is secondary to the writer’s historical moment and individual 

experience as a basis for literary direction” (1991) (21). Soledad Puértolas’s 

narrative in La señora Berg indicates the author’s proximity to the country’s 

social, political and cultural reality; and it also demonstrates her keen observation 

and insight into subjective psychological developments.   

The novel describes a reality centered on its male protagonist, Mario, who 

is also the first person narrator. In this novel, Puértolas is not just offering her 

rendition of a male character; the narrative perspective is filtered through the 

masculine consciousness Puértolas adopts.  This first-person male voice 

constitutes a unique literary quality within women’s narrative, as most Spanish 

women novelists adopt reported speech in the construction of male characters.  In 

this narration which bears the name of a woman, señora Berg, Mario is the central 

character.  Through Mario, we get to know señora Berg, and contrary to Joan 
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Lipman Brown’s comments regarding Spanish women’s narrative (58)29, in La 

señora Berg the discourse of all other females is associated with Mario’s 

discourse, filtered through the first person consciousness of a male voice. Mario, a 

middle-aged man, draws from his memory his account of what he judges to be the 

significant circumstances that affected his life from the time he was an adolescent.  

As an adult, he looks back in time and begins a search for explanations of what he 

considered mysteries regarding himself and his family.  Mario looks for answers 

within the context of other people’s lives as he realizes he is hopelessly entangled 

within them.   

A significant component of Mario’s past is “la señora Berg,” a woman who 

lived near by and whom he idealized from the time he was an adolescent.  Señora 

Berg will become the standard by which Mario measures the women in his life.  

Mario’s near-mystic infatuation with señora Berg begins to fade as he nears a 

more mature state of life; however, señora Berg’s presence is always latent. 

Readers are able to assume Mario’s degree of psychological development in his 

encounters with señora Berg which take place throughout the narration. As Mario 

reaches adulthood, señora Berg’s image becomes less idealized, and at the same 

time more ethereal and fragile as we begin to realize its symbolic function. 

The narration represents the complex realities of people’s lives in the form 

of an intricate web.  Characters in La señora Berg are forcefully caught within a 

                                                 
29 In “Men by Women in Contemporary Spanish Novel.” Hispanic Review, 60.1 (Winter, 1992): 55-70. 
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network of relationships that determines the outcomes of their lives; ironically, 

within the midst of the network, human beings find themselves alone.  Paul Smith 

affirms that “the subject/individual exists in a dialectical relationship alone as 

much as interpersonally or as merely a factor within social formation” (6).   

Soledad Puértolas’s narration will reveal that human beings possess within 

themselves the power to overcome the quiet desperation brought about by 

isolation. This power lies within the subject’s ability to find a moment of solitude 

which facilitates reflection, and to accept solitude as a natural state of being.  La 

señora Berg reveals that the concepts that affect human beings in modern society 

such as marriage, divorce, parenthood, old age, and death are the result of each 

subject’s approach to human relations which are directly influenced by cultural, 

social, religious, and political developments.  Thus, in this narration, conflict is 

created by the confrontation between the subject’s psychological history and the 

cultural and socio political arrangements in which subjectivities are developed. In 

this case the subject’s dissatisfaction comes from a self-perspective as merely an 

insignificant part of the cultural landscape in which human relations take place.  

Relations between siblings, parents/children, friends, etc. are represented as 

affected irremediably by the dimension of gender.  This complex network of 

relationships gives rise to the formation of a singular history, which in the case of 

La señora Berg is unveiled through the use of memory. Memory is the tool by 
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which Mario finds explanations for his unique approach to important life 

situations.  

The development and realization of new notions of masculinity, femininity 

and gender relations within the traditional tenets of a culture undergoing profound 

transformations bring about conflict within subjects.  Men and women in a society 

which is being culturally, socially, and politically transformed are called upon to 

fulfill unexpected roles.  Paul Smith, in his explanation of the subject/individual, 

defines these unexpected or expected roles as “subject-positions” or diverse calls 

that the larger cultural apparatus place on individuals.  Subject-positions 

contribute to the creation of conflict within the subject, especially when these 

positions that culminate within one subject/individual are culturally opposed to 

each other: “These multifarious subject-positions must be considered part of the 

‘individual’ who exhibits or inhabits them; yet they never cohere to form a 

complete and non-contradictory ‘individual’—let alone an ‘individual’ who 

determines the character or constitution of his/her own subjectivity” (xxxiv).   In 

the new Spanish democratic society, which the narration of La señora Berg 

reflects, new roles assigned to males and females have created and/or intensified 

conflictive subjectivities, more so as the new liberal approach to culture, society, 

and politics was in direct opposition with the recent ultra-repressive political 

regime.  
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In what is now considered by critics as her unique narrative style vis-à-vis 

the description of human experiences, Soledad Puértolas creates in La señora Berg 

a male character who questions his own identity as molded by a complex web of 

relationships, especially with the women in his life.  Mario finds himself at a 

crossroads where he is forced to deal with gender role reversal as he considers his 

own brand of masculinity.  As is the case with women, and due in part to women’s 

newly assigned social roles, Mario must focus his attention, not only in the public 

sphere but also in the private one.  

The narration represents the construction of a new type of masculine model 

based on a) a man’s perception of idealized and real models of femininity in 

modern Spanish society; b) his explanation of his identity as the result of a series 

of learning experiences; and c) the acceptance of his own identity as being 

conditioned by others.  

PERSPECTIVES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE IDEAL WOMAN 

The narration begins with the following words “Parece mentira…” (9)30; a 

warning to the reader regarding the illusion of the memory about to be narrated, 

which parallels the illusion of señora Berg’s image.  Señora Berg’s idealized 

image constitutes the center of all the characters’ attention and is constructed and 

judged by each character in harmony with their own perception of what a woman 

                                                 
30 All textual quotations in this study are from Soledad Puértolas´s La señora Berg, Barcelona: Anagrama, 
1999.  
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ought to be and look like.  Mario’s adolescence, which takes place during the time 

of Franco’s regime, concentrates on his contemplation of señora Berg.  His 

adolescent’s longings for señora Berg have near mystical characteristics.  Señora 

Berg is the unattainable, ineffable being Mario longs for; he idealizes her as a 

superior being.  His idea of señora Berg seems to come directly from the 

Renaissance’s Neo-Platonic notions of women:  

Salía a la calle y entraba en la casa, iba y venía por la calle, haciendo 

recados, sonriente, amable con todo el mundo, y nadie se asombraba 

demasiado, me parecía a mí, de que una mujer superior como era ella 

estuviera entre ellos, entre nosotros, con toda naturalidad, camuflada, como 

disimulando.  Nadie se asombraba como yo (10). 

Señora Berg is thus perceived by Mario as sexually unreachable, and a 

woman whose contact has the power to cloud his consciousness. Casual and 

sporadic encounters with señora Berg create a terrible confusion within Mario, a 

chaos capable of depriving him of his linguistic abilities: 

…porque nada me habría gustado más que estar encerrado en la pequeña 

cabina en compañía de la señora Berg, aunque sólo fuera durante un fugaz 

minuto, y respirar su perfume allí, y mirarla a través del espejo, si es que no 

me atrevía a hacerlo directamente.  No sé si hubiera podido soportar la 

emoción, porque la proximidad de la señora Berg me perturbaba de manera 
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terrible, y tardaba un rato antes de que pudieran salirme las palabras cuando 

ella me hablaba y me miraba a los ojos (9). 

The idealized image of señora Berg presents itself to Mario as ambiguous.  

On the one hand, Mario perceives señora Berg as a woman of impecable taste in 

clothes: “…ella entraba y salía de casa con frecuencia, envuelta en sus hermosos 

trajes, pisando con firmeza el pavimento con los pies enfundados en magníficos 

zapatos” (9). She is a woman who inspires in him sexual feelings; but on the other 

hand, and most importantly, he judges her a dedicated mother: “…pero de lo único 

que hablaba la señora Berg era de sus hijos.  Estaba pendiente de ellos, vivía para 

ellos, y yo no entendía por qué sus hijos, mis amigos, no se lo agradecían 

continuamente, por qué lo consideraban tan natural” (11).  Mario’s perception of 

señora Berg is partly harmonious with the Franco regime’s mandate regarding the 

role of women in society, but the glamour señora Berg exhibits in her clothes is in 

conflict with Mario’s and the regime’s conception of what a mother should be or 

look like.  The repressive Franco regime posited the idea of womanhood as 

“eternal, passive, pious, pure, submissive woman-as-mother for whom self denial 

was the only road to real fulfillment” (Graham 184).  Helen Graham writes that 

“In its bid to stabilize itself and to effect the social institutionalization of victory, 

the Franco regime targeted women because of the pivotal role they played within 
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the family. The patriarchal family was seen as representing the corporate order of 

the state in microcosm” (184).31 

As Mario sensed, the patriarchal family had women at its center to order 

and organize the domestic front. Thus, besides the confusion created by señora 

Berg’s sexual attraction, señora Berg’s devotion to her home and family offers the 

greatest appeal:  “Cuando más me gustaba la señora Berg era cuando cosía.  Tenía 

a sus pies una gran canasta de ropa sin planchar, ropa de hombre, en su mayor 

parte—sobre todo camisas—, y ella siempre estaba repasando costuras abiertas, 

pegando botones, arreglando un desgarrón” (23).  The image of women as the 

center of family life lives on during the last years of the Franco regime and into 

the periods of transition and democracy.   

As he looks back to his younger years, Mario realizes that the received and 

idealized perception of women that comes to him through señora Berg served to 

erect the standard by which he measured all women:  

Puede que la señora Berg haya sido siempre el modelo de todas las mujeres 

de las que me fui enamorando, la referencia íntima de mis emociones, 

aunque durante largas épocas casi la haya llegado a olvidar por completo.  

Pero por aquella época sí puedo afirmarlo categóricamente: sólo me  

                                                 
31 Helen Graham’s “Gender and the State: Women in the 1940s,” in Spanish Cultural Studies.  
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gustaban las chicas en las que podía encontrar algún parecido con ella… 

(24-5). 

Not only did Mario choose his friends based on their proximity with señora 

Berg (as is the case with Pedro, señora Berg’s son), but most importantly, one of 

Mario’s most important relationships, that with his mother, will be affected by his 

perception of señora Berg.  Mario will judge his mother’s abilities within the 

family in contrast with that of señora Berg’s: 

Estaba pendiente de ellos, vivía para ellos, y yo no entendía por qué sus 

hijos, mis amigos, no se lo agradecían continuamente, por qué lo 

consideraban tan natural.  Mi madre no era ni mucho menos así, desde 

luego; no podía evitarse esa comparación.  Se ocupaba de nosotros pero con 

cierto desinterés, se esforzaba, cualquiera podía verlo, le cansábamos, a 

veces, la irritábamos, y se enfadaba con nosotros y se quejaba de nuestro 

egoísmo y de lo poco que valorábamos su trabajo, toda su dedicación (11). 

Mario’s relationship with his mother is influenced by his observation of señora 

Berg’s motherly behavior.  Such perception will in turn arbitrate the relationship 

with his two daughters.  

Other female characters in the novel, Mario’s mother and his sister, Teresa, 

demonstrate different reactions towards señora Berg’s public image.  Mario’s 

mother seems to secretly admire señora Berg, at the same time that she harbors 

resentment towards her charisma, her beauty, and her public and apparent private 
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success.  Mirroring society’s patriarchal standards regarding women and their 

power within the political economy of the family and the state, Mario’s mother 

does not approve of señora Berg’s glamorous image: “Si yo me gastara la mitad 

del dinero que ella se gasta en ropa y perfumes, en esta casa no se comería” (17).  

Nevertheless, she will later voice her admiration towards señora Berg’s taste and 

the excellent quality of her clothes.  

By contrast, Mario’s sister, Teresa, who is younger than Mario and grows 

up influenced by a different and more liberal set of notions affecting women’s 

roles in society, unconditionally admires señora Berg “y la tenía por modelo de 

elegancia” (19). The economic, social, and cultural transformations which began 

in Spain during the years between 1960 and 1975 will bring about the 

development of a critical feminist discourse in Spain by which traditional images 

of women as mothers and “ángeles del hogar” will be made problematic. Such a 

concern will be intensified as Spanish democracy becomes solidified. But Teresa’s 

admiration of señora Berg is not without conflict as she confronts the shared 

democratic vision of modern women with the reality of her own family. According 

to Inés Alberdi, polls of women conducted by the Instituto de la Mujer in 1986 and 

1992 revealed that activities which had traditionally been described as either 

typical male or female such as driving a car, obtaining a mortgage or a loan from a 

bank, making decisions in regards to contraceptive methods, educating children, 

administrating budgets, packing suitcases, and performing house chores, were now 
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considered to be appropriate to both genders (61). The proportion of women who 

believed in the appropriateness of such tasks for both genders was higher in 1992 

than 1986.  However, Alberdi’s investigation reveals the paradoxical nature of 

women’s attitudes as those same polls reflect that sharing of tasks and chores was 

very different for each gender when the answer was who in particular performed 

them.  Alberdi concludes: 

La contradicción existente entre las opiniones expresadas y los 

comportamientos adoptados en cuanto a la posición social de las mujeres 

refleja que, en esta cuestión, los comportamientos cambian más lentamente 

que las actitudes, y no parece ser sino la expresión, en el plano cultural, de 

la que encontramos en el plano estructural entre la evolución seguida por la 

tasa de actividad femenina y las tasas de representación política (61).  

Teresa’s attitude regarding señora Berg is extremely positive, as señora Berg, in 

Teresa’s view, is able to fulfill the feminine role of being elegant and graceful at 

the same time that she accomplishes her function as wife and mother, which in 

Teresa’s opinions are not as impressive but nevertheless, necessary.  

Logically, Teresa’s and Mario’s admiration of señora Berg is of a different 

nature.  Teresa was not impressed with señora Berg’s devotion towards her sons, 

but with her excellent taste in clothes and her charismatic style.  The narrator 

informs that “de mayor, (a Teresa) le gustaría ser como ella, e incluso a veces la 

imitaba deliberadamente, como sin duda lo hacían otras chicas de la vecindad, 
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porque la señora Berg era un modelo para todas” (20).  Teresa uses the image of 

señora Berg as a platform for her own conception of womanhood. The novel’s 

female characters’ opposing opinions of señora Berg can thus be explained as the 

inherent contradictions between the nature of women’s newly assigned roles and 

the actual degree of practical representations.  

Thus the narrative presents a model of female behavior in harmony with the 

patriarchal tenets of a changing society, by which women are judged by their role 

in and out of private circles.  Such image will be used by other characters as a 

standard to measure behaviors and conducts.  Each character’s approach towards 

the standard will be of a different nature according to their role and the position 

they occupy in society, and the subject-positions assigned to them (in Paul Smith’s 

terms). To Mario, señora Berg is equally competent in the private and the public 

spheres; competencies which are measured by señora Berg’s devotion to her sons 

and by her public image as a beautiful woman with good taste. In the eyes of 

Mario, the woman he worships brings conflict to him due to the oppositions 

between her public exhibition of glamour which stir his sexual feelings, and her 

unquestionable devotion as a mother. Mario’s mother, a woman who had 

internalized gender roles due in part to the aggressive teachings of the Catholic 

Church, finds it very difficult to reconcile a glamorous life style with excellence in 

motherhood and responsibility towards the private sphere; she considers such 

criteria and impossibility; therefore, señora Berg must be a fake.  Teresa mostly 
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admires señora Berg’s public image.  We see that the other characters’ perceptions 

of señora Berg are similar to the elusive ideal of women who matured during the 

Franco regime.  

THE NARRATIVE REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN’S REALITY IN 

DEMOCRATIC SPAIN 

The ideal image of señora Berg presents itself to Mario as ageless.  Readers 

are never informed of señora Berg’s age; but she was already a mature married 

woman with four sons during Mario’s first infatuation with her as an adolescent.  

We may deduce that as Mario matures, marries, and forms his family, señora Berg 

must have aged also; however, Mario sees señora Berg late in the narrative as the 

same sexually attractive woman she was at the beginning.  During a second 

encounter with señora Berg, Mario sees that although time has passed, “yo la 

escuchaba…encontrándola tan guapa y atractiva como siempre, a pesar del tiempo 

transcurrido…” (38).   But underlying Mario’s mnemonic image of the ideal 

señora Berg is a hidden subtext: that of the real señora Berg. Myths and stigmas 

such as the stigmatization of women’s age traditional in Spanish culture, the innate 

spiritual beauty of women, and the myth of the Madonna, contribute to Mario’s 

idealization of this woman.32  However, we will see that as Mario penetrates his 

                                                 
32 Enrique Gil Calvo in Sociología de las mujeres españolas finds an explanation for such age 
stigmatization  as follows: “Parece legítimo suponer que semejante estigmatización de la edad de las 
mujeres se debe a su antigua especialización a tiempo completo en la actividad reproductora: dado que la 
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own subjectivity, he begins the deconstruction of señora Berg’s idealized image.  

Past encounters with her seem more and more illusory as the real señora Berg 

slowly makes her appearance:  

Todos nuestros encuentros habían sido así, algo irreales, como si hubiesen 

ocurrido en un sueño...Todos habían sido incompletos.  Por eso parecían 

irreales, porque la realidad, buena o mala, justa o injusta, es siempre 

completa, es entera y palpable, mientras que los sueños jamás se pueden 

completar (255). 

As Mario guides us through señora Berg’s world we discover the deception 

of what others define as social prosperity.  Señora Berg’s unhappiness is veiled by 

a thin layer of cultural and social contentment. Her beauty is highlighted 

throughout the narration. She reveals to Mario that as an adolescent, she not only 

won a beauty contest, but also became a muse for a group of bohemian artists, and 

posed as a model; however, she feels uneasy due to what she judges to be the 

shallowness of her accomplishments. She married Markus Berg, a German 

business man with knowledge of the world, as the only way to escape her alluring 

but superficial life: “Entonces apareció Markus y me casé con él sin pensármelo 

dos veces.  Me comunicó una impresión de solidez, de algo que no se podía 

                                                                                                                                                 
etapa fecunda está limitada al lapso entre la pubertad y la menopausia, sólo se era verdaderamente mujer 
cuando se alcanzaba la fertilidad y hasta tanto se permaneciese poseyéndola…” (17).  
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evaporar, porque yo sentía que todo lo que había vivido hasta el momento se 

evaporaba enseguida…todo desaparecía enseguida” (124). 

Señora Berg confesses to Mario during their second encounter the 

loneliness that has always governed her life.   She judges her husband Markus’s 

lack of communication as a natural attribute of men’s subjectivities.  Markus is 

further described by señora Berg as the typical male whose life is devoted to the 

public sphere.  Watching sports on the television, talking about business, and 

traveling occupy Markus’s time.  To alleviate her emptiness, señora Berg 

maintained a five-year secret love affair with a famous writer, devoted her life to 

her sons, and developed a compulsive obsession with shopping for expensive 

clothes.  Moreover, señora Berg undergoes a crisis typical of many mature women 

after the children leave home to find their own independence, and tediousness 

either sets in or intensifies.  Señora Berg’s crisis is described by psychologist 

Betty Friedan in her work The Feminine Mystique (1963) as “the problem that has 

no name.”  In her analysis of 20th century women’s political, social and 

psychological situation, Friedan explains women’s anxiety, “a strange stirring, a 

sense of dissatisfaction, a yearning that women suffer in the middle of the 

twentieth century in the United States” (15).  Even though Friedan focuses her 

investigation on women of the United States, the female protagonist in Puértolas’s 

novel suffers the same distress described by Friedan.  
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Mario’s perception of señora Berg as the ageless woman who guides the 

description of his own psychological development persists throughout the 

narration, but a subtext unveils the real señora Berg:  a middle-aged, middle-class 

depressed woman unable to find explanations to justify her depression, whose 

identity is irrefutably determined by that of her husband and the other men in her 

life, including her sons and lover.  

The narration also reveals the reality of the other secondary female 

characters which are not idealized by the male protagonist as is señora Berg, but 

who are also presented through the filter of Mario’s subjectivity.  These women 

also represent existing models for women’s behavior in contemporary Spain.  For 

example Mario’s mother has much in common with señora Berg.  She is described 

by Mario as a woman who “ha vivido en el silencio” (234).  Her life before 

marriage was never of any interest to her husband or children; therefore, it remains 

largely unknown.  She married late to avoid becoming a spinster: “cuando estaba a 

punto de convertirse en una mujer soltera para siempre, cuando mi padre, a quien 

había conocido años atrás en Jaca, apareció de nuevo por ahí y le pidió que se 

casara con él” (274). Her identity is not known to her family and to herself.  As is 

the case with señora Berg, as Mario’s mother becomes older, she still clings to her 

children’s lives even though they are not around anymore.  It is as though the 

children are the only valuable possession they ever had. This fixation with one’s 

children is also evident in señora Berg’s conversations with Mario the adolescent, 
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when all she talked about was her sons.  Señora Berg and Mario’s mother comfort 

each other by talking about their children’s vicissitudes and accomplishments, and 

“se hacían la ilusión de que aún estaban cerca” (36).  Near her death, Mario’s 

mother fragmentarily refers to the life and house of her youth in Huesca, and we 

suspect the possibility of a more fulfilling life had Mario’s father not “rescued” 

her.  

Mario’s sister is a very successful professional woman.  She has chosen to 

devote her life to a professional career and has therefore renounced marriage and 

family life.  Her profession as an executive in a large corporation requires her to 

travel constantly.  Although Teresa’s independence from her family is extreme, 

she organizes her parents’ life when they can’t manage on their own due to old 

age.  But her relationship with them is cold and distant; her service to her parents 

comes from a sense of obligation. The narrator informs that “Teresa organizaba la 

vida de mis padres, les resolvía los asuntos y, a la vez, lo hacía con un enorme 

despego, como si fuese una tarea que no tuviera más remedio que cumplir” (105).   

It is ironic that Teresa, the female who has found a space within the professional 

realm traditionally reserved for men, feels a sense of obligation to fulfill a task 

traditionally assigned to women. Sociologist Cristina Brullet Tenas analyzes in 

“Roles e identidades de género: una construcción social,”33 the micro-social 

mechanisms which contribute to the formation of gender; the processes of 

                                                 
33 In Sociología de las mujeres españolas.  
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socialization; and the stereotypes and changes regarding attributes of gender.  She 

contends that Spanish middle and upper-class women, due to their advanced 

professional education, are the ones adopting non-traditional behaviors.  These 

women incorporate into their lives professional and public responsibilities.  

However, Brullet Tenas coinciding with Inés Alberdi’s findings, continues: “Sea 

como sea, sin embargo, son mujeres en su mayoría quienes continúan sosteniendo 

los espacios, tiempos y actividades de cuidados de otras personas: niños pequeños, 

jóvenes, personas adultas, viejas, enfermas…, sea en el espacio privado, sea en el 

espacio público” (283).  It would seem that Teresa’s sense of obligation is affected 

by an internalization of the traditional separation of gender roles, hence her 

behavior as caretaker towards her elderly parents.  Thus Mario wonders “Quizá la 

previsora Teresa se responsabilizó, desde su época universitaria de la vejez de mis 

padres, y apostó enseguida por el mundo de la empresa, de las promociones 

rápidas, los trabajos sin horario y la disponibilidad total.  Los sueldos elevados” 

(107).  

Claudia is Mario’s wife with whom he has two children.   She is a strong 

and authoritative female whose background as the daughter of a diplomat has 

influenced her into becoming a sensible and cautious woman. She provides 

balance to the family life; the narrator assures that Claudia was “capaz de 

impregnar nuestras relaciones de ese equilibrio que me era tan necesario” (75).  

Mario compares Claudia’s life with a fortress.  And ironically, the quality which 
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attracted Mario towards Claudia is what forces him to keep away: “Me había 

enamorado de su fortaleza y me había hecho la ilusión de poder refugiarme en 

ella, hacerla mía, pero ella no me lo había permitido…” (73). Claudia will leave 

Mario and her two daughters to pursue a relationship with an old lover, a wealthy 

man much older than she.  Claudia’s actions draw negative criticism from other 

characters including her own parents: “¿Por qué les iba a tocar a ellos ser los 

padres de una madre desnaturalizada?” (151).   

In analyzing Claudia and Mario’s married relationship, the narration reveals 

that the theoretical model which legitimized the division of labor within the 

nuclear family, and by which women were considered essentially as mothers or 

wives is crumbling in Spanish modern democratic society.  Claudia is a well 

educated woman with a broad range of experiences; she, nevertheless, renounced 

public life when she married Mario to dedicate herself to the care of her family. 

However, she later separates from Mario and will leave her home and her family. 

Claudia will subvert the traditional gender role arrangement because it is in direct 

opposition to her own aspirations and her search for identity. Brullet Tenas 

analyzed a range of studies conducted from 1986 to 1992 on Spanish men and 

women’s attitudes vis-à-vis family life and the division of labor.   These studies 

show that for the majority of the young Spanish population of the 1980s, men and 

women’s traditional patterns of behaviors which assigned to women family 

responsibilities and to men professional ones, were very much alive, but new and 
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more egalitarian patterns in the distribution of space, activities, and values which 

had been historically segregated were beginning to emerge (296)34.  Claudia 

understands that her identity has been shaped by her life and relationships 

throughout her life, even before her marriage to Mario; therefore her singularity is 

not solely determined by her marriage or by the man she chose as husband.  

Overturning traditional behavior, Mario stays in the home to take care of the 

children and Claudia leaves.  

Claudia’s behavior in leaving her family—contrary to traditional conduct in 

which it was the males who left the home—is consistent with modern women’s 

models of behavior by which women are defined as more progressive than their 

male counterparts.  Anny Brooksbank Jones points out that “the last thirty years 

have seen the progressive integration of women in the labour market” (386).35 

Brooksbank Jones highlights the changes in consciousness among women that the 

socio-economic changes have brought about: “Tensions between and within so-

called traditional (patriarchal, Catholic, and family-centred) and modern (feminist, 

career minded or liberal individuals) values are played out not only in the 

workplace but in the home” (387). The result of women’s exposure to the new and 

conflicting demands from both the public and private sphere is women’s  

                                                 
34 Cristina Brullet Tenas quotes studies by: Fernández Enguita (199); Durán (1986); Planas, Casals, 
Brullet, Masjoan (1991); Subiráts, Masats y Carrasquer (1992). 

35 Anny Brooksbank Jones, “Work, Women, and the Family: A Critical Perspective,” in Spanish Cultural 
Studies: An Introduction, 386-395. 
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understanding of unequal social relations which in turn, according to Brooksbank 

Jones, “has helped unsettle the traditional association of progressive values with 

men and conservative ones with women” (387).  Jones continues “women on the 

ideological centre or left are increasingly assumed to be more progressive than 

their male counterparts, while women in general are represented as the motor of 

contemporary social change” (387).  Consistent with patterns of conduct taking 

place during the solidification of Spanish modern democratic society, Claudia 

assumes the progressive role of the woman who leaves her family forcing Mario to 

assume the progressive role of a male in the private sphere.  

After Claudia leaves, Mario meets Coral, a young professional woman, 

who is defined by Mario as “nítida.” Coral holds no moral limitations regarding 

love and sexuality.  She lives with Mario and his daughters without preoccupation 

concerning the future outcome of her relationship. Coral becomes Mario’s guide in 

relation to his daughters’ upbringing.  

Other secondary female characters represent different patterns of new and 

traditional models of female behavior.  Judith is the young American woman in 

love with Mario who nevertheless chooses professional over family life. Amalia is 

señora Berg’s friend, a liberated older woman who actively seeks sexual contact 

with men, but who is nevertheless afraid of men’s aggressive sexual conduct and 

brings along a chaperone during her sexual ventures.  Delia is Teresa’s friend.  
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Mario loathes Delia because of her attitude of servility.  Jacinta is Mario and 

Claudia’s maid.  She is the type of woman who firmly believes in men’s 

superiority over women; Jacinta justifies adultery as being within the realm of 

“typical male behavior.”  Beatriz is Mario’s best friend Eduardo’s wife. She is the 

typical bourgeois woman who takes care of her husband’s social life.  

The narration presents female characters as consistent with developing and 

conflicting notions of gender roles that were being presented at the onset of 

Spanish democratic society.  These female personalities idealized or otherwise, 

form part of an elaborate web which defines the world of Mario.  With more or 

less effect, all of them contribute to the shaping of Mario’s self-perception and his 

conflictive self-examination.  At the center of them is señora Berg, the 

woman/illusion to whom Mario clings for the discovery of his own identity.  

NEW PATTERNS OF MASCULINITY AND GENDER RELATIONS 

The use of memory as a means to the subject’s self-discovery in novels of 

psychological development is now a traditional narrative technique.  Prestigious 

Spanish women authors such as Rosa Chacel, Carmen Martín Gaite, Ana María 

Matute, and Carmen Laforet made use of such tool.  More contemporary women 

novelists such as Esther Tusquests, Almudena Grandes, and Josefina Aldecoa 

among others, continue to make use of memory in their narrative as a vehicle for 

the search of a character’s identity. In many of these authors’ narratives, the main 
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character is a female who searches for her own identity through a retrospective 

look at her childhood. Discovering one’s identity helps the protagonist in 

understanding her present life situation, and aids her to find the true way for future 

endeavors.   

In the case of La señora Berg, the protagonist is a middle-aged male 

architect who describes himself as “estragado por algo…siempre esa carga, ese 

vacío que era una carga” (71-2).  Mario is placed at the center of a web of 

relationships, but Puértolas does not offer any description of Mario’s physical 

appearance.  In this narrative attention is centered in the male protagonist’s 

sensations as he remembers significant events from his past, at the same time that 

his memory is guided by the image of señora Berg.  Señora Berg’s character 

serves as the catalyst to bring up memories; she also aids Mario to understand the 

current relationships with women in his life, i.e. his mother, sister, wife, lovers, 

etc.  Three key encounters between señora Berg and Mario serve as indications of 

Mario’s state of consciousness regarding his feelings vis-à-vis his adult roles.   In 

addition to exploring his childhood in search for his identity—like many 

traditional female characters, Mario searches into the people that share his life for 

the cause of his feelings of devastation; in the process, he will begin to acquire 

self-knowledge.   

Judith Kegan Gardiner defines identity as a central concept for cultural and 

literary criticism.  Gardiner incorporates Nancy Chodorow’s psychoanalytical 
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findings regarding differences between male and female personalities to concepts 

of identity theory constructed by Erik Erikson, Heinz Liechtenstein and Norman 

Holland.36  She discovers that for “every aspect of identity, as men define it, 

female experience varies from the male model.”  Relevant to those differences, 

Gardiner proposes, is the primacy of the mother-daughter bond (349).  From this 

premise we may draw conclusions regarding differences between the narrative 

processes of male and female search for identity. Gardiner’s reference to 

Chodorow’s explanations of female identity formation will help in discerning male 

and females differences as they search for identity:  

First, a girl forms her gender identity positively, in becoming like the 

mother with whom she begins life in a symbiotic merger.  Second, she must 

develop in such a way that she can pleasurably re-create the mother-infant 

symbiosis when she herself becomes a mother.  As a result, women develop 

capacities for nurturance, dependence, and empathy more easily than men 

do and are less threatened by these qualities... (352). 

According to Gardiner, Chodorow defines female personality as “relational 

and fluidly defined, starting with infancy and continuing throughout womanhood” 

In contrast, male identity theorists emphasize the achievement of the “autonomous 

                                                 
36 Gardiner references Erik Erikson’s Identity and the Live Cycle (1959), Childhood and Society (1950), 
“Inner and Outer Space,” Daedalus 93 (1964), Identity, Youth and Crisis (1968), and Dimensions of a New 
Identity (1974); Heinz Lichtenstein’s The Dilemma of Human Identity (1977); and Norman N. Holland’s 
“Human Identity,” Critical Inquiry (1978), Five Readers Reading (1975), “Unity Identity Text Self,” 
PMLA (1975), and “Identity,” Language and Society (1977).  
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individual”—the paradigm of which is male—in the process of identity formation 

(352)37.   Puértolas’s narration reveals the process of a masculine search for 

identity conditioned by historical perspectives, as well as subjective experiences in 

order to suggest the crisis of traditional notions of masculinity.  The representation 

of such crisis brings with it a narrative process of male’s search for identity 

distinct from the traditional means of uncovering male’s subjectivities; we note 

this distinctiveness in Mario’s detailed recollections of his relationship with his 

mother as a child and as an adult. Therefore, in La señora Berg, in order to find his 

individuality, the male protagonist examines his childhood as well as questions his 

present situation not as an “autonomous individual” but in his relation to others.  

Mario’s identity is “fluidly defined” as a process which begins in his childhood 

and is presently determined by diverse relationships.  

Puértolas’s narration illustrates the conflict and desolation within the 

masculine subject brought about by the development of a modern masculine 

subjectivity in the midst of social transformations; especially those 

transformations that take place within the already well established gender roles. 

Inés Alberdi asserts  in Sociología de las mujeres españolas that “Cada sujeto va 

dando sentido a su propia vida amparado en un universo  cultural y simbólico en el 

que su mundo va cobrando significado y comprensión racional” (59). This is the 

case with La señora Berg’s male protagonist.  In this novel the conflict is created 

                                                 
37 Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering. (Berkeley, 1978), pp. 6-7. 
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when Mario confronts what he believes to be the natural tenets of personal and 

social conducts and behaviors with a reality that contradicts those firmly 

established principles.  The result of the confrontation is a feeling of loneliness 

and distress which overwhelms the male protagonist.  

The narration presents the male protagonist’s life as determined by a set of 

relationships.  These relationships are framed in time by two symbolic objects: “la 

caja de chinas,” and señora Berg’s hands.   These objects are representative of 

Mario’s early queries and later of his findings respectively.  “La caja de china” 

consisted of a box decorated with Chinese motifs which contained within it 

smaller decorated boxes and trays.  The smaller boxes also contained small 

mother-of-pearl game tokens.  The game’s object was simply to spill the boxes 

and tokens on the carpet and contemplate the intricate oriental drawings and 

designs.  Mario and his sister Teresa were allowed to play with “la caja de china” 

when they visited their elderly aunts.  The game would ensue in a silent dispute 

between Teresa and Mario.  Teresa always won as she quietly but invariably 

snatched the box which captured Mario’s attention. At this early age, Mario 

already felt the awkwardness of gender disparities.  He felt on the one hand that 

adults may judge this game of contemplation to be a feminine activity and 

therefore may chastise him for playing.  Mario remembers that as they played, 

“vagamente temía que se me dijera que ese juego, abrir el contenido de la caja y 

desparramarlo, y contemplar con fascinación las superficies lacadas y llenas de 
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dibujos dorados…no era del todo propio de un chico, de un niño…” (48-9). On the 

other hand, he feels he must yield the game to his sister because she is a female.  

Mario explains that “Teresa se comportaba con la caja china como si estuviera 

absolutamente segura que le pertenecía y yo intuía que ese derecho que ella no 

dudaba en atribuirse estaba basado en que ella era niña y yo niño” (49). Thus, 

Mario would not voice his protest regarding what he judged as the unfairness of 

the game.  Later events when he is an adult will be evocative of these memories 

which will come back in the form of strong sensations rather than concrete factual 

memories. 

 The narrator’s insistence towards the end of the novel on the appearance of 

señora Berg’s hands as “desnudas” (243) is symbolic of Mario’s and señora Berg’s 

ability to undress themselves of all the baggage they have carried throughout their 

lives and see themselves in a true and unique light:  see the abyss, the futility of 

their lives so far “el engaño, la mentira, la falsedad” (250).  The affinity of feelings 

between señora Berg and Mario is represented by a symbolic union of their naked 

hands as señora Berg expresses the solitude which she believes pertains 

exclusively to the realm of the feminine,  

Tengo la impresión de que a las mujeres nadie puede ayudarnos 

verdaderamente, o es que a lo mejor desconfiamos profundamente de la 

ayuda que nos puedan prestar, no lo sé, no sé si es algo que viene dado por 
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la naturaleza o por la historia o la educación o como quieras llamarlo.  A 

veces me gustaría saberlo, conocer la razón de esta soledad (253). 

Mario quickly responds with a question “¿Crees que no hay hombres que se 

sienten así, profundamente solos, como tú lo acabas de describir?” (253). The 

question uttered by Mario sums up his situation and contradicts señora Berg’s 

prior statement regarding the exclusiveness of women’s solitude.  Narrative events 

constructed through the representation of interpersonal relationships in the life of 

Mario will lead to the conclusion that men’s lives, as women’s, are not self-

determined and that men and women ask themselves the same existential 

questions.  Between the symbolic appearances of the “caja de chinas” and señora 

Berg’s “manos desnudas,” the narration represents the development of a masculine 

subjectivity as mediated by a set of complicated relationships, especially with 

women, which will determine Mario’s world vision and life expectations.  Thus, at 

the same time that we come to know the main character’s vital quandaries, in this 

novel we also observe women’s solitude in modern society.   

Mario’s attachments to the women in his life come in the form of a series of 

complex interrelationships.  Each person is affected by, and at the same time 

influences other relationships. The novel’s plot structure is a description of the 

evolving relationships and connections amongst its characters. For example, 

Mario’s adolescent observation of his mother and sister will affect considerably 

his attitude towards señora Berg; at the same time, his consideration of señora 
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Berg’s behavior will lead him to understand his mother’s; discovering the reasons 

behind his mother’s conduct when he was a child will make Mario capable of 

explaining his own behavior towards his daughters.   An analysis of this complex 

human network will help us to discern the reasons behind the specific 

development of a masculine subject’s identity and its narrative representation. 

Besides his admiration for señora Berg which induces Mario to tell his 

memories, Mario’s most significant contacts are those with his mother and his 

daughters.  Mario’s early perception of his mother is obscure, and is influenced by 

his youthful infatuation with señora Berg.  In the idealization of señora Berg’s 

femininity, and her motherly and domestic abilities, Mario’s mother falls short.  

The narrator describes her as a woman distant to him, irritated by her domestic 

chores, and jealous of her son’s admiration of their neighbor, señora Berg.  

Ironically, the source of Mario’s obsession with señora Berg can be found in his 

mother’s criticism regarding señora Berg’s expensive and beautiful clothes and 

beauty products: “Hasta el momento no había reparado en sus trajes, pero empezó 

a nacer en mí, en esa época difusa de los comentarios de mi madre y de mi 

hermana, una especie de obsesión  morbosa por los vestidos de la señora Berg” 

(21).   Mario the adolescent begins to perceive two different and opposed types of 

women: those like señora Berg, beautiful and glamorous, for whom he feels a 

sexual attraction, and those like his mother, dull and complaining.  This perception 

is reminiscent of the Madonna/whore dichotomy, and is reinforced by his mother’s 
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bitter criticism of señora Berg’s extravagant taste in clothes and her squandering.  

Mario’s early opposing attitude towards women is also represented in the 

exuberant way he describes señora Berg, and the lack of details regarding his 

mother’s physical appearance.  Drawing from his memory, Mario allows himself a 

detailed description of señora Berg’s body, a woman “alta y bien proporcionada, 

de formas rotundas, casi generosas.  Era muy rubia, posiblemente teñida…y su 

piel al principio del verano era blanquísima” (21).  He also explains details of 

señora Berg’s youth as a beauty queen and the circumstances in which she met her 

husband. By contrast, Mario’s mother’s body is invisible, and news of her past is 

given in a concise and fragmented manner.  As a matter of fact, we don’t even 

know Mario’s mother’s name.  

Later in the narration an unfortunate episode marks the beginning of 

Mario’s change of perception regarding his mother. As his now elderly mother is 

admitted to a hospital due to a fall, Mario considers his mother’s personality:  

Y se me hizo más evidente también el carácter cálido, con matices de 

inocencia, de mi madre.  Recordé los comentarios que más de una vez me 

había hecho Marta Berg sobre ella y el comportamiento de mi madre, 

cuando aún se valía por sí misma, con mis hijas.  Me había costado mucho 

acceder a la personalidad profunda de mi madre (233-4). 

Mario realizes that his mother is a woman who has lived in silence, and he 

blames himself for the lack of communication: “Yo era el único que hubiera 
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podido hablar con ella, pero me había aislado, sin darme cuenta de que ella estaba 

aislada” (233-34).  What brings Mario to a new understanding of his mother are 

not only señora Berg’s comments regarding his mother’s popularity in the 

neighborhood, but also witnessing his mother’s warm relationship with his 

daughters; Mario compares his mother’s role as mother to him with that of her 

new role as grandmother to his daughters: “Mi madre se había convertido, sin que 

yo me diera demasiada cuenta, en una atenta y fervorosa abuela” (262), and 

contrasts her mother’s affectionate behavior toward his daughters with her distant 

behavior towards him as a child:  “Sin embargo, en mis recuerdos de infancia 

apenas había imágenes de mi madre.  La veía de lejos…” (262).   Mario attributes 

his earlier perception of his mother’s distance during his adolescent and childhood, 

to their belonging to different worlds: “Pero la vida de mi madre se desarrollaba en 

el otro extremo de la casa…Era un mundo abierto a la calle, al verdadero mundo.  

El mío no era verdadero, era sólo mío, y todo lo mío era irreal” (263).  He blames 

himself for purposely erecting such distance as he acknowledges his lack of 

interest towards his mother when he was an adolescent. 

In his attempt to achieve a deeper understanding of his mother’s life 

aspirations and personality, Mario compares and contrasts his mother’s dissimilar 

behavior towards him as a child with her behavior towards his daughters, and in 

the process, Mario is able to find explanations for his own conduct as a father.  In 

his new role as a single father, he has to fulfill tasks which traditionally were 
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assigned to women: “Ahora que yo era el padre que llevaba a sus hijas pequeñas a 

las consultas de los médicos, me encontré reproduciendo, en cierta medida, la 

actitud de mi madre” (156).  Mario is now able to attribute his mother’s coldness 

and apparent lack of interest regarding his own health to fear: “Y comprendí que, 

para ella, llevarme al médico había supuesto un enorme esfuerzo, pero como no 

había tenido más remedio que realizarlo, se defendía de mí, de su miedo, y se 

alejaba” (156).  Mario believes his mother blamed herself for his sickly nature as a 

child because he feels the same guilt with regards to his daughters, as though an 

unhealthy child were the result of a lack of parental ability.  In observing his 

mother’s affection toward his daughters, he begins to discern in her the loving 

mother he missed.  

Soledad Puértolas has undergone a change of perception from previous 

narrations in which mother/son relationships represented how a male character 

may view feminist concerns.  This change is reflected in the mother/son 

relationship of La señora Berg.  Marguerite DiNonno brings to the forefront a 

mother/son relationship in Puértolas’s novel Todos mienten (1989) in which the 

young protagonist-narrator, Javier, expresses his surprise regarding his mother’s 

feelings about her condition as a woman:   

--¿No crees en la opresión de la mujer y todo eso?... 
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--Yo no te he visto muy oprimida, eso es lo que pasa.  Me da la impresión 

de que siempre has hecho lo que has querido. 

--Puesto que tú lo dices. –Se volvió a reír--. Pero ¿qué es lo que te hace 

pensar que he escogido precisamente esta vida, que me gusta lo que tengo y 

lo que hago y que no deseo nada más?  ¿estás seguro de eso? 

--Tuviste la oportunidad de cambiarlo y no lo hiciste. 

--¿Crees que las cosas son así de fáciles?  A lo mejor soy simplemente una 

mujer que se ha resignado.  ¿Te parece una idea muy vulgar? 

--Si quieres verlo así—le dije—, pero no me lo creo.  No pareces resignada. 

--Si no me he resignado es porque todavía espero algo y si espero algo y 

sigo sentada leyendo novelas y escuchando música es porque estoy 

oprimida.  No por un hombre, Dios sabe si por la sociedad, pero oprimida.  

Oprimida o resignada, escoge. 

--No podemos escoger, ¿no? 

--No 

In La señora Berg Mario arrives at a sympathetic understanding of 

women’s conditions through personal, painful experiences.  As his wife leaves 

him to care for the home and his daughters alone, like Javier’s mother in Todos 
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mienten, Mario does not have the possibility to choose.  This first-hand experience 

makes Mario interpret his mother’s silence as her pain.   

Mario understands the impossibility of recovering his mother’s years of 

silence due to her near-death illness and a new drama unfolds in Mario’s life as a 

result of the new perception of his mother: the guilt and nostalgia of not having 

known her.  In addition to feeling the anguish of seeing his mother age without 

realizing her aspirations and dreams, he questions his own attitude towards aging 

and death:   

Yo mismo era invadido también por angustias y enigmas 

irresolubles...sentía como un clavo que me atravesaba el pecho el deterioro 

de la vida, la vejez, y no eran ya el deterioro y la vejez de mi madre, sino 

conceptos que se referían a mí, que me dolían a mí.  Sentía que había ya 

algo envejecido o roto dentro de mí, o erróneo, defectuoso desde el 

principio de los tiempos, una pieza que no había funcionado nunca y que se 

había ido haciendo más y más dañina” (241).  

Mario feels unable to confront his mother’s approaching death.  In silent 

communications, she demonstrates her love by showing him her hidden beauty in 

the form of her empathetic understanding of his fears.  In exchange, Mario lives 

his mother’s solitude asher end nears.  A tenderly powerful, silenced 

communication is established between mother and son as she approaches her 

death. In her analysis of Puértolas’s La vida se mueve: a pesar de las 
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convenciones, los prejuicios y la desigualdad (1996), Charlene Merithew 

highlights the power Puértolas confers to silence.  According to Merithew, 

Puértolas demonstrates the failure of verbal communication by emphasizing the 

triumph of non-verbal discourse.  In La señora Berg, the narration defines non-

verbal communication as a powerful medium to know ourselves and others under 

especial circumstances. Mario achieves a deeper understanding of his mother as 

her life is ending, through silent observations and quiet actions. 

Mario realizes that he depends on his mother to keep his family’s 

memories.  Preserving those memories is important because through them he can 

discover his own identity.  His relationship with his mother becomes so important 

during her old age that Mario trusts his memory to her.  He asks himself:  

¿Podía entonces fiarme de mi memoria?, ¿qué era lo que había 

seleccionado?, ¿por qué se habían borrado esos momentos de felicidad, el 

logro material y concreto de mis aspiraciones?  Mi madre, con toda su 

confusión mental, sí los había retenido, y me dije que para ella sí debían de 

haber sido verdaderamente importantes, más que para mí, que, ingrato 

conmigo mismo...los había olvidado (260). 

Lack of communication, verbal and otherwise, also defines Mario’s 

relationship with his sister.  From the time when they were children contradiction 

and silent conflict permeate their dealings with each other.  Through the 

observation of Teresa, Mario becomes aware of gender inequalities.  In Mario’s 
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opinion, Teresa was everything he should have been.  In contrast with his 

unhealthy nature as a child, Teresa was always healthy and strong as a young girl.  

She is successful in her professional life as an executive hoarding her father’s 

admiration, who criticizes Mario’s decision to become an architect.  Independent, 

efficient, and practical, she organizes her aging parents’ life to the minutest detail 

without involving herself directly.  This new model of an independent, 

professionally successful woman calls into question Mario’s internalization of the 

division of gender roles. Mario already felt the discomfort of gender disparities in 

his association with Teresa as a child when they played with “la caja de chinas.” 

Their lack of communication grows as they get older, to the point that Mario 

learns casually from Teresa’s friend Delia that Teresa had been ill and thought 

mistakenly she had a malignant tumor.  Moreover, Mario learns from Delia of his 

sister’s vocation to help and comfort others which intensifies the puzzlement 

Mario feels in regards to Teresa.  

Mario explains Teresa’s silence as the product of a long struggle and 

tension: “Sí, ese silencio de ahora encubría un profundo resentimiento hacia todos 

nosotros, sobre todo hacia mí, que tantas veces había acaparado la atención de mi 

madre a causa de mis constantes enfermedades” (169).  Mario interprets his 

sister’s perception of him as a barrier between her and their parents.  He 

understands the rancor his sister has accumulated towards him throughout the 

years as he always hoarded his mother’s attention. Teresa thinks that holding one’s 
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mother’s attention should be a privilege reserved for females.  Due to 

psychological reasons rooted in gender, boys are traditionally encouraged to dis-

identify with their mother as masculine traits such as restlessness, intolerance of 

frustrating situations and aggression begin to solidify within the boy’s personality 

(Edley and Wetherell 49).38  In Mario’s case, due to his weak physical nature, the 

process of dis-identification with his mother did not take place as culturally 

expected.  

Mario’s failure to dis-identify with his mother may be considered 

pathological in regards to masculine behavior since it did not follow the normal 

pattern of masculine trait exhibition.  His weakly physical nature kept his mother 

from encouraging separation, and Teresa felt betrayed by both of them.  Teresa 

communicated with Mario once during the course of their lives; this 

communication took place during her last year in school and Mario was in his 

second year of university study to be an architect.  He explains his motivations to 

action during this time as responding only to the concept of revolution. Mario 

defines this moment of communication with his sister as a “burbuja.”  Teresa told 

Mario she was seized by a sort of religious vocation and her only doubt was as to 

the type of religious institution that would be most appropriate for her to join.   

                                                 
38 Edley and Wetherell offer Ralph Greenson’s explanation regarding boys’ identification with 

their mother in “Dis-identification from mother: its special importance for the boy”: boys typically begin 
life completely and fully identified with their mothers, and thus, in relation to the feminine.  Men with very 
few exceptions are reared by women.  The boy’s first model and first experience is thus of femininity not 
masculinity.”  International Psychoanalytic Journal, 49, 370-4.  
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Even though at the time he was unable to understand this confidence or the 

reasons behind it, he is now sure he has the answer: “Había dejado en mis manos 

su secreto y se había marchado, satisfecha, como si estuviera convencida de que su 

secreto la hacía más importante a mis ojos, el mismo hecho de confiármelo era ya 

un regalo, una manera de decirme que ella era generosa conmigo...Una manera de 

situarse por encima de mí” (173).  Mario fails to see the connection between his 

sister’s need to express her superiority over him by becoming an ultra-feminine 

model of perfection (a religious imitation of Mary), and the time when they played 

with “la caja de chinas” and he felt the urge to yield the game because she was a 

girl.  The attempt to communicate was never repeated by either sibling, but Mario 

continues to explore this experience with his sister and its male/female 

interchange:  

A veces me he preguntado si Teresa no había ido alimentando respecto a mí 

un creciente resentimiento, porque, en cierto modo, nuestros papeles 

estaban invertidos, ya que yo, siendo el chico, era el enfermizo, el delicado, 

el sensible, el soñador— ¡el dichoso soñador!—y ella, siendo chica y, para 

colmo, más pequeña, la firme y decidida, la responsable (106-7).  

The narration defines the relationships between husband and wife as 

determined by social prescriptions of gender roles as well as psychological 

conditionings, and therefore incompatible with the development of subjective 

identities. Mario looks for a much needed equilibrium in his life during a time of 
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turmoil. This balance is provided in part by Claudia who will become his wife.  He 

uses Claudia to regain his dreams and illusions which had been gradually fading in 

the time of political turbulence of the last years of the Franco regime when the 

goals of the majority had priority over individual goals.  In looking for a way to 

complement his life, Mario finds Claudia, a woman with a social and family 

background very different from his own.  Mario states that Claudia “tenía el ancho 

mundo a sus espaldas y eso también me resultó fascinante...a diferencia de lo que 

yo soy, un hombre bastante atemorizado y poco proclive a los cambios...” (77). 

Mario learned from his family that social norms dictate that one must remain 

within his own social medium and accept his own nature. “No destacar en nada y 

hacer lo que hacen los demás eran las normas de mi familia –en mi padre, por 

principio, en mi madre, por miedo” (77).  Thus, Mario judges himself as an 

anomaly, “mi condición de soñador, tantas veces destacada por mis profesores, no 

encajaba en esas categorías” (76-7).   Claudia brings to the relationship the consent 

to dream and to be different.  

The formation of Mario’s new family is similar to the social, political, and 

cultural development that was taking place in modern Spanish society. Inés 

Alberdi in her article “Nuevos roles femeninos y cambio familiar” considers the 

family unit as one of three structures which contribute to the formation and 

progress of the systems of socialization, reproduction, and social change.  Each of 

the three structures mirrors the cultural, political and economical changes 
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produced in society.  More specifically the family structure is the only one that 

possesses a full social nature; therefore its political, cultural and economic 

attributes are the same as those found in society (42) 39.  This narration shows that 

political, cultural and economic changes may occur at the level of the individual 

and the family unit quicker than it takes place in society at large; thence the 

criticism raised by public opinion regarding the break-up of the family unit.  In 

modern Spanish democratic society, traditional family structures, as those in 

patriarchal societies in which there exists a predominance of relations of 

dependence between men and women over those of equality, begin to yield to 

more modern family structures.  Alberdi  defines a more progressive family 

structure as “una familia del tipo ‘legal-racional’ cuando se da un equilibrio de 

posiciones sociales entre los varones y las mujeres y cuando hay una cierta 

nivelación de sus recursos productivos tanto a nivel privado como a nivel social” 

(44).  Alberdi describes a type of family unit where its members’ self-sufficiency 

outweighs their dependence of each other.  This was the structural model of 

Mario’s own family in its inception, where even though husband and wife came 

from very different social backgrounds and educational upbringing, their level of 

adult education, political influence and level of cultural awareness were very 

similar. Nevertheless, resistance from social pressure which still guarantees the 

                                                 
39 In Sociología de las mujeres españolas.  The other two structures outlined by Alberdi are the 
occupational structure and structure of qualifications. 
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structure of a traditional patriarchal family resulted in a relationship of dependence 

between Mario and Claudia.   

Claudia, a well educated, professionally-trained and authoritative woman 

renounces her career to dedicate her efforts to her family. However, her strength of 

character which attracted Mario in the first place will become a major conflict in 

their relationship, as she does not allow Mario to enter what he calls “su fortaleza” 

(73).   Mario understands that Claudia knows him well; thus, he explains her need 

to protect herself from insecure persons like him in order to preserve her own 

identity.  Mario reflects: 

Sabía quien era yo, no lo eludía, no se engañaba, pero cuidado, había 

terrenos en los que ni uno ni otro íbamos a entrar, terrenos privados, 

aislados, que había que mantener aparte, lejos de la zona común, porque, si 

no se hacía así, todo se confundiría y uno de los dos desaparecería –

presuntamente ella y por eso se defendía—, quedaría anulado (74). 

 Eventually, Claudia leaves her family, not to actively pursue a professional 

career but to join a lover from her past.  Having already renounced long ago to the 

possibility of a relationship based on mutual knowledge and understanding, the 

end of his marriage comes as no surprise to Mario.   Mario attributes and justifies 

Claudia’s departure as her tiredness of familial responsibilities.  The social 

consequence of the break-up is what weighs heavier on Mario.  In being 

“públicamente abandonado,” by his wife, public opinion condemns him as a liar  
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and a cheater.  Public opinion mirrors society’s resistance to changing the family 

structure from a platform of dominance between males and females to one of 

gender equality.  

Separation from his wife has a dramatic effect on Mario’s relationship with 

his two daughters and on his views of feminism.  Without the presence of his wife, 

his daughters, Natalia and Mónica, come to occupy a central place in Mario’s life.  

He begins to know about his daughters’ lives first hand, rather than through 

Claudia.  Mario’s role has been expanded after his wife’s departure.  In addition to 

being the provider of financial and material security, he is now a nurturer and a 

provider of emotional comfort and guidance.  Thus, Mario has taken the role of the 

modern working woman rather than that of the traditional stay-at-home woman.  

Recent trends in modern societies have men more involved in domestic work.  

However, Edley and Wetherell argue that even though there was an increase in the 

variation of men’s activities within the family realm, “Men in general have not 

fundamentally altered their domestic activity” (116).  Thus modern women are 

faced with the ‘double burden’ of paid work and maintaining the same levels of 

domestic work (116).  Contradicting sociologist statements, in this narration it is 

the male protagonist who is forced to face the ‘double burden.’  Since Mario is 

forced to occupy his wife’s role in the family, he now understands his mother’s 

comments in praise of Claudia’s abilities—“Qué suerte tienes con Claudia” (190). 
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By diving into the traditional world of the feminine Mario experiences 

situations that he would have never undergone otherwise. For the first time he sees 

his daughters as young women who struggle to overcome their tragedy, rather than 

as vague obligations; that is, they become visible (190). As Mario perceives his 

daughters suffering in silence the social stigma of being “abandonadas” by their 

mother, his suspicions concerning women’s tendency to self-sacrifice become real.   

Mario utilizes what he has learned from past associations to explain and 

justify present circumstances.  Drawing from what he has learned regarding his 

relationship with his sister, Mario explains the disparities between his two 

daughters: “No sé, por tanto, cómo me asombraba ahora de que mis hijas fueran 

tan diferentes, si en el pasado yo me había considerado tan distinto de mi 

hermana” (192).  And now that his daughters have become his center, he is able to 

justify señora Berg’s behavior when she constantly spoke to him about her 

preoccupation with her sons: “La observación de mis hijas no sólo me remitió a mi 

remota e inicial relación con mi hermana, sino que me hizo pensar en la familia 

Berg, en la preocupación constante por sus hijos que Marta Berg me transmitía en 

todos nuestros primeros y continuos encuentros” (192).  Moreover, through an 

introspective review of his life and his conclusions regarding his mother’s life, he 

determines that señora Berg did not have anyone else to talk to (194).  Señora 

Berg insisted on having her sons occupy a central place in her life because it 

would have been empty otherwise (126). 
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In the midst of his other relationships, señora Berg is omnipresent in 

Mario’s life. Puértolas’s narration represents a platonic relationship between a 

young man and a middle-aged woman.  This enduring relationship serves as the 

backdrop of the male protagonist’s life.   Señora Berg is described by Mario as a 

“destello de luz” who helps him move forward in the obscurity of his life.  While 

their encounters are sporadic, they mark the development of Mario’s character 

throughout the narrative from adolescence to maturity.  A bond is developed 

between señora Berg and Mario as a secret understanding rises between them in 

their search for stability in their lives. 

 The perception that Mario holds of señora Berg changes over time from an 

adolescent’s sexual infatuation to a twin soul with the same preoccupations and 

expectations. Several encounters with señora Berg, none of which involves sexual 

contact, mark key moments in the growth of Mario’s development.  The first 

encounter was casual, and occurred several years after Mario had left his parents’ 

house when he was already married to Claudia.  Mario and señora Berg spend the 

night at a friend’s house talking about their lives.  For the first time Mario 

addresses her as “Marta” rather than “señora Berg”, and for the first time she does 

not speak to him about her sons.  Through this encounter, Mario relives his 

adolescence and finds explanations for what he used to define as incomprehensible 

impulses, such as his own fascination with señora Berg.  In a sort of epiphany, as 

he tells Marta about his life, Mario becomes aware of  his life’s  abstract and 
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impersonal nature, “como si no hubiera vivido o como si ésa no fuera mi vida, ese 

absurdo esquema de mi vida, igual a todos los esquemas, abstracto, impersonal” 

(55).  In a self-reflexive moment, Mario senses the separating distance between 

social and cultural impositions and a man’s true individuality; that is, he feels the 

abyss between what he vaguely feels he wants to be and do, and what he has really 

become due to cultural and social constraints.  Thus the narration allows us to 

observe the instability of what is apparently a stable life according to social and 

cultural conventions. In a rebellious impulse, Mario, a married man, spends the 

night away from his home, but  the next morning he feels “el peso insoportable de 

esas cargas, la de mi culpa y la del vacío” (72). In this first encounter Mario 

discovers that his situation is not unique as Marta shares this same experience of 

alienation. 

Their second encounter is planned by Mario.  It takes places as Mario’s 

marriage deteriorates.  Mario’s progress towards coming to terms with his own 

individuality is evident in this encounter as he reflects, “En el pasado, no sabía 

nada de eso, sólo me guiaba por intuiciones, y siempre con aquel profundo 

sentimiento de vergüenza y temor, que convertía todo lo mío en vulgar y 

deplorable y todo lo de los seres admirados en perfecto” (121-2).  Observing and 

listening to Marta Berg help Mario create a new perception about himself and 

about his family.  Mario’s blurred vision of himself and of his past and present 

relationships begins to clear as he understands the separation between one’s 
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individuality and the falsehood of social and cultural representations which had 

infused him in the past with a feeling of shame.  Mario confesses his insecurity 

and desperation as he senses there is something else for him but he does not know 

what it is or how to achieve it.  The narration concludes that it is precisely this 

feeling of insecurity that makes subjects want to cling to social successes and 

embark on relationships with others in order to avoid the sense of futility and 

emptiness.  Marta Berg confesses to Mario that she married her husband, Markus,  

as he communicated to her “una impresión de solidez, de algo que no se podía 

evaporar, porque yo sentía que todo lo que había vivido hasta el momento se 

evaporaba enseguida, volvían a pasar cosas y se evaporaban, todo desaparecía 

enseguida” (124).  As married life was not satisfying, she began her secret affair 

with a famous writer, perhaps to become again that muse of artists she once was. 

Likewise, Mario married Claudia to seek refuge in her strength and to change his 

social condition, as her family’s social background was very different from his: 

“Me había enamorado de su fortaleza y me había hecho la ilusión de poder 

refugiarme en ella...” (73), and as we know, this relationship also failed.  Mario’s 

idealization of señora Berg begins to fade in this encounter.  He discovers in her a 

real human being with whom he has affinities.  

After the second encounter Mario explains “creí olvidar a Marta Berg 

porque tenía entre mis manos otras historias pendientes, urgentes” (130-1).  In 

reality, Marta Berg never disappears; she only recedes into the background.  In the 
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foreground is Mario’s separation from his wife, his having taken the role of 

mother and father, and the imminent deterioration of his parents’ physical and 

mental health.   The third encounter between Mario and señora Berg takes place in 

a cafe.  Marta Berg has changed: her hands appear naked; her clothes don’t exhibit 

the glamour which characterized them in the past; and contrary to past habits, 

Marta is drinking whisky hastily.  As Mario’s younger dreams and aspirations 

deteriorate into reality, so does his image of señora Berg.   Señora Berg turns into 

a real woman who suffers “una depresión mal curada” (245).  She confesses her 

impulse to shop for cheap clothes in her attempt to become like other women, to 

feel like others.  In the midst of a world of physical gratification she discovered 

the worthlessness of her life.  

These encounters with señora Berg represent a break in the life of Mario; 

moments of self-reflection and separation from daily routines. The disruptions 

caused by señora Berg during Mario’s adolescence, even though they are of a 

different nature,  are similar to the disruptions caused in Mario the adult: they lead 

to instances in which a subject divests himself from exterior “contaminants”, such 

as the roles imposed by culturally gendered roles and can take a sporadic look at 

his own individuality.   These moments lead to a quiet sense of desperation and 

solitude in which the subject feels an overwhelming sense of his reality.  

Mario describes his encounters with señora Berg as incomplete and 

surrounded by a sense of “irrealidad.”  His definition of these encounters mirror 
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the opinion he holds of himself and of Marta Berg as “seres incompletos” (255).  

However, it is precisely such “incompleteness” that confers upon each human 

being its individuality.  Mario says “Sin embargo, eso me había permitido soñar, 

eso, en cierto modo, era lo que me sostenía, todo lo que había de incompleto 

dentro de mí.  Y eso verdaderamente mío, lo incompleto, lo que me distinguía y 

singularizaba de los otros, era lo que hacía que mi manera de estar en el mundo 

fuera distinta” (255).  Paradoxically, Mario attributes his singularity to his 

unattainable self, his unreachable and sometimes ineffable ideals, and to his 

awareness of them.  

In a final act of reflection, Mario tries to make sense of his existence.  The 

space for his last meditation is a bar across the street from his parents’ and señora 

Berg’s apartments and from where he is able to see them; a place he used to avoid 

a long time ago, “iluminado con tubos fluorescentes, cegadores, muy sucio...” 

(257). The bar represents Mario’s perception of his existence; loaded with guilt 

and pain.  The bar is also a place separate from the familiar, where, free of 

habitual influences, Mario is able to see more clearly into himself. The narration 

changes to the present tense as he declares himself powerless to control his life 

and that of others. He carries the weight of his failed marriage and his new role as 

a single parent; his guilt as a son for not having known his mother, and as a 

brother for the lack of communication with his sister.  But somehow, this pain is 

what keeps him anchored to his reality.  Marta Berg, his neighbor, is now part of 
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this reality; he does not need her guidance in developing his self-awareness.  

When he sees her leaving her house from the bar where he is sitting, he does not 

follow her.  We realize that Mario’s reflections about his life’s experiences and his 

interactions with other characters have changed his self-perception.  As 

Marguerite DiNonno explains in regards to Puértolas’s novel El bandido 

doblemente armado (1979) “Las experiencias de la vida cambian al narrador.  

Poco a poco pierde sus ideales, aunque nunca pierde la esperanza” (45).  Mario 

leaves the narration of his memories with something more than a hope.  He has 

gained something: “...de algún modo siento que lo he atrapado, que lo tengo entre 

las manos...” (287).   Mario accepts those experiences which have left him full of 

guilt and pain as part of his subjectivity.   

Charged with the weight of his experience, the end of the narration in La 

señora Berg is similar to that of El bandido doblemente armado.  DiNonno quotes 

Antonio Valencia’s comments in regards to El bandido: “...lleva el realismo en la 

médula, pero no llevado a sus últimas consecuencias, como si dejase algo para la 

sugerencia inefable propia de seres humanos colocados ante la incomunicación y 

la frustración final que tienen los personajes...” (54).40 In La señora Berg the 

narrator has to separate from the familiar and place himself within a situation of 

estrangement in order to achieve a brief glimpse into the ineffable.  Thus Mario 

expresses his state of being: 

                                                 
40 In “Un sésamo bien abierto.” Blanco y Negro 3547 (1980): 45-50. 
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De forma que salgo al fin del bar, y echo a correr bajo la lluvia, ahora más 

intensa, sin saber si Marta Berg ha regresado a casa, olvidándome una vez 

más de ella, o quizá con ella para siempre dentro de mí, echo a correr, 

porque lo único que me preocupa de verdad es llegar a casa cuanto antes y 

poner a salvo el hallazgo (287).  

In her essay “Silencios poderosos: el tema de la quietud en los ensayos de 

Soledad Puértolas,” Charlene Marithew summarizes Puértolas’s essays as a 

proposition that the verbal articulation of ourselves takes away the possibility to 

know ourselves and the world around us.41 Marithew explains Puértolas’s opinion 

regarding silence as an instrument of power: “Es importante examinar cómo la 

ensayista propone el uso eficaz del silencio dentro de un mundo que tanto valora, 

manipula y abusa del discurso verbal” (162). Marithew continues to explain that 

Puértolas denies the success of dialogue as a medium to capture the “yo fugitivo.”  

In agreement with Julia Kristeva and Jacques Lacan regarding the non-existence 

of unity and coherence within the subject, Puértolas explains the “yo fugitivo” as 

the set of masks of identity that subjects wear throughout their lives (163).  

Puértolas speaks about the difficulty of capturing the essentiality of such 

multifarious notions of the subject through verbal articulation.  However, in her 

essay “Lo fugitivo,” Puértolas not only highlights the necessity of those fleeting 

moments of solitude in which we are able to capture a glimpse of ourselves, 

                                                 
41 In Revista monográfica 16 (January 2000): 162-173. 
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uncontaminated by others, but also the necessity and desire of articulating such 

feelings: 

¿Pero acaso no sentimos a veces el deseo de explicar a alguien, a 

quienquiera que nos escuche, a nosotros mismos, de qué extraña naturaleza 

es esa carga y la aún más extraña variación de sentimientos que 

experimentamos mientras nos movemos de un lado para otro con ella a las 

espaldas?  Si no entenderlo, decirlo al menos, decirlo en alta voz, proclamar 

el extraño suceso, la sucesión de emociones y pensamientos, el mudable 

lugar donde ocurren las cosas (13). 42 

Thus Puértolas recreates the space where Mario can have a glimpse of the 

“yo fugitivo,” a dirty bar he used to avoid, surrounded by a blinding florescent 

light, where he separates himself from his dialogic routine.  The male protagonist 

finds a way to be alone and in silence with his thoughts and his need to articulate 

those thoughts is materialized by the text of his memory.  

Readers are left to wonder about “el hallazgo.”  I interpret Mario’s find as a 

newly gained consciousness of himself; a reconciliation with his past and the 

acceptance that the past and its actors are inseparable from his own consciousness.  

He finds in the discovery of other people’s solitudes and silences a sense of 

intimacy and camaraderie.  “El hallazgo” is his “yo fugitivo.”  

                                                 
42 “Lo fugitivo” in Soledad Puértolas’s La vida se mueve, Madrid: Aguilar, 1996.  11-14. 
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Soledad Puértolas in her novel La señora Berg narrates a particular type of 

masculinity which goes against the grain of what is considered patriarchal 

masculinity. This masculinity defines a perceptive and sensitive male who is able 

to articulate his conflictive emotions.  Preoccupation with human relations; the 

realization of his own subjectivity as dependent on others; and willingness to share 

traditional gender roles attributed to women, characterize this type of manhood. 

The deconstruction of traditionally established gender roles and changes within the 

family structure in modern Western societies blur the once-sharp differences 

between men and women’s modes of behavior.  The narration confirms the 

illusion of subjective individuality as a coherent, unified concept. Masculine 

identity in La señora Berg is represented in the form of an amalgam of 

relationships and situations in which separation from the feminine, or the 

“mother”—to use Kristeva’s terminology—is not possible.  

Edley and Wetherell explain Stephen Frosh’s interpretation of masculine 

dependency and insecurity: “masculine ideology established in society and culture, 

idealises rationality, independence, lack of emotion, hard-headedness and free 

self-assertion—qualities which are usually presented as incompatible with 

dependency on others, but also because masculinity, from childhood, is the 

impossible struggle away from dependence and oneness with the mother” (62).43  

                                                 
43 “The seeds of male sexuality”, in J. Ussher and C. Baker (eds), Psychological Perspectives on Sexual 
Problems, London: Routledge, 1993.  
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 In La señora Berg, masculine traits become insecurity, dependency on 

others, understanding of others, compassion, and empathy.  Women are not 

rescued by men; rather, the opposite occurs in this novel. Masculine strength 

consists of the understanding and acceptance of one’s singularity as formed by the 

influence and “contamination” of others, and is defined by its affinities with the 

opposite gender rather than by disparities.   

Males’ reactions to the recognition of dependency on others and especially 

on the feminine take on different shapes.  In Fiebre para siempre, the novel by 

Irene Gracia which occupies the next chapter, masculinity is also represented 

within the context of the feminine.  However, unlike Mario’s recognition and 

acceptance of his individuality as shaped and affected by others, Mateo’s response 

is defined by his violent struggle against the feminine. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Language and the Deconstruction of Masculinity in Irene Gracia’s 

Fiebre para siempre 

Y ahora pertenecía a ese grupo de hombres que generación tras 
generación iban descendiendo hacia el fondo de un abismo negro hasta 
llegar a la guarida donde el mismísimo Saturno devoraba a sus hijos según 
iban naciendo...44 

 

Irene Gracia (Madrid 1956) studied music, painting and sculpture.  Gracia’s 

first steps as an artist were in painting and poetry. She is able to incorporate the 

plasticity of painting and sculpting in her poetry and narrative creating an 

especially vivid representation of characters, places, and situations.  María del Mar 

Lopez-Cabrales describes Gracia’s narrative as follows: “cuerpos casi 

fantasmagóricos, diluidos en las sombras, encuentros con la muerte, colores 

oscuros, matices tránsfugos habitan la narrativa de Irene Gracia, quien es capaz, de 

profundizar en las oquedades más oscuras del alma de los seres humanos”  (99).  

In Fiebre para siempre (1994) the first novel by this author and the one for which 

she received  the “Ojo Crítico” literary prize, the author converts the text into a 

                                                 
44 Irene Gracia, Fiebre para siempre. 
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canvas of nightmarish brushstrokes in which dreams become a mode of coping 

with reality, and reality becomes undistinguishable from nightmares.45 

Even though much of her earlier work as a writer was unpublished, in an 

interview with Lopez-Cabrales, Gracia declared the personal necessity to narrate 

the events of Fiebre para siempre.  Inspired by Gracia’s late brother and dedicated 

to him, this novel traces the life of Mateo Lobos, a young boxer, from beginning to 

end.  Gracia declared to Lopez-Cabrales the source of her inspiration for the 

creation of her male character: “La literatura siempre ha de ser ficción.  Lo que 

sucede es que el duende, me lo ha inspirado una persona.  Es un retrato 

hiperrealista de una persona” (101). Gracia refers to her brother. 

Locked within an oppressive family environment dominated by a neo-Nazi 

father during the time of the Franco regime, the adolescents Mateo and his sister 

Frida allow the fusion of dreams and reality to take over their existence. Gracia’s 

natural ability as a plastic artist and a poet contribute to the creation of a surrealist 

atmosphere in which the male protagonist spills out his subjectivity.  

Reminiscent of the traditional Bildungsroman, the novel represents the 

identity development of the male protagonist from the time of his birth, through 

his coming-of-age, until his death.  Paradoxically, the formation of the main male 

character is transformed into a de-formation as Mateo’s psyche progressively  

                                                 
45 Since the publication of Fiebre para siempre, Gracia has published two novels: Hijas de la noche en 
llamas, Planeta, 1999 and Mordake or la condición infame, Debate, 2001.  
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degenerates into schizophrenia and paranoia until the time of his death. Even 

though the main character is the young boxer, the close relationship between 

Mateo and his sister Frida, who is the first-person narrator, allows us to see into 

the life of Frida and her connection with her brother.  In her interview with Lopez-

Cabrales, Gracia highlights the importance of the feminine narrator in this novel 

(101).  Story teller, observer and participant, Frida projects herself into her brother 

and is able to enter his dreams and thoughts, affording the narration a very unique 

perspective. The masculine (Mateo’s) and feminine (Frida’s) points of view 

regarding the events of the story are at times inseparable.  

Following Mateo’s death, Frida tells his story.  Dreams are the medium by 

which Frida communicates with Mateo and is able to recall the past.  Frida dreams 

of images which are evocative of past events.  Remembering through dreams and 

more specifically through nightmares brings the past and the present together, 

creating a new present outside of material reality.  The text of Fiebre para siempre 

is formed of such “unreal,” subjective reality which is at the same time based on 

an oneiric present and past. The narrative’s tone is thus established from the 

beginning: a blurring of the boundaries between reality and dreams, an atmosphere 

of nightmares and irrationality.  Dreams are the media by which one can enter 

extraneous worlds and bodies.   

The advancing action in this novel is structured as that of an organized 

boxing match in which the development of a masculine subjectivity assumes a 
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retrogression since there is a progressive debasement of the mental and physical 

condition of the male protagonist. The novel is divided into numbered sections 

titled “asaltos” (rounds).  Four sections follow the one entitled “decimoséptimo”: 

“El último asalto,” “Tránsito,”  “Duelo,” and “Epitafio.”  Each chapter/asalto is 

divided into numbered sections which continue in succession until the end of the 

novel.  The novel’s structure and its action thus realistically portray the tragedy of 

the sport where there is a direct correlation between the object of its praise, the 

male body, and the tragic consumption of that same object.  

Degeneration of the minds and bodies of the boxers occur within the order 

of the sport’s rule. Likewise, this narration represents the progressive instability of 

a hyper-masculine identity within the symbolic order. The term hyper-masculinity 

implies the notion of patriarchal masculinity taken to an extreme: an inordinate 

adoration of the male body in its strength, an excessive exhibition of aggressive 

behavior, an absolute separation from anything feminine, and a display of hyper-

sexual behavior.  

Masculinities are represented in this novel by Mateo Lobos and his father 

Leon Lobos, a Nazi admirer.  A study of Mateo’s character reveals the instability 

that occurs within a male subjectivity as a result of a dysfunctional psychological 

upbringing in a quest to achieve hyper-masculinity.  Such disruptions to the 

symbolic occur in the form of violent drives and incestuous impulses.  The male 

protagonist self-destructs as he engages first in the world of boxing, and later in 
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illegal boxing as a rebellion against authority and the search for an unnamable 

enemy.  The action in this novel attests to the disorder that takes place within the 

law of the father when there is hesitation or disequilibrium on the part of the 

subject between the semiotic and the symbolic orders. In this novel conflict is 

created by a clash between the protagonist’s internalized inclinations to abide by 

the law and engage in hyper-masculine behavior, and his subconscious drives and 

impulses.   

Irene Gracia declared that she is interested in characters that live marginal 

lives: “Lo que me interesa es ese tipo de personajes alrededor del cual se hace el 

vacío, quizás porque en el fondo tienen más talento, inteligencia, nobleza, energía 

que los demás, o simplemente porque tienen más ‘belleza’”(Lopez-Cabrales 102). 

The male protagonist of Fiebre, with his psychological concerns and progressive 

mental disease, lives in the margins of society. Thus, besides the psychological 

one, there is a social dimension in Gracia’s narrative when she expresses the void 

that is normally built by others around people who are marginalized.  The city of 

Barcelona, where much of the action of the last part of the novel occurs, becomes 

an apocalyptic city where these marginal creatures gather to wait for their doom 

and destruction. In this novel language, characters, structure, settings, and themes 

combine to cause a disruption to the law of the father.  

The narrative of Fiebre para siempre represents the dissolution of a 

masculine identity understood as the “hyper-masculine,” or hegemonic 
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masculinity taken to an extreme.  Within the context of a highly militarized social 

milieu as was the early era of the Franco regime, the protagonist’s father, Leon 

Lobos, exhibits the characteristics of hyper-masculinity represented by 

expectations of being in control of every situation at all times, winning in every 

aspect of his life, super sexual potency, extreme aggressiveness, and a dominance 

over women. Leon Lobos sympathizes with the Nazi ideology as the ideal space 

for the development of such identity.  Thus Mateo, his son, is torn between 

continuing his father’s precepts and developing a different identity more in line 

with his own subjective tendencies, and the new developing tenets of masculinity 

in modern Spanish society.  Michael Kauffman describes what men do to have the 

type of power associated with hegemonic masculinity: “We’ve got to perform and 

stay in control.  We’ve got to conquer, to be on top of things, and call the shots.  

We’ve got to tough it out, provide and achieve.  Meanwhile, we learn to beat back 

our feelings, hide our emotions, and suppress our needs” (Kuypers 65)46. In Fiebre 

para siempre the male protagonist struggles towards gaining the power associated 

with masculinity as he learned from his neo-Nazi father, and at the same time 

providing an escape for his emotional needs.  Such struggle will challenge his 

identity and be the cause of his demise. 

                                                 
46 Michael Kaufman, “Men, Feminism and Men’s Contradictory Experiences of Power” in Kuypers’s Men 
and Power, 59-83. 
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DISCOURSES THAT BREAK IDENTITY:  POETRY, MATERNITY AND 

PSYCHOANALYSIS IN THE REPRESENTATION OF MASCULINITY 

Fiebre para siempre has been analyzed by critics from diverse points of 

view: from a look at the corrupt world of boxing as a sport, through the inquiry 

into mythical representations, to the investigation of surrealist and psychoanalytic 

concerns.47 But not many critics have commented on the type of unsettling 

discourses which characterize this narration.  According to Kelly Oliver, Julia 

Kristeva is “concerned with discourses that break identity. She examines crises in 

signification, places where identity breaks down.” 48 To Kristeva, the discourses 

that put into question the illusory coherence of a unified “I” are capable of 

shattering identities.  Such discourses are those of poetry, maternity and 

psychoanalysis.  In her commentary regarding the French novelist Louis 

Ferdinand Céline, Kristeva highlights in her essay “Psychoanalysis and the Polis” 

Céline’s style as an “aspect of the eternal return to a place which escapes naming 

and which can be named only if one plays on the whole register of language 

(syntax, but also message, intonation, etc.)” (Moi 317).   In the representation of 

dreams and the unconscious, the poetic discourse utilized by Gracia is the ideal 

medium to express the subject’s oscillation between the semiotic and the 

                                                 
47 Miguel Dalmau, Lateral, November 1994; Nuria Barrios, El Pais, February 1995;  
48 Kelly Oliver,  Julia Kristeva, Michael Groden and Martin Kreiswirth, eds. The John Hopkins University 
Press, 1997.  January 2005 <www.press.jhu.edu/books/hopkins_guide_to_literary_theory/julia 
_kristeva/html>. 
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symbolic.  In the following fragment, the narrator tells of an outing with her 

brother Mateo to a carnival: 

La voz del hombre se va perdiendo lentamente mientras se hace cada vez 

más presente el rumor del mar... Ahora es ese rumor la música de fondo de 

la imagen que tenemos delante Mateo y yo... Dos seres que unidos palpitan 

en medio de una noche llena de rumores inhumanos, dos seres 

repugnantes... Y por ser dos, son menos que uno... Dos conciencias 

anuladas, por el sebo, el tedio, la inmovilidad, la carencia absoluta de 

verdadera vida y verdadero deseo... Están allí frente a nosotros y a la vez 

están al margen de la vida, en sus más alejados y humeantes extramuros, ya 

en la más gélida tierra de nadie, ofreciéndose como dos abominaciones 

enlazadas a la porosa mirada infantil, que todo lo absorbe y que rara vez 

olvida... (66).49 

 This type of discourse can be identified by what Kristeva describes as the 

place of emotions, of instinctual drives, of non-semanticized hatred... (Moi 317).  

The fusion of Mateo and Frida and its symbolic representation by the deformed 

characters they are watching at the carnival describe the un-namable feelings of 

fear and repugnance the protagonists feel towards themselves.  

In a novel which represents the shattering of hyper masculinity, the  

                                                 
49 All textual quotations are from Irene Gracia’s Fiebre para siempre, Barcelona, Planeta, 1994. 
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characters move in and out of the world of the mother, in the threshold between 

the chora and the symbolic.  Julia Kristeva explains the semiotic chora as “a non 

expressive totality formed by the drives and their stases in a motility that is full of 

movement as it is regulated” (Moi 93).  The symbolic, as defined by Jacques 

Lacan, is the realm of the father as the representative of cultural and social laws, 

the place where signification takes place (Bressler 157).  

In Revolution in Poetic Language, Kristeva explains trends in linguistic 

research.  The first trend is related to the articulation of language or the principal 

of motivation that links the subject’s subconscious to external, empty signifiers.   

Kristeva links the discourse of art and poetry with the articulation trend.  This 

notion highlights the idea of the “fragmented body” due to its connection with the 

psychosomatic realm which “is ultimately reduced to fragmented substance 

[substance morcelée] the body divided into erogenous zones” (Moi 91).  The 

second trend places at the center of the theory a subject of enunciation or a subject 

who signifies.  Kristeva explains “To the extent that [language] is assumed by 

subject who ‘means’ (bedeuten), language has ‘deep structures’ that articulate 

categories” (92).  Besides linking these categories through the subject who means 

to the semantic, the logical, and the intercommunicational, Kristeva also relates 

them to historical linguistic changes (synchronic and diachronic) and even to 

philosophy.  Thence, there are the different articulations for the construction of 

specific types of masculinity at specific times in history.  As mentioned earlier, 
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Mateo’s father exhibits the traits of hyper-masculinity as it relates to militarism 

and Nazism appropriate for a man who had family ties to Nazi Germany and a 

follower of the dictator Francisco Franco. With the end of the Franco regime 

Mateo articulates hyper-masculinity in conflict with the newly articulated tenets of 

manhood—which expressed more equitable behavioral models for men and 

women, and finally the demise of the hyper-masculine self.  

Kristeva summarizes the two trends in linguistic research by designating 

the first trend articulation, as the “semiotic” and the second, the enunciation of a 

signifying subject, as the “symbolic.”  The type of predominant discourse is 

determined by the nature of the dialectic between the semiotic and the symbolic. 

The discourses of poetry, maternity and psychoanalysis, which Kristeva associates 

with the challenging of identities, are represented in this narration. In Fiebre para 

siempre, the tension between the semiotic and the symbolic is produced by a 

narrative tone which is established from the beginning of the novel as a world of 

the unreal, of dreams, and nightmares.  It’s a world in which characters enter each 

other’s dreams and bodies, and in which the physical and the psyche are 

inseparable.  The use of dreams as revealing of hidden truths is not new in 

literature; Irene Gracia makes use of this technique as a means to uncover the 

characters’ inner desires and fears in their struggle to realize their identity.  But the 

world of dreams, of subjective instincts and drives is framed by the symbolic order 
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which intensifies the pressure and creates conflict within the characters’ 

subjectivities.  

In this study, within the frame of the discourses termed by Julia Kristeva as 

“poetry,” “maternity,” and “psychoanalysis” I will analyze the deconstruction of 

the “hyper-masculine” myth as the result of the impossibility of reconciliation 

between the subject’s inner impulses and drives and its strict observance of the 

law of the father. The language of dreams, so close to the language of poetry 

according to Kristeva, is prominent in this narration in several ways.  From the 

beginning of the novel the main character is introduced by the narrator as a ghost 

who visits her dreams.  As Frida tells the story of Mateo by evoking the past 

through dreams, dreams become the means by which the text continues into the 

future forever, a way of bringing the past alive indefinitely. The male protagonist 

“volverá a gritar una palabra, su palabra...” (10)  inside his sister’s nightmare.   In 

a communicative frenzy of impulses and instincts, Frida, the narrator, knows 

Mateo intimately as she enters the dark side of this man’s subjectivity.  

The language of dreams makes its way into wakefulness blurring the 

boundaries into what is and what is not.  The following excerpt in which Frida 

explains her night terror illustrates such confusion:  

En la noche sin luna, una sola ventana aparecía iluminada al fondo del 

sendero, como un ojo entre las sombras.  Tras ella estaba yo.  Recuerdo que 

me acerqué a los cristales, y vi un punto blanco, acercándose a gran 
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velocidad como una estrella fugaz y que debido a su endiablada velocidad 

no cabía pedirle ningún deseo.  Pronto percibí sus brillantes cabellos y sus 

desbocados pies, apartarse...Y cuando pude ver su rostro entre las algas 

negras de su cabellera, y cuando pude ver sus torturados labios y sus ojos 

alucinantes, me puse a temblar (29). 

The plastic surrealist image of the window which resembles an eye between 

the shadows and which gives the impression of a light at the end of a tunnel, and 

the grotesque context which surrounds the scene (the violent vision of a man 

killing a dog), contribute to the unsettling of the boundaries between reality and 

dreams. The blurring of such boundaries will intensify as the narration progresses 

and the tragic end of Mateo nears, to the point that the narrator herself confirms 

the oneiric nature of the reality she narrates, as she exclaims upon their return 

from a trip: “Pero lo que más me inquietaba era la mirada de los transeúntes, que 

nos observaban como habitantes de un sueño muy diferente al nuestro” (213). 

The combination of an emotionally charged poetic language in Fiebre para 

siempre, replete with unique metaphors and symbols, and shrouded by an 

atmosphere that can be described as grotesque, resembles language that Julia 

Kristeva terms as the semiotic chora.  Kristeva connects the etymology of the 

word “chora” in its sense of “distinctiveness” with Sigmund Freud’s “primary 

processes” or “discrete quantities of energy [which] move through the body of the 

subject who is not yet constituted as such” (Moi 93).   Kristeva continues that “the 
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chora, as rupture and articulations (rhythms), precedes evidence, verisimilitude, 

spatiality and temporality: “Our discourse—all discourse—moves with and against 

the chora in the sense that it simultaneously depends upon and refuses it” (94).   

Kristeva characterizes this space as one that can be entered through “the theory of 

the subject proposed by the theory of the unconscious” (94).  If the chora precedes 

signification, it defies representation; however, it can be sensed through intuition 

and by an analysis of unconscious impulses, such as in dreams.  

If the chora is characterized, as Kristeva declares following Plato, as a 

“receptacle or chora nourishing and maternal” (94), we may define the textual 

narrative of Fiebre para siempre as one in which unconscious impulses, rhythms, 

drives and movements which are characteristic of the maternal are woven within 

the fabric of the symbolic, and through this fusion it achieves its unique and 

sensed signification.  Kristeva asserts that “the mother’s body is [therefore] what 

mediates the symbolic law organizing social relations and becomes the ordering 

principle of the semiotic chora, which is on the path of destruction, aggressivity 

and death” (95). In the narrative of Fiebre para siempre, the maternal is dominant 

in its mediation of the law of the father. But even though the mother is the 

dominating organizing principal who drives the motivations of the male 

protagonist and his sister, the law of the father is omnipresent.  The character’s 

motility and their fluctuation between the symbolic and the semiotic gives rise to 
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the sharp contrasts between the languages and the spaces which define this 

narration such as the mother’s womb and a boxing ring. 

Frida, the narrator, describes a perfect communion with her mother’s body 

and psyche when she is still in the womb: “Yo me hallaba en su vientre, caliente y 

satisfecha, en un viaje acuático poblado de bruscos sonidos y silencios, 

conviviendo con las moléculas, los fantasmas, los pensamientos de mi madre...” 

(14).  Her brother Mateo, who observed his mother’s pregnancy, fears that the 

“creature” inside her mother’s body could be devouring her and wished 

impatiently for the ejection of such entity.  In a violent impulse of rage and 

jealousy, Mateo hit his mother in the stomach provoking the premature birth of his 

sister Frida (15).  The scene illustrates the power of the mother in the provocation 

of violent and aggressive behavior as Mateo attempts the ejection/abjection of the 

being inside his mother in his identification with her.  Kristeva explains in Powers 

of Horror: an Essay on Abjection that there is not a defined object which could be 

identified as the target of abjection but only an opposition to I (1). Thus Mateo’s 

target of aggression is not his sister Frida, yet unborn, but the opposition to 

himself.  Mateo becomes a boxer, the hyper-masculine ideal to whom violence and 

aggression is just a way of fighting against himself. 

The discourse of the mother which characterizes poetic language is all-

absorbing in this narrative, to the point that it threatens to appropriate Mateo’s 

male psyche as well as his physical being.  Mateo’s description of his fall from the 
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seventh floor window resembles the indescribable jouissance Kristeva identifies in 

relation with the experience of the mother, “Vacío, vacío, un enorme vacío y un 

intervalo de puro temblor...Era Mateo que estallaba en gritos, gemidos y 

carcajadas” (39). Kristeva describes the chora, or the maternal receptacle as 

“rupture and articulations (rhythm) [which] precedes evidence, verisimilitude, 

spatiality and temporality”.  Mateo describes his experience of falling: “Recuerdo 

que empecé a caer despacio, muy despacio, y las vecinas se despedían de mí desde 

las ventanas; y parecía como si todas las personas me estuviesen diciendo 

adiós...Y yo flotaba y flotaba, y nunca me había sentido tan poderoso...” (40). 

Such feelings of jouissance threaten Mateo’s attachment with the mother since his 

puerile attitude changes after he experiences the fall from his mother’s apartment 

window: “A partir de esa caída fuera del ring, la actitud del boxeador cambió 

considerablemente, se paseaba en silencio por la casa como un sonámbulo y se le 

dibujó en la cara la inquietante mueca que quería y no llegaba a ser una sonrisa” 

(39-40).   

The fall marks Mateo’s growing out of the childhood stage marked by 

jouissance in the realm of the mother.  As Mateo falls he hears the scream of the 

blue still-born son to whom his mother gave birth before Mateo was born. The 

“blue” baby figures prominently from the beginning of the narration as the desired 

first-born his parents never had.  The baby died in his mother’s womb as though 

he could foreshadow “lo penoso que resulta ser un animal condenado a cargar en 
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vida con su propio cadáver” (11).  His father’s constant allusions to the perfect 

blue baby instill in Mateo a sense of jealousy and admiration for death; seeing the 

blue baby in his fall intensifies Mateo’s attachment to death as a symbol of 

entering the symbolic realm and as the termination of life with the mother.  

In his fall from the window Mateo also saw the winged dog whose 

grotesque death he had previously witnessed at the hands of “el hombre de las 

rosas.”  The man of the roses is symbolic of the dark and obscure side of 

humankind.  Even though his house is surrounded by carefully tended rose bushes, 

the man struggles in his kitchen to suffocate a stray dog, “Manos que tiemblan, 

dedos que se hunden en un lugar muy preciso, boca que vomita sangre, ojos que 

casi se salen de sus cuencas...” (26).  As though Mateo saw himself reflected in the 

man of the roses, he feels paralyzed, unable to move, almost fascinated by the 

grotesque spectacle.  Events such as the at once admiration and repulsion of death 

mark his entry into the symbolic, the order and rule of the father, signifying the 

death of jouissance.  

THE ABSENT FATHER 

As he grows out of the childhood stage, Mateo’s relationship with his father 

becomes one of admiration and could be interpreted as a defense against his strong 

identification with his mother.  At this stage of Mateo’s life, the masculine 

identification with his father could be explained as a defense against femininity.  
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Upon reaching the stage of signification and understanding of his sexuality as that 

opposed to the feminine, Mateo struggles to separate from the mother.  Edley and 

Whetherell explain this situation as “a struggle against the feminine, a struggle in 

which men are vulnerable because of their initial identification with the mother” 

(51).   The only recourse to enter the symbolic realm is the radical rejection of the 

mother and a progressive identification with the father.  

Victim of history and/or the circumstances, Mateo’s father does not fulfill 

his son’s expectations.  Guy Corneau explains: 

Since the beginning of the industrial era, there has been less and less 

prolonged contact between fathers and sons.  A distortion seems to have 

crept in between the innate needs of sons and the behaviour of present-day 

fathers, who appear as pitiful figures, trapped in a fate over which they are 

powerless.  Fathers feel increasingly caught in a vacuum as ancestral habits 

continue to fall away, and this contributes more and more to the breakdown 

of masculine identity (11).  

Mateo’s entry into the symbolic realm is complicated due to his father’s 

obsession with Nazi militarism and with the occult.  As Mateo’s father takes an 

interest in educating his son, he introduces Mateo to a world of strange symbols in 

which the game of chess is only a lesson in male competition.  Mateo’s father 

creates an aura of mystery around the father/son relationship. Frida explains that 

during the short time this intimacy between father and son took place she felt 
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certain that “el mundo estaba hecho para los hombres, para sus locuras, sus 

inventos y sus secretos.  En aquella época mi padre parecía el sumo sacerdote de 

una religión a cuyos misterios sólo podían acceder los hombres, y Mateo el acólito 

que ya empezaba a participar de algún modo en esos misterios” (46). But the 

mysterious connection between father and son would not last long.  

Mateo’s sees in his father an extremely violent and abusive man towards 

his wife and children, who is obsessed with the preservation of the Arian race, and 

whose hero is Adolf Hitler.  Leon Lobos feels exhilaration in humiliating and 

insulting his children, especially Mateo, as he sees in his son the incarnation of his 

own misery: “...mi padre empezó a observarle como si empezase a ver en él la 

encarnación de su propia desgracia, ya que no la materialización y el 

desenmascaramiento de las locuras que él llevaba ocultas como un obsceno tesoro, 

y que ahora salían todas juntas a la luz, por los ojos de su hijo” (58).  Mateo’s 

father becomes increasingly estranged from his family as he gradually drifts apart.  

He begins to look at Mateo as though he were not his son. The narrator looks for 

an explanation of her father’s behavior as she looks at a photograph of him as a  

child: “Creo que fue entonces cuando comprendí a nuestro padre y me imaginé 

con él y a la misma edad que él, recorriendo un mundo de cuartos color sepia, 

cuando caían las bombas sobre Madrid” (286). Thus, Frida partly attributes her 

father’s outlandish behavior to historical circumstances and the Spanish Civil War.  
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The result is a father who is not only physically but also emotionally absent 

as he is oppressive and jealous of his son’s talents, and tries to suppress his son’s 

creativity through negative criticism and humiliation. Consequently, the emotional 

connection between father and son is lost.  Guy Corneau affirms that “This lack of 

attention from the father results in the son’s inability to identify with his father as 

a means of establishing his own masculine identity” (13).  This is the case of the 

adolescent Mateo Lobos, caught between separating from the mother and not 

being able to realize his identification with the father.  Therefore, the oscillation 

between the two realms as he looks for his own identity space defines his 

development.  

According to Corneau, the father is pivotal in making the child establish his 

own internal structure: to develop his own sense of self-defense and aggression, 

his sexuality, his sense of discovery of the world, and his perspective towards 

abstraction and objectification (17). The lack of this type of guidance will result in 

the son developing very often a sense of “anxiety, depression, obsessions, 

compulsions, and phobias” (19).  Thus, Mateo’s obsessive/aggressive behavior can 

be explained in part as the result of the absence of a father model, especially when 

his biological mother is such a non-entity, as many women were considered much 

of the time during the Franco regime.  

As a result of abusive fathering, concerns with a distorted understanding of 

sexual identity, and death determine Mateo’s development from adolescence until 
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his death. Thus, the discourses of sexuality and death as part of the unconscious 

desires, drives, and fears which define subjectivities are prominent in the 

representation of this subjective masculinity. 

THANATOS AND EROS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MASCULINITY 

The male and female characters of Fiebre para siempre develop their 

subjectivities in a world dominated by the forces of sexuality and death.  We 

discern in this narration a deeper layer of psychological representation.  Similar to 

Sigmund Freud’s tripartite model of the functioning of the mind, Jacques Lacan 

describes psychological activity as operations of three different systems: the 

Imaginary, the Symbolic, and the Real.  In this instance we are concerned with the 

Real Order as it relates to “fundamental and emotionally powerful experiences 

such as death and sexuality.”  This order, according to Lacan, is the most 

inaccessible of all, “available to consciousness in extremely brief and fleeting 

moments of joy and terror.”  Lacan describes these moments as jouisssance 

(Booker 35).   

Death and Sexuality are almost constantly present in the novel and they 

become inseparable—in playing with the forbidden, incestuous love, the 

characters are always on the brink of death, or the death of the symbolic order.  

Death and Sexuality offer the characters those sporadic and fleeting moments to 

which Lacan refers as jouisssance. 
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Related to Lacan’s definition, Kristeva describes as jouissance those experiences 

which result from an attempt of participation in the realm of the semiotic, the 

moment that precedes signification and order. In Fiebre para siempre these 

moments are so powerful that they will signify moments of alterity within the 

characters’ development. Thus the presence of death and sexuality contributes to 

the formation of the characters’ subjectivities, especially the male protagonist. At 

the same time, death is a constitutive element of the dramatic events of the 

narration until it reaches the point of tragedy at the end of the novel.  

The first words that open the novel have to do with death: “Siempre que 

pienso en él su fantasma viene después a visitarme, y yo no le rehúyo como antes, 

y hablo con él sin prisas y sin miedo” (9).  Frida’s words alert us to the fact that 

the object of her discourse is the memory of her dead brother; therefore, the object 

of the text is already situated outside of the realm of signification.  

Death precedes Mateo even before his birth and touches him through the 

“niño azul.”  The perfect blue baby, who was still born one year before Mateo, and 

was asphyxiated by his own umbilical cord, is described as “pensativo y sabio... 

Flores en las cuencas de sus blanda calavera, ante la que yo me imaginaba 

diciéndome a mí misma que el verdadero dilema está entre nacer o no nacer...” 

(11). Such existential question is also present in Miguel de Unamuno’a narrative 

in San Manuel Bueno, mártir.  Gracia’s male protagonist, as Unamuno’s, by being 

born, will be forced to face the contradictions which affect human life, and thus 
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question the worth of their own existence. There are insinuations of the baby’s 

own suicide inside his mother’s womb as he already knew that as we grow, we 

become our own assassins: “animal condenado a cargar en vida con su propio 

cadáver” (11).  During key moments of his life Mateo is chased by the blue baby’s 

ghost as a representation of the desperation that accompanies the thought of his 

own death.  

Miguel de Unamuno explained in Del sentimiento trágico de la vida that 

man, for having a conscience is a sick animal: “La conciencia es una enfermedad” 

(29).  Man’s thirst for eternity and his knowledge of death, according to Unamuno, 

constitute the conscience of humanity and its tragedy.  The blue baby’s knowledge 

of man’s tragedy is passed on to Mateo through the mother’s body.  Since Mateo 

is born alive “¡..., fuerte como un toro!” he becomes the antithesis of the blue 

baby, or the entity against which he will fight his entire life from the time he was 

conceived in his mother’s womb.  Mateo’s birth is marked by violence: “Al 

parecer, tuvieron que estrujarle el cráneo [Mateo’s] con el fórceps;” (11).  Frida 

attributes Mateo’s violent birth to the dispute between him and the ghost of the 

blue baby “¿Quizá el fantasma azul palpitaba aún en el vientre de mi madre 

cuando parió a Mateo?” (11). Contrasting with Mateo’s birth, as the blue baby dies 

before birth, he will never suffer the loss of jouissance in entering the symbolic 

realm. When Mateo is born, death is born, as he is born to die physically and 
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psychologically.  Entering the symbolic realm will result in the death of Mateo’s 

physical and psychological jouissance.   

Other narrative episodes in which death figures prominently mark Mateo’s 

subjective development.  Mateo’s grotesque vision of the man of the roses killing 

a dog with his own hands marks the beginning of the transformation of his 

thoughts with regards to life and death.  Mateo begins to associate death with 

ugliness and evil, and life with the constant struggle for survival.  He becomes 

obsessed with the dog’s killer, until he is able to enter his thoughts and thence 

knows evil first hand. Not long after this episode, Mateo will attempt his own 

death as he falls from the window of his mother’s seventh floor apartment “al ver 

la boca de mi madre—agujero negro vomitando un grito—perdió el equilibrio y se 

precipitó hacia el vacío” (36).  As mentioned earlier, in his fall which should have 

resulted in his death but did not, he experiences the elation which characterizes the 

chora according to Kristeva. 

Undoubtedly, the obsession with death is notable throughout the narrative.  

From the moment of his birth, Mateo’s life is linked with a death wish which 

means a transgression to the law of the father.  Depictions of death in this novel 

may be interpreted as representations of the death wish.  In fact this entire 

narrative in which the discourses of poetry, maternity and psychoanalysis are 

prominent, represents a lure to the semiotic signifying the death of the symbolic.  
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As with death, sexuality also becomes an obsession with the male 

protagonist of Fiebre para siempre.  As a result of significant experiences when he 

was a child, a unique sexual inclination develops in the male protagonist.  In this 

narration, a subverted version of the Oedipus complex is represented. Mateo does 

not recognize in his father a rival for his mother’s attention as the father is either 

often absent to the point of abandonment, or shows indifference and even loathing 

towards his son.  Fear of castration does not exist; instead there is a longing for 

closeness with the father.  C. Fred Alford, in his analysis of Herbert Marcuse’s 

Eros and Civilization underlines Marcuse’s argument that “key Freudian 

categories such as the Oedipus complex no longer seem to capture the experience 

of growing up in a one-dimensional society” (869).  In modern societies, argues 

Marcuse, the male child is “pre-socialized” by institutions such as the schools. In 

many occasions, as it is the case with Fiebre para siempre, the father is absent. 

Marcuse contends that an absent father results in a weakening of the son’s ego.  

Such a contention provides an explanation for Mateo’s conflict between his desire 

to flee from femininity, and his qualms in complying with the law of the father.  

But this narration is complicated by the paradoxical fact that it is the father who 

resents Mateo’s attachment with the mother and will express his displeasure: “No 

hay manera de separarlo de su madre, de sus pechos y sus piernas.  Esta mañana se 

ha escapado del corralillo y ha llegado gateando silenciosamente hasta la cocina.  

Blanca se ha dado un susto de muerte al sentir de repente sus pringosas manos de 
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saurio entre las piernas...” (12). Mateo’s Freudian separation from the mother as 

he reaches adolescence is attempted but not accomplished since his identification 

with the father is not fully realized due to the father’s absence and his disturbing 

behavior.  

Mateo’s mother is depicted as the woman who gave birth to him, simply a 

female body, more than a mother described as the traditional supplier of love and 

comfort.  The narrator describes her mother as pertaining to that generation of 

“mujeres sacrificadas, humilladas, reducidas a una nada sombría de lágrimas 

cohibidas y noches sin salida en el cubil de sus hogares” (232-3). Mateo’s mother 

is an asexual being: a “vacío” who struggles to achieve zero degree personality in 

front of the father (56).  Mateo’s incestuous attraction is thus directed towards his 

sister Frida. Open to the semiotic jouissance—to use Kristeva’s terminology, 

Mateo seeks the carnal closeness of his sister.  

Even though there is not an explicit description of incestuous sexual 

activities between Mateo and Frida, the insinuation of incest permeates the 

narrative. Penetrated with fear, Frida’s natural acceptance of Mateo’s incestuous 

approach stems from the unusual and common experiences of their childhood. 

Lack of personal closeness and an absence of love define Mateo’s and Frida’s 

family life.  The narrator explains:  

Nadie nos tocaba en casa, nadie nos besaba, nadie nos enseñó a 

acariciarnos.  Ni el más mínimo roce, pues los adultos marcaban una clara y 
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tenebrosa frontera.  No había referencias para la expresión del deseo, y 

tuvimos que acceder desde otros espacios a los secretos del amor.  De ahí 

que hubiera entre nosotros esa misma distancia que percibíamos en casa: 

ráfagas de aire frío entre nuestros sentidos y el mundo, ráfagas de miedo” 

(96).   

Mateo and his sister attempt to revert to a psychological development stage 

previous to entering the symbolic realm as they look for comfort and safety.  The 

sexual desire between Mateo and Frida is insinuated as Mateo approaches his 

sister’s room at night, caresses her body and leaves.  Frida describes the 

experience as an ethereal scene in which “the boxer” appears shaped by “helados 

puntos de luz, que uno a uno iban ascendiendo.  Flotaban en el vacío, 

configurando un puzle en movimiento” (51).  When Mateo does not appear in 

Frida’s room at night, she feels displeasure and wonders what other dreams may 

occupy his attention. Mateo and Frida thus allow their forbidden desires to 

overtake them; however, the restrictions placed on their sexual freedom are always 

present. In the narration, when Frida refers to her brother, she never names the 

family relationship between them; she always refers to him as “el boxeador,” as 

though the sexual infraction committed against the law of the father were too 

horrific to be named in language.  

Because of their mutual sexual desire, Frida and Mateo are a constant 

reminder to each other of the prohibitions placed on their sexuality.  Looking at 
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each other they see what should not be but is.  As Frida explains: “Y hubo una 

tarde en que su mirada se detuvo demasiado en mí, y sentí la misma sorpresa 

helada que me poseyó la mañana en que me descubrí por primera vez ante el 

espejo” (21).   Mateo’s gaze produces in Frida the same sensation of shock and 

horror she felt when she discovered her own image as a separate entity from that 

of the mother.  Frida continues to describe the feeling: “Esa mirada que luego se 

repetiría tantas veces, y que me hacía sentir sin suelo bajo los pies, flotando en una 

dimensión ajena a la certeza de estar viva y a la impresión de estar muerta”  (21).  

The narrative insinuates incest at other times in the narration through mirror 

images.  Mateo and Frida on vacation with their parents in a small town by the 

Catalonian coast meet one female and one male adolescent, Matías and Irma, who 

resemble them physically as though they were seeing their own image in the 

mirror.  These new young characters, for whom Mateo and Frida develop a sexual 

attraction, are their own half brother and sister, the product of their father’s secret 

life with another family.  Their incipient relationship was swiftly terminated by 

their father.  These characters represent Mateo and Frida´s own reflection; thus 

their sexual attraction intensifies the intention of incest.   

As adults, Mateo and Frida fully realize their sexual fantasy which occurs 

after she has been through a failed marriage and has a son.  Brother and sister with 

Frida’s son leave on an allegorical trip to the “Montañas de Zaratustra” 

accompanied by a character named “Felicidad” whom they pick up along the way.  
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This is the only part of the novel which is narrated in the third person.  The 

narrator explicitly states “...me resulta más fácil recordar aquellos días en tercera 

persona, como algo que, a pesar de vivirlo desde muy cerca, nunca me perteneció” 

(F 196).  With her feet now well grounded in a world of familial and social 

responsibilities, Frida must split her subjectivity in order to fulfill her brother’s 

desires.   

It is not a coincidence that the place the novel’s protagonists seek is named 

as one of the most significant works of Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra, A Book for All and None (1883-85).  The vision of a “mode of 

psychologically healthier being beyond the common human condition” in 

Zarathustra is continued in Nietzsche’s work by a mode of thinking in Beyond 

Good and Evil, Prelude to a Philosophy of the Future (1886), which defies well 

established ideas, such as the immorality of “exploitation, domination, injury to 

the weak, destruction and appropriation” (Wicks 3)50.  Friedrich Nietzsche 

explains his vital philosophy in Beyond Good and Evil “...a pouring out of 

expansive energy which, quite naturally, can entail danger, pain, lies, deception 

and masks” (3). Likewise, this one chapter in Gracia’s novel, in which brother and 

sister embark on a trip, signifies a parenthesis within the narrative.  The characters 

aim for a full release of their vital energies completely free of moral preoccupation 

                                                 
50Robert Wicks, “Friedrich Nietzsche”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. Edward N. Zalta, ed. 
(Fall 2004) January 2006 <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2004/entries/nietzsche/>. 
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and restrictions.  Like Nietzsche, the characters of Fiebre para siempre, for only a 

fragment of time, condemn the existence of a universal morality which is 

applicable equally to all human beings.  Thus, notions of an incestuous union 

between brother and sister are permitted in this space.  Mateo  

asks Frida’s son, Ciro, to call him “papá.”  Frida refuses to gain understanding of 

the situation: “...y ella no quería pensar si estaba bien o mal el que su hermano 

empezase a creer que eran una familia.  Pensar destruye la felicidad, la pudre 

desde dentro, se dijo a sí misma” (202).  The thread that maintains Frida’s two 

halves from separating completely is her son Ciro, thus at the end of the summer, 

the three must return to the world of responsibilities and laws.  

In this narrative death and sexuality are always implicitly connected.  

Ultimately, the last consequence of a forbidden sexual relation is death.  But there 

are moments in the text when the communion between death and sexuality are 

made explicit.  Mateo’s first sexual contact as an adolescent, beyond the desire 

towards his sister, is with a woman who resembles Eva Braun, Adolf Hitler’s 

lover. Mario and this woman engage in sexual games even though the sexual act is 

never realized between them. The Nazi association also connects this woman with 

Mateo’s father who as the narrators implies, also had a sexual relation with her.  

This woman is superstitious, and her house is replete with amulets to ward off 

against evil spirits. The presence of death pervades during their sexual venture, not  
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only because her house is decorated with dead animals’ skulls, but also because 

she commits suicide shortly after their encounter.  Also implicit in this relationship 

is the inevitable connection between Mateo and his father.  

Love and death become one in the game of boxing, whose ultimate goal is 

the death of one of the opponents.  Mateo and his English teacher, Laura, engage 

in a love/death boxing match that will terminate Mateo’s sexual innocence: “El 

temblaba ante aquel arrebato de expansiva dulzura, mientras trotaba mansamente 

sobre ella. Era la más benigna e intensa forma de boxear que había practicado 

hasta entonces; era una especie de felicidad profundamente carnal que le hacía ver 

el pugilismo de otra forma” (116).   

Mateo pursues a romantic venture with a young gypsy girl, Aurora, for 

whom a romantic union with a non-gypsy man is prohibited.  Knowing the danger, 

Mateo continues seeking Aurora in part because she, like his sister Frida, is a 

forbidden body.  Mateo steals Frida’s clothes and gives them to Aurora. The 

narrator explains that “...cuando tocaba a Aurora, estaba tocando ropas que 

seguramente todavía olían a mí” (140).  

Concomitant with Mateo’s sexual encounters is the notion of incest.  Leslie 

A. White cites Freud’s opinion in regards to incest and its prohibition: “the 

prohibition against incestuous object-choice [was] perhaps the most maiming 

wound ever inflicted...on the erotic life of man” (433)51.  Incest signifies a 

                                                 
51 In Sigmund Freud’s Civilization and its Discontent. New York, 1930. 
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violation of the symbolic law, the transgression of which conveys a symbolic 

death within it.  Thus all of Mateo’s sexual encounters involve the presence of 

death. 

BOXING AS THE METAPHORICAL REPRESENTATION OF MASCULINITY 

In Fiebre para siempre Irene Gracia utilizes the organization of a boxing 

match to create the structure in which she builds her narration.  Such order within 

the novel is not a coincidence since the sport of boxing—legal or otherwise, is also 

utilized to metaphorically represent the construction and deconstruction of a 

particular brand of masculine subjectivity. 

The spectacle of boxing, by the very nature of the sport, brings to the 

forefront and isolates the male body as the summit of physical strength, and the 

male psyche as the entity through which such strength is channeled and regulated. 

In Fiebre para siempre, when the narrator follows Mateo’s professional boxing 

aspirations, his body and psyche alone become the center of the gaze.  However, a 

correspondence between the sport and Mateo’s life is suggested throughout the 

entire narration of his life, including his birth. Conflicts within these two entities 

(body and psyche) which have been insinuated earlier in the narrative, such as 

Mateo’s aggressiveness, his quest for his radical separation from the feminine, and 

his paranoid search for an ineffable enemy are now intensified.  Leger Grindon, in 

his study of the boxing film genre highlights the importance of the conflict of body 
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and soul which is established by the “tension between physical reality and psychic 

experience, the material and the spiritual” (54).  The boxing genre is thus ideal to 

represent the inner struggle of the male protagonist in which he either overcomes 

or succumbs to internalized psychological conditionings.  Moreover, the tragic 

story of Mateo parallels the intrinsic tragedy of boxing.  As Joyce Carol Oates 

noted, boxing “is the most tragic of all sports because more than any human 

activity it consumes the very excellence it displays—its drama is this very 

consumption” (55). Consumption of body and mind occurs within the male 

protagonist of Fiebre para siempre until his complete annihilation. Such condition 

is equal to the condition of humankind.  The decay of every human being’s body 

and psyche begins at birth.  

In order to express such tragedy, Irene Gracia converts the formation of the 

hero characteristic of the Bildungsroman into his de-formation in Fiebre para 

siempre, as the moment of birth marks the beginning of the end. Mateo’s birth 

already signals his condition as a fighter, the narrator names her brother “el 

boxeador.”  The boxer’s opponent is already present at the moment of his birth. As 

mentioned earlier, Frida describes Mateo’s birth as a violent event: “me hablaron 

de las convulsiones que precedieron al parto de Mateo, y que parecían el efecto de 

la disputa que se había organizado entre el fantasma y él, que no acertaba a salir al 

espacio exterior...” (11). “El fantasma” to whom the narrator refers is the perfectly 

beautiful, still-born, blue baby his mother had given birth to the previous year. 
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Such opponent represents Mateo’s antithesis or what Mateo is not: full of beauty, 

peaceful in his death, the favorite of Mateo’s father, and knowledgeable of the 

tragic condition of humankind, since the blue baby “supo que todos, al crecer, nos 

convertimos en infanticidas de nosotros mismos y de los otros,” (11).  The blue 

baby represents the other side of Mateo’s psyche, everything he is not, his other 

“I”; therefore, the ghost or the ineffable enemy that Mateo seeks and wants to 

annihilate throughout his life as a boxer is himself. The dead blue baby becomes 

part of the narration as the target of Mateo’s “puñetazos al aire” while he trains to 

become a professional boxer.  Mateo fights against the unattainable perfection the 

blue baby represents.   

Strong oppositions and confrontations in the form of polarized concepts 

affect the notion of boxing as a sport and are also present in the development of 

the male protagonist’s subjectivity in Gracia’s novel.  From the dichotomy of life 

versus death (Mateo versus the blue baby) as the primary confrontation in both 

boxing and the development of the human psyche, we infer other confronting 

notions such as the body versus the soul, the feminine versus the masculine, 

rationality versus irrationality, desire versus law, victory versus defeat.  An 

important notion here is that of “confrontation” as the principle which molds the 

figure of the boxer and shapes male behavior in this narrative.  The notion of 

opposition will reach its ultimate expression in Mateo’s fight against his other “I,” 

that is, against himself, which will result in his own annihilation.  
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Boxing comes naturally to Mateo given his aggressive tendencies and the 

teachings of his father.  Leon Lobos teaches him the expression of competitive 

aggressiveness within an organized order in the game of chess. Mateo becomes a 

master at chess, winner of medals and trophies, which brings out feelings of 

jealousy in his father and thus accentuates his loathing of Mateo.  Since Mateo is 

forced to play his chess game alone, he splits himself into two opponents.  He 

fights against himself to the death, thus he always experiences victory and defeat 

at the same time, which for him is both painful and gratifying.  The game of chess, 

in which Mateo defeats himself, is only a presage of the ultimate battle in which 

he loses his life.  

His father’s negative reaction towards Mateo’s accomplishments regarding 

the game of chess, and rebelling against his father’s contempt towards the sport of 

boxing, help Mateo in his decision to commence his formal training as a boxer.  

Mateo’s initiation into the sport is similar to what Leger Grindon describes in his 

outline of the boxing film master plot as the first move.  The first step in the 

boxer’s progression towards achieving professional status is associated with “The 

Discovery”.  In this stage “the protagonist is found to have a remarkable talent for 

fistfights” (57).   Mateo discovers his talent for fighting as well as the excitement 

of the challenge when he fights two school mates: “De repente, cree que está 

boxeando como un profesional, y le invade una oleada de excitación.  Golpea con 

la derecha y la izquierda, los hace saltar de un lado a otro y ve que en sus rostros 
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aparece una expresión de desorientación y pánico” (56).   From this moment on, 

Mateo will utilize his punching-ball as a release of his anger and frustrations.  

Significantly, he will paint breasts on the punching-ball and hit it furiously; an act 

which signals his frustration in his attempt of separation from the feminine.  

As mentioned earlier, Mateo’s engagement with boxing in a professional 

way displeases his father who associates boxing with the illicit world of sleazy, 

marginalized, low-class males.  After Mateo’s entry into the world of boxing, his 

father will disappear almost completely from his life.  Thus, in his attempt to 

escape the feminine, Mateo also expels the masculine. Paradoxically, in his desire 

to pursue boxing, Mateo is fulfilling his father’s desires as well as his sister’s.  

Mateo’s father taught him about life in a metaphorical way: “—Pegar, pegar, 

pegar... una y otra vez encajar...!  La vida es eso; lo comprenderás más tarde...”  

(55).  Thus, besides the internalized teachings of his father’s regarding the 

superiority of men over women and the notion of life as violent competition, 

Mateo’s involvement with boxing is a rebellion as well as a need for violent 

physical involvement in order to draw any sort of satisfaction from his 

competitive/aggressive venture.  Robert Haywood affirms in his analysis of 

George Bellows’s paintings of boxers: “For the boxer and the boxing fan, the 

obsession with violence and with the success of violent acts engages the symbol of 

the supreme, potent male” (13).   Thus, in pursuing his impulses, Mateo is also 

complying with his father’s desires.  
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His sister Frida is another stimulant which guides Mateo into the boxing 

ring.  She encourages Mateo to box. She shares with Mateo the hatred of the father 

and projects herself on him, encouraging him to utilize violence against the father 

on her behalf.  This is one of the ways in which Frida will try to burst into the 

world of the masculine.  Her aggressiveness towards her father is realized through 

Mateo.  Frida’s thoughts in regards to aggression reflect her hatred: “Húndele el 

puño en la boca, pártele los labios. ¿Acaso no te das cuenta de que éste es tu 

primer combate verdadero? ¿Acaso no sabes que este ring es más auténtico que el 

otro? (134). For Frida, encouraging Mateo to become a professional boxer is the 

same as urging him to destroy the father she hates so much. Mateo allows Frida 

entrance into the world of boxing.  Submerged in the world of the hyper-masculine 

“oyendo los gritos de los hombres, oliendo su sudor, el humo de sus cigarros, el 

humo de sus cabezas” (150), Frida feels the excitement of the ritual just as Mateo 

does. 

The male and female protagonists of this narration understand the mythical 

and ritualistic dimensions of the sport.  Boxing must be understood in this 

narrative in its primitive sense, which resembles, according to John Sugden, the 

signification it has today (9).  Sugden contends that boxing is one of the most 

ancient of all sports if we acknowledge the fact that people have been fighting 

with their fists as long as history has been recorded.  He affirms that, 
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Formalised versions of unarmed combat were regular features of secular 

and sacred festivals in the ancient cultures which flourished around the 

Mediterranean...During an epoch when physical prowess was directly 

related to self and community survival and when, behind sword and shield, 

the body was the most important military resource... (10).  

According to Sugden one of the rituals which commonly featured ancient 

versions of a boxing match was the funereal rite. Also, John Sugden quotes P. 

McIntosh in his study of sport in the ancient world to highlight the strong 

relationship between political authority, social status and the capacity to stage 

brutal games.52 It is through the sport’s ancient significations that we must 

understand the signification of boxing in Gracia’s narrative:  a form of patriarchal 

control from which women are totally excluded, and by which males are allowed 

to swagger their physical and mental superiority.  Boxing also involves the fight 

for survival, and the encounter with death even when the boxer is victorious, as his 

mind and body progressively and unfailingly deteriorates. 

Frida explains the sport through the metaphor of the boxer as the supreme 

ghetto priest who descends to hell, and once there, he meets his destroyer which 

happens to be his double: “...Y en esa nueva y violenta escenificación del mito de  

Orfeo, los espectadores hacían de alimañas y ellos de exploradores visibles y  

                                                 
52 P. McIntosh, “The sociology of sport in the ancient world,” in E.G. Dunning, et al. (eds), The Sports 
Process.  Leeds, Human Kinetics: 18-38. 
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palpables de un abismo personal, que sin embargo, era también nuestro” (103).  

This metaphor can also be interpreted as a descent into the dark zones of man’s 

unconscious.  When and if he arrives, he will find his enemy, an antithesis of his 

own self, his repressed desires and fears.  

The boxing ring is the ideal space for Mateo to channel his energy, as 

everything found in his life is present there and at once.  He sees the boxing ring 

as a place for “la vida, la muerte, el odio, el amor, la mansedumbre, la rabia, los 

golpes nobles, los golpes bajos, la sangre, la dicha, el desmayo, los despertares 

bruscos, la danza, el delirio, la razón, la oscuridad, la luz, el silencio, el aullido, el 

gemido, la esperanza, la desesperación...” (104). Seemingly, boxing conveys all 

the expectations associated with the hyper-masculine: following strict rules within 

a rationale; rejection of the feminine; excessive aggressiveness; and toughness of 

mind and body in the presence of physical and mental duress.  The ring is a place 

for men where violence is not only allowed but also regulated by the law.  

However, boxing does not provide the authenticity that Mateo seeks.  For Mateo, 

boxing exacerbates his anger as he is unable to discern or subdue the ineffable 

enemy against whom he fights. Leger Grindon explains anger as one of the 

conflicts experienced by boxers as portrayed in the boxing film genre, “The anger 

experienced by the boxer is not simply a response to his malaise but also expresses 

his rage at being unable to expose its cause or, if revealed, to vanquish it” (57).  As 
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in the boxing film genre, Mateo is consumed with anger as he cannot find the 

universal enemy he seeks.    

The sport of boxing, as John Dudley contends, is a “reenactment of an 

instinctive, primal struggle for survival,” (54).  The male protagonist of Fiebre is 

aware of the fact that boxing is a performance attended by paying customers who 

are separated from the fight by a space surrounded by ropes; but Mateo wants to 

live the experience not reenact it.  As Mateo’s mind deteriorates into more severe 

paranoia, his obsession with finding the enemy accentuates, and he does not 

believe the enemy can be found within the realm of legal boxing.  Besides, legal 

boxing rarely allows for the natural outcome of the fight to the death.  In an act of 

further rebellion fuel by Mateo’s progressive neurosis, he turns to illegal boxing.  

In Fiebre para siempre, the world of illegal boxing is only a continuation of 

the nightmare in which the male character is already an actor.  Even though Mateo 

does not understand it, making his nightmares real by entering illegal fights will 

mean coming face to face with himself and his terrible reality. Mateo’s venture 

into the underworld of illegal boxing resembles a mythical trip into the abyss of 

hell. Hell is represented by Mateo’s neurotic and paranoid mind. Sheldon B. Kopp 

explains Dante’s descent to the gates of Hell in terms of a neurotic mind: “the 

descent into the pit of his own soul is the journey of every pilgrim.  No patient in 

psychotherapy can recover his own beauty and innocence without first facing the 

ugliness and evil in himself” (244-5).  However, in Mateo’s case a return to beauty 
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and innocence is impossible since “ugliness,” is synonymous with his entering the 

world of signification.  The “ugliness” was there from Mateo’s birth and was 

represented by his opposition to the “beautiful,” dead, blue baby. Mateo’s 

“ugliness” is an accumulation of all the sins of his Nazi models, the way he was 

psychologically conditioned by his parents and the restriction to his sexual desires 

towards his sister.  Let’s remember that the only parenthesis of happiness in his 

life was the outing through the Mountains of Zarathustra—the place which is 

beyond good and evil—with his sister Frida and her son, as a family unit. 

Returning to the world of the father must mean a confrontation for breaking the 

law. The ultimate outcome must be death, much like the lost souls in Dante’s Hell 

“Stung by swarms of conscience, feeding the maggots in death, as they produced 

moral filth in life, they are punished in accordance with their sins.  This is the Law 

of Symbolic Retribution, the Immutable Law of Hell” (Kopp 244). 

As Mateo’s neurosis and paranoia advances, his progression into the dark 

world of illegal fighting deepens.  Mateo connects the imaginary products of his 

neurotic mind with reality. As a result, the invisible enemy he has been pursuing 

begins to take shape in the form of a “beast.”  What Mateo calls “la bestia” or “el 

monstruo” is now a heterogeneous creature made up of his father’s Nazi beliefs in 

the superiority of the Aryan race which he sees physically in the shape of the Nazi 

fugitive Josef Mengele. The beast will eventually acquire gigantic dimensions, in 

the form of all the tragedies that Mateo has experienced and witnessed throughout 
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his life, as well as all the tragedies that befell humanity throughout its history.  

Mateo awaits a new Holocaust, and he is the only one who can avert it: 

“Descenderé si es preciso a los infiernos, y encontraré la Bestia del abismo que 

guía las vidas de los que no se sentaron en Nuremberg, y la aniquilaré, hermana 

mía” (222).  As Mateo’s neurosis accentuates, he begins to identify the “Beast” he 

relentlessly pursues within himself.  His language becomes more irrational as 

reflective of his fears, which he communicates to his sister by letters.  The 

projection of Frida on Mateo is intensified during this stage.  Frida lives Mateo’s 

fears: 

No eran más que delirios... Y, sin embargo, me daba miedo abrir la puerta 

de mi casa, y miedo a salir a la calle, y miedo enfrentarme a los rostros 

desconocidos que poblaban mi cabeza cada vez que sonaba el teléfono, y 

miedo mirar el buzón.  Y por todas partes veía ojos amarillentos abriéndose 

y cerrándose: ojos que me espiaban.  Las calles estaban llenas de ojos.  Me 

perseguían; se encendían y se apagaban; cambiaban de color como los 

semáforos; me salían al encuentro en los pasos de cebra, me deslumbraban, 

me confundían... (229-30). 

The controlled space of the boxing ring is transformed towards the end of 

the narration into unconstrained spaces such as “almacenes ruinosos, destartalados 

balnearios abandonados, gimnasios con problemas de pago, fábricas vacías, 

tinglados portuarios, cementerios... A veces el ring podía ser una piscina sin agua, 
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con un palmo de lodo y hojas muertas” (266).  These are all marginal spaces 

where Mateo looks to exterminate “El Gran Desconocido” (266), and where there 

are no restrictions or impositions to the fights to death.   

The unrestrained use of space in Mateo’s final stages parallels his 

unrestrained use of language.  As mentioned earlier in regards to Julia Kristeva’s 

commentaries regarding the French poet Ferdinand Céline, the language utilized 

by Mateo signals his attempt to name the unnamable.   Mateo’s mental condition 

continues to decline into a state of schizophrenia represented in this narration by a 

speech which plays “on the whole register of language” (Moi 317).  Mateo 

describes the voices he hears telling him he is the beast he so tirelessly looks for: 

—Voces que me comentan todo y que todo lo pesan en una balanza eterna.  

Voces que separan las palabras por la mitad: “Mát-alos”, “Escúch-ame”, 

“Sálv-ame”, “Castíg-ame”.  Voces que surgen del teléfono, de la cajetilla 

de tabaco, de las latas de cerveza y hasta del humo del cigarrillo... 

—... 

—Y también hablan los grifos, y el depósito del agua del retrete, y el 

mismo retrete, y hasta mi propia orina... (F 246). 

—Me dice que estoy condenado, y nunca encontraré a la Bestia, porque la 

Bestia soy yo.  
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Ultimately, the space for the final ritual, the place of Mateo’s death will be 

“Las Arenas” a bull-fight ring in Barcelona where thieves, drug addicts and 

homeless gather as ancient spectators of a bloody representation.  Appropriately, 

the bull-fight ring fulfills its sacrificial purpose, a place of death where the sport of 

boxing, like bull-fighting, accomplishes its ultimate and true signification, the 

annihilation of one or both of the opponents.  We assume that Gracia utilizes the 

sport of boxing in her novel as metaphor of masculinity instead of bull-fighting 

because her brother was a boxer, and she explicitly stated that her novel has her 

brother as referent.  

After the boxer’s death, his sister Frida feels a stronger identification with 

him: “Quizá perdí mi rostro en más de una ocasión, y me convertí en una sombra 

prendida a su sombra, y le di cuerda a su corazón, vertiendo en sus oídos susurros, 

promesas, consejos que prefería olvidar, ahora que sentía su nombre pisoteado por 

todas las criaturas de la noche...” (265). However, Frida’s reflections on his 

brother’s experience as a clandestine fighter highlights his naked masculinity, 

strict and brutal “despojada de atributos que fueran más allá de su abyecta y 

fascinante corporeidad” (264), in opposition to her own idealization of the boxing 

ring, a place within the law.  

The metaphorical use of boxing for the representation of masculinity is 

appropriate as boxing conveys all the connotation of patriarchal masculinity taken 

to an extreme, including those inherent contradictions such as the masculine 
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impossibility to escape the feminine.  Robert Haywood, in his analysis of George 

Bellows’s painting “Stag at Sharkey’s” where two boxers are captured in a 

pugilistic embrace, is able to discern the sexual paradoxes within the body of the 

fighters:  

 But boxing represents a commingling of desires, a deliberate confusion of 

brutality and sexuality in which the former hides the latter.  The paradox of 

boxing is that while the whole environment centers around anxiety of 

masculine adequacy and demonstration of male potency, the homoeroticism 

that boxing attempts to escape is inescapably built into the action.  Men are 

in combat and in contact.  Men also pose, posture, and punch for the 

pleasure and thrill of other men...Boxing is a ritual act whose ultimate 

purpose is the display of desire and then desire’s destruction.  From this 

perspective, boxing is homoerotic desire displaced, enacted, and re-

repressed (14).   

Frida’s remarks regarding the boxer’s body, brought about by the the physical 

proximity of her brother’s body, also highlight the homoerotic aspect of boxing: 

“Aquel abrazo largo y agitado me recordó el abrazo de los púgiles, cuando 

empiezan a estar cansados, y entre golpe y golpe asistimos a sorprendentes 

manifestaciones de caricias, en las que se nota que esos dos hombres que con tanto 

rigor se machacan se quieren...” (97). In this narration, in the midst of the 

masculine atmosphere in which boxing is shrouded, and despite its efforts of 
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rejection of everything effeminate, the feminine blasts, unwanted, into the world 

of the masculine.   

As Grindon contends, the public gaze concentrates on the male body, which 

is valued by its beauty, its power and de-valued by its deterioration.  Such 

judgmental gaze is traditionally the one reserved for women, especially in public 

spectacles. Grindon compares the boxer to the prostitute “who also uses her body 

as a commodity and whose body, as a result, suffers abuse.  Whereas the prostitute 

trades upon a false association with romantic love, the boxer redirects the emotion 

of anger to fulfill his market function” (60).   Even though the boxer’s body feels 

real pain or elation, the sport apparatus’s ultimate objective is to sell tickets.   

Not much different from a prostitute, a boxer must possess knowledge of 

human anatomy and the body areas of strength and vulnerability, as the male body 

becomes the focus during the reenactment of a fight.  Robert Haywood argues that 

partitioning the male body into zones allowed for abuse and off-limit zones 

sexualize the body:  “In boxing, pleasure and power are derived from pain, from 

resistance to pain, or from stamina, which is often the ability to endure pain.  For 

the spectator, the boxing match is an acting out, a sadomasochistic fantasy made 

real”.  As a consequence, within the body of the fighters is encoded “signs of 

desire and sexual fear.” (12).  Frida remarks in regards to her brother’s body: 

“...seguimos abrazados, riéndonos como locos.  Fue entonces  cuando su cuerpo 
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me pareció una caja perfectamente diseñada para albergar en su cavidad carnal 

todo el placer y todo el horror” (97).   

In Fiebre para siempre Irene Gracia represents the struggle within the 

development of a masculine identity whose psychological disequilibrium produced 

by learned social and cultural conceptions vis-à-vis the hyper-masculine, conflict 

with one’s subjectivity.   The struggle in this novel is represented by the 

unattainable fulfillment of the hyper-masculine.  Like the male protagonist of 

Soledad Puértolas’s La señora Berg, who searches for the ineffable, transcendental 

being, something for which he has no name but which becomes essential for the 

development of his subjectivity and for giving meaning to his life, Mateo searches 

for the “Beast”; a mythical creature invented by Mateo’s mind which contains all 

the dark shadows of humanity, and which he carries in his own psyche.  Irene 

Gracia, in her interview with Lopez-Cabrales, remarks that in his search for the 

Beast, Mateo is really looking for himself.  He is looking on the outside for an 

enemy he carries within. Moreover, this metaphorical monster could signify 

Mateo’s rejection of anything that signifies law and civilization and/or submission 

to the law of the father.    

The impossibility of escaping the feminine is also evident in this narration. 

In an attempt to escape the realm of the feminine, the male protagonist throws 

himself into the world of the hyper-masculine.    But as he distorts the masculine, 

he feels the presence of the feminine as an even stronger threat.  Psychological 
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dysfunction comes from the disequilibrium between the semiotic and the symbolic 

realms.  
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CONCLUSION 

Representations of Masculinities 

Life histories are...artifacts of writing; they are the upsurge of the narrative 
imagination...We too, as selves, are artifacts of the narrative imagination.  
We, literally, would not exist, save as bodies, without imagining who and 

what we have been and are: kill the imagination and you kill the self.53 

 
In an attempt to offer a comprehensive explanation of masculinity and male 

behavior, recent sociological and social psychology research on maleness, points 

to the fact that notions of masculinity must be analyzed from a number of different 

theoretical views (Edley and Wetherel). Sociologists, anthropologists, 

psychologists, gender theorists, and feminists observe the development of 

masculine subjectivities from their particular discipline and attempt to discern the 

essential substance of masculinity, the differences between men and women, the 

particular ways in which masculine behavior is realized, the political 

consequences of a given masculine behavior, and the psychological, biological and 

social impulses that contribute to the construction of masculinity, as well as the 

cultural constraints that shape it.  In other words, they try to rationalize the causes 

of masculinity as well as its materialization and consequences.  These different 

theories do intersect at times. For example, most researchers agree that 

                                                 
53 Quoted in Nigel Edley and Margaret Wetherel’s Men in Perspective,  pg. 210.  
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masculinity is not a universal set of rules of behavior prescribed by powers to 

human beings who were born with male genitalia. However, human anatomy does 

contribute to sexual identity, which in turn affects psychological development, an 

important factor for the construction of masculinity and its political praxis.  

Along the same lines researchers also emphasize the heterogeneity of 

masculine experiences diachronically as well as synchronically.  The analysis of 

masculinity must take into account the diversity in men’s “experiences, attitudes, 

beliefs, situations, practices, and institutions, along lines of race, class, sexual 

orientation, religion, ethnicity, age, region, physical appearance, able-bodiedness, 

mental ability...” (Brod & Kaufman 4).  Moreover, the notions that mold 

masculinity, like the prescribed ideals of behavior for men and women, change 

with the passage of time; such explanations make of masculinity a heterogeneous, 

protean and dynamic concept affected by temporal interests and strategies.  

However, behind the eclectic explanation of masculinities there is a universal and 

fixed definition of masculinity as “hegemonic masculinity,” by which the terms 

“man” and “woman” become polarized concepts, and which refers to notions of 

male domination over women. Mike Donaldson’s review of research on 

hegemonic masculinity reveals the concept as a 

Culturally idealized form, it is both a personal and a collective project, and 

is the common sense about breadwinning and manhood.  It is exclusive, 

anxiety-provoking, internally and hierarchically differentiated, brutal, and 
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violent.  It is pseudo-natural, tough, contradictory, crisis-prone, rich, and 

socially sustained.  While centrally connected with the institutions of male 

dominance, not all men practice it, though most benefit from it (645).54 

Moreover, linking the concepts of masculinity and hegemony conveys an 

understanding of ideology and the maintenance of domination.  This domination 

involves the distribution of power in ways which seem natural to a male majority 

with its female followers, so that the great majority of the population would 

consent to and uphold such beliefs. Michel Foucault in his discussion of power 

and knowledge brings to the forefront the importance of what he calls 

“subjugated” or non-scientific knowledges, because through them we may discern 

the nature and the mechanisms by which power operates.  To Foucault the 

question of who holds the power is not as important as the question of how power 

works and how control substantiates itself into social practices.  In order to answer 

these questions, Foucault proposes a definition of power as “essentially that which 

represses,” therefore, the analysis of power “should be first and foremost an 

analysis of the mechanisms of repression.” Power, according to Michel Foucault, 

should be analyzed in terms of struggle, conflict and war.  Foucault proposes a 

historical analysis in accordance with “the intelligibility of struggles, of strategies, 

and tactics (Gordon 90).   However, and seemingly in contradiction with his 

                                                 
54 In “What is Hegemonic Masculinity?” Theory and Society 22.5 (1993), Donaldson’s synthesizes the 
conclusions of the following authors: Carrigan, Connell, and Lee, Chapman, Cockburn, Connel, 
Lichterman, Messner, and Rutherford. 
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earlier statement, Foucault questions the notion of power as something negative; 

he proposes an idea of power as “a productive network which runs through the 

whole social body, much more than a negative instance whose function is 

repression” (Gordon 61).  Foucault’s apparently contradictive statements 

regarding power are reconciled in the narratives I analyze.  Contemporary Spanish 

women novelists approach the representation of masculinity within the context of 

struggle, conflict and gender war.  The result of such struggle and its narrative 

representation is a productively political understanding of the formation of male 

subjectivities and its practical social and political implications.   

Along with modern scientific studies of masculinity, women novelists 

problematize the description of male subjectivities in their narratives.  R. W 

Connell notes that the fact that masculinity has become problematic does not 

necessarily mean that “gender relations are changing for the better, but rather that 

the “cultural turbulence around themes of masculinity has grown” (598).   In the 

narratives I analyze “cultural turbulence” is a product of changing practices in 

hegemonic masculinity as a result of the changing political situations (first the 

onset and establishment of a repressive conservative dictatorship; later, the 

transition to and solidification of democracy) and changes in women’s cultural and 

social roles, which in turn conveys a change in gender roles. 

According to Edley and Wetherell, “A number of different theorists 

(including Bob Connell) have suggested that personalities represent, not 
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descriptions of something inherent within the person, but accounts of life histories; 

that is, stories told either to oneself or to others which make historical sense of a 

person’s social relationships” (210).  Thus, an analysis of male characters in 

Spanish contemporary novels is an excellent means of uncovering not only 

particularities in the development of single masculinities, but also masculinity’s 

social and cultural trends within a broader picture.   Edley and Wetherell also 

affirm the relationship between ideology and practice (or between culture and 

society) as an essential issue for an analysis of men and masculinity (211).  Thus, 

in these novels, in which the representation of masculinity predominates, taking 

into account the cultural and ideological frame is essential. The male protagonists 

of the novels I analyze struggle for the realization of their own identities in the 

midst of well established and/or changing ideals of male behavior.  In these 

novels, notions of masculinity come in the form of psychologically internalized 

precepts and are distributed by institutions of power such as the government and 

its opposition, the church, and the economic apparatus.  Even though all of the 

male protagonists of the four novels inhabit the space of the public sphere, their 

self-perception becomes more problematic as the narrations enter the era of 

modern Spanish democratic society.    

In La voz dormida men struggle to achieve an ideal of masculine behavior 

given by a cultural perception of a coherent, unitary self.  Even though the struggle 

was real, the ideal was questioned by neither men nor women. There was no 
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conflict in regards to what a man should be or how he should behave:  men should 

be ready to give up their lives for the establishment of a singular ideology; and 

they should be the protectors of women as well as the intercessors of women’s 

identities. Moreover, men’s public image and the socially imposed role of women 

interfere with men’s self perception as men: men’s social position has direct 

correspondence to the estimation of self-worth, and they possess the authority in 

regards to women.  Men’s conflict is represented in the form of a silenced 

struggle, rather than publicly voiced.   Men’s psychological needs for love, 

comfort, and overall sense of psychological well-being clash with the principles 

given by a patriarchal system in which men are forced to repress their feelings.  In 

the years that follow the establishment of the Franco dictatorship, the same 

patriarchal precepts of hegemonic masculinity prevailed in a discourse of 

repression. 

In the other three novels, Azul, La señora Berg, and Fiebre para siempre 

whose temporal axes occupy the last years of Franco dictatorship and the 

beginning and establishment of the democratic system,  patriarchal models of 

masculinity are questioned while women’s roles begin to develop within both the 

private and the public spheres.   Contradictions and changes in gender roles are a 

result of new political legislation which begins to concede more equality between 

the sexes.  Masculinity, in this time of incipient democracy, is even more 

conflictive as a result of the clash between old patriarchal notions of masculinity 
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and men’s more active role in the private realm and the family.  Under the shell of 

patriarchal masculinity male characters in this novel discover that they depend on 

others, including women, for their psychological well-being.   

The male protagonists of these novels are represented as individuals with 

unique personalities. Character’s nuances and complexities are represented, but 

they also exhibit some common traits.  As it is traditional with the Bildungsroman 

or novel of male development, they embark on a search for something unknown 

but necessary to fulfill their lives; some characters are forced to leave the familiar 

surroundings where they grew up, others visit their past through memories; all the 

characters embark on a psychological quest for self-knowledge; and there is 

always a female character that will influence the outcome of their search.  Thus, 

the detachment from the physically or psychologically familiar in search of their 

identities is a common theme, but unlike traditional novels of development, these 

male characters drawn by women writers don’t return to their original place with a 

newly acquired outlook on life.  

In Azul, Martín Ures discovers he is trapped in a life he has not chosen, and 

which was created for him by his wife, Andrea. Even though he has the possibility 

of escape, he chooses to stay and continues to live a lie.  La señora Berg’s male 

protagonist, Mario, discovers that his strength is determined by his relationship 

with others in his life.  Realization of his dependence is positive as Mario sees in 

others, especially female characters, the possibility of strengthening his own self.  
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The male character of Fiebre para siempre represents the fragility of masculine 

subjectivity. Mateo Lobos also searches for an intangible being he calls “the 

beast,” not realizing that the beast is the dark side of humanity, and of course, part 

of himself. Mateo’s self-annihilation is the result of unresolved psychological 

disorder. Irene Gracia’s exploration of male psychology uncovers how 

biological/genetic issues combine with political, social and environmental 

concerns in order to produce a unique and troubled personality.   

As mentioned earlier, female intervention is always present in these 

narratives.  From the earlier time of the immediate Postwar until the establishment 

of Spanish democratic government, women’s arbitration in the construction of 

masculinity is essential.  The women in La voz dormida strengthen the belief in 

male superiority by quietly accepting their own submission.  In Azul, the female 

protagonist utilizes her knowledge of patriarchal tenets of masculinity in order to 

manipulate the male character and trap him.  La señora Berg of Puértolas’s novel 

unknowingly and gently guides the male protagonist into the discovery of 

important issues concerning his life.  In Fiebre para siempre, Mateo’s sister Frida, 

who narrates the story, blurs the boundaries between male and female as she 

projects herself into her brother.  Thus, in these narrations it becomes increasingly 

difficult to separate male and female discourses.  For example, In La voz dormida, 

a novel about women, analysis of male characters is essential in order to 

understand women’s modes of behavior; in La señora Berg, whose narration is 
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centered on the development of a male character, a detailed description of female 

characters is essential for the clarification of issues of masculinity in modern 

society.   

Concomitant to the representation of male subjectivities, gender relations 

are described in these novels.  R.W. Connell affirms: “Since gender relations 

produce large-scale inequalities—in most contemporary cultures, collective 

advantages for men and disadvantages for women—masculinity understood in this 

way must be understood as political” (603).   Connell continues to explain what he 

means by “political”:  “the struggle for scarce resources, the mobilization of power 

and the pursuit of tactics on behalf of a particular interest” (603).   In the novels I 

analyze, the male protagonists are not represented as enjoying their “political” 

advantage over women.  Even in the novel with the earliest diegetic time, La voz 

dormida, in which men clearly were the mediators of women’s identities, political 

advantage does not come as benefit but as a burden to individual, ordinary men.  

During the time of democracy expectations of male and female behavior are still 

much in line with traditional patriarchal mandates; but the changing nature of 

gender relations in Spanish democratic society is represented in these novels as 

reciprocation between men and women’s identities.  Inevitably, men and women 

affect each other’s identity development.   

Even though the patriarchal apparatus still in place acts on men and women 

equally, these narrations, with the exception of La señora Berg, represent the 
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continuing favoring of males by the patriarchal system.  La señora Berg´s male 

protagonist, Mario, occupies the place of her female partner within the family due 

to her absence.  Thus, it is negativity—the absence of a female occupying her 

assigned role—which provokes Mario’s dilemma vis-à-vis his masculine identity; 

however, this event will afford him positive experiences in his relationship with 

his two daughters. In Azul, the ultimate manipulation is exercised by a male 

character, Leonardus, who represents hyper-masculinity as defined by his ability 

to dominate the other characters, his sexual potency, and his success within the 

public sphere.  In Fiebre para siempre, the young boxer’s fatal psychological 

struggle is produced by his frustrating rejection of the feminine.  In Dulce 

Chacón’s novel, La voz dormida, the male characters openly control women’s 

voices and actions.  

Prevalent institutional powers within the social milieu arbitrate the 

relationships between men and women who, reluctantly and/or willingly, do 

submit.   For example, in La voz dormida, Paulino, a member of the Spanish 

Communist Party, agrees to marry Pepita in a Catholic religious ceremony.  He 

has learned to manipulate religious discourse to convince Pepita to spend her life 

with him, as when he declares his love to her inside a Catholic church; in Azul, 

tensions between the Catholic Church and a more liberal democratic government 

are played between male and female subjects, as when Andrea refuses to divorce 

her husband because of her false moral qualms; in  La señora Berg, governmental 
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advocacy towards women’s educational privileges and their occupation of the 

public spheres forces the male protagonist to direct his efforts towards the private 

realm, and take care of his young daughters and elderly parents; extremist 

ideologies as that of Nazism, creates within the psyche of Mateo Lobos, the 

protagonist of Fiebre para siempre, a mental disequilibrium which controls his 

physical and psychological development as well as that of his sister.   

Joan Lipman Brown, in her article “Men by Women in the Contemporary 

Spanish Novel” analyzes the representation of male characters by women 

novelists.  Brown analyzes eleven novels written between 1970 and 1988 by the 

following writers: Carmen Martín Gaite, Ana María Moix, Esther Tusquets, and  

Rosa Montero.55  Her goal was to test the hypothesis that “men by women in the 

current Spanish novel comprise two categories: stereotypes and heroes” (57).  She 

reaches the following conclusions: a) male characters “are known primarily 

through their relationship with women”; and b) most of the male characters belong 

to one of two categories: negative stereotypical male leads or the masculine hero 

[“the sensitive intellectual whose sexual prowess is based on winning over the 

minds (through which he reaches the bodies) of women heroes” (68)].  However, 

                                                 
55 Joan Lipman Brown´s novel selection was as follows; Martín Gaite´s Fragmentos de interior (1976) and 
El cuarto de atrás (1979); Esther Tusquet´s El mismo mar de todos los veranos (1978), El amor es un juego 
solitario (1979), and Varada tras el último naufragio (1980); Rosa Montero´s Crónica del desamor (1979), 
La función Delta (1981), Te trataré como a una reina (1983) and Amado amo (1988); and Ana Marí Moix´s 
Julia (1970) and Walter ¿Por qué te fuiste? (1973).  
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an analysis of women’s narrative of the last decade of the twentieth century yields 

different results.  

My findings, after analyzing novels by Dulce Chacón, Rosa Regás, Soledad 

Puértolas, and Irene Gracia, are not in line with Joan Lipman Brown’s 

conclusions.  First, in the novels I study, with the exception of La voz dormida, 

male protagonists are not identified by their relationship with women as is the case 

with the novels Lipman Brown analyzed.  In the novels that take place during the 

time of political transition and democracy the narratives are filtered through male 

voices.  Even Fiebre para siempre, whose narrator is Frida, the male protagonist’s 

sister, cannot be said to offer exclusively a female voice due to Frida’s projection 

into and almost total identification with her brother. 

The male protagonists of the novels I analyze are neither stereotypically 

denigrating images of men nor feminized but admiring heroes; neither the “macho 

ibérico” nor the “weakling” to which Lipman Brown alludes.  In the narratives I 

study male protagonists are unique individuals portrayed with psychological 

depth. The male protagonists in these novels struggle to find an identity within a 

contradictory cultural, political and social landscape.  Their inner conflicts also 

emanate from changing patterns in traditional gender roles and the new dynamics 

that affect modern family patterns. Even male characters in La voz dormida, who 

did not question traditional definitions of manhood, and would perhaps fit better 

into the pattern of what Lipman Brown calls the hero, are portrayed as 
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subjectivities plagued by psychological, political, social, and sexual conflicts.  So, 

even the idea of male heroism is narrated in terms of its cost to male subjectivity.  

The male characters by Chacón, Regás, Puértolas, and Gracia are very 

different from each other; it would be impossible to draw a composite male 

character that would represent the new Spanish male.  As represented in these 

narratives, the “new” Spanish male is not defined by the stereotypical image of the 

Iberian macho, or the male who systematically objectified and used women for his 

own benefit, the patronizing male in charge of saving the day, and who holds all 

political power.  As a result of cultural, social, political, and religious pressures, 

the male protagonists of the novels I studied are represented as fragmented beings 

in conflict with themselves and with the external forces that contribute to shape 

their identities. However, they do have in common their questioning of prevailing 

cultural, social, political, and sexual values.   

Spanish women are now allowed entry into social and political circles. As 

women take advantage of new sexual freedoms and of educational possibilities, 

will men’s occupation of the private realm become the norm?  What will be the 

new social and cultural spaces occupied by men?  How will male subjectivities be 

affected by changing gender relations? What power or powers are behind the 

gradual transformation of the cultural, social, and sexual patterns that affect 

masculinity?   
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My analysis of the male characters written by women novelists suggests 

further research in order to explore these and other related questions.  According 

to Michel Foucault, there are at times within a historical continuum, 

transformations which represent breaks within historical uniformity. These breaks, 

according to Foucault, are due to modifications within the discursive statements 

which are accepted as “scientific truths.”   An investigation into the literary 

representation of the political, religious, and cultural beliefs at work within 

specific historical periods and the oppositional forces which provoked resistance 

and changes within social practices would contribute to an understanding of the 

evolution in Spanish women writers.  Such investigation would also help explain 

the historico-literary gaps in women’s writings as well as its sudden proliferations. 

Also, further research into women’s fiction would shed light into the literary 

techniques with which women writers voice both self-expression and clandestine 

resistance.  

Useful contributions to the understanding of narrative representations of 

identities would be a comparative study of men and women writers’ conceptions 

of masculinity as well as femininity in Spanish contemporary narrative and in the 

face of a changing society.   Do both male and female writers reduce gender 

relations to a power struggle?  Is the patriarchal system described by both male 

and female writer one who favors men over women? Which narrative techniques 

do male and female writers prefer in the representation of gender?   
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An interesting investigation would be a reflection on intertextuality vis-à-

vis Spanish women writers.  What are the discourses and textual narratives utilized 

by contemporary women for the construction of their own texts? What 

characterizes the new texts that result from the intersection of discourses? How 

have the descriptions of masculinity and gender relations in these contemporary 

texts absorbed and transformed other texts?  Are contemporary descriptions of 

masculinity in women’s texts a subversive response to previous texts?  Are 

contemporary women novelists aware of previous female writers as models or are 

they influenced by canonized male writers?  What sort of response do readers 

bring to women’s novels, and how do such responses help not only in the 

transformation of women’s texts but in the transformation of society at large? 

My analysis of recent texts by women novelists contributes to 

understanding how women writers write new masculine experiences in Spanish 

society such as being dominated by a female partner, having to share the familial 

tasks traditionally consigned to women, drawing practical and vital lessons from 

women in their past, and having to struggle against the feminine in order to 

reassure a coherent male sexuality.  By bringing to light women’s narrative 

representation of men, my study advances the understanding of female 

perspectives of masculinity and gender relations, a major theme in contemporary 

women’s narratives.  
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